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0-9 (Rev. 12-13-56)
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F B I

Transmit the following in

Airtel

T<K

From;

SAC, New Orleans

Director, FBI

Date: 3/27/64

(Type in plain text or code)

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

\

WHITE KNIGHTS OF THE KU '

KLUX KLAN OF MISSISSIPPI
RACIAL MATTERS

RACIAL INFORMANT PROGRAM
NEW ORLEANS DIVISION

/FOIA(b) ( 7 )
- (D)

ReNOairtel 2/24/64.

Advise Bureau status of inquiries concerning the
S

above captioned organization and identities of two klan groups
mentioned in re Bureau airtel.

Also inform Bureau
concerning

|

and recommendation concerning

status of background information
L Also include your evaluation

BywH
Mali rrrM ?-

1

SERIALISED

/X^AR'281984
AfW ORLEANS

Sent Via .m pkfzjL ,y -1
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3/26/64

MSTBL AIRMAIL

BISECTOR, FBI (167-1552)

SAC, NEW ORLEANS (167-1962)

/FOIA(b) (7 )
- (D)

WHITE HEIGHTS OF THEm mm. mm m Mississippi

Enclosed herewith are eight copies of a letterhead
m®morandua suitable for dissemination which are self-explanatory.

The
memoraaduffi. is

he enclosed letterhead
RI (pros)

.

.^Bureau (Eacl-8) JM n4 <s

'ajwtew Orleans U: 157-1163)
ISlCigas

' —
.
f/s'i'/rc3^

/A'?-
_^3-

. avf v ^ ‘vv
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M&w Orleans, Louisiana
larch 28, 1964

white mmmm m we

A
information' in the past
Orleans Office of the
March 18, 1964, that a
of the as Klux Han of
15, 1364, at Hatches,

source who has famished reliable
m Special Agent of the -Hew

on
•off the- 'White- Knights

wm held on March

from

St was
unit of the
'present, at the
trial off l£yron
slaying of

can*t

ms attended
of the

announced at this meeting; 'that each Elan
' should hare three out off every ten members

room every day during the forthcoming
La Beckwith who had been charged with the
Seers* The statement made at -this'
hi© down."

of Police It* B* Pierce,. Jackson Police »«**«»*

,

district Attorney, Hinds County; and Fred Uy Pickett, |r*,
Sheriff of Binds -County, Jackson, Mississippi*

The trial of Beckwith is scheduled for April 6,
;1964^ .at . Jackson,' Mtssissippi*; ;

.

, This document contains neither
'nor .eoiioimidiiB- of the pp®* ' .It, M tie p
and is loaned to your agency; it and it©
to be distributed outside your agency*

off the FBI
are

8-Bureau
^New Orleans (1: 157-1163)
SMC: gas

r/s*-'xv-

*«w

• * 1 . r\ ^

Filed L
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I

3/36/64

AIRTEL AIRMAIL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-1552)

FROM: SAC, NEW ORLEANS (157-1962)

WHITE KNIGHTS OF THE
KB ELBE KLAN OF MISSISSIPPI
RM

Enclosed herewith are eight copies of a letterhead
memorandum suitable for dissemination regarding printed
literature distributed by the White Knights of the Ku Klux
Klan of Mississippi la Lincoln County, Mississippi, as well
as a memeographed letter distributed to members of this
organization at a state-wide meeting held on March 15, 1964,
at Natchez, Mississippi.

The confidential source mentioned ip the enclosed
letterhead memorandum is

| |,
Rl (PROB)

.

FOIA(b) (7 )
- (D)
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TSm Orleans, Louisian
mrch 26, 1964

'

whits mmiTs mm lays mm m

Bev@rend mmm, i^esMent of the
Baptist SffiQinary, 510 NortH .Farish Street,

60s* Mississippi, ^advised a Olpeiai %ent of the
al Bureau of Investigation ©a March 24, 1984, that
ississippi SaiptijErfc Semiaary Is a, Hegro -seminary
eh ia doing xatssicaary wor& is hitteoln County, Miss
, and 1® not engaged fa any type of voter registral

EeferesO PlMi stated that he received alletter fro®
iWttO' Sbeyant, the :P@aa of the i^®l.isary
'Center at Broobhsven, Sississippi , which enclosed two
of^printed^literature^whieh had been found |jy Bryant in the

Hey©read. Paris provided these; two pieces of
literature, one of which is entitled "The Most Awful Biseas©
of ®ar Tim©4n The second pice© of iitemtiare was' a poem
caftlo«®d *rP^lished by the Whit© SMghis of the Sts Saw
Hlaa #tatc of Miss* Lincoln 'g«nurfey4*

,‘

M confidential source who has furnished reliable ;

information in the -past advised: on March 18, 1984, that
a mm of the white mightsm the- a© Mtu» man
of Mississippi was held at Hatches, Mississippi, on March 15,
18844 mm meeting was attended hy approximately 75 to- 100
individuals from varies- parts- of the state,:

w8oycrn©r Faiii 04 ^ohasoh, 0ffi.ee of itB©-

'

Mississippi”' was distributed to the monbesv for them to -sign
©ad In- turn- send to- Governor Johnson,

8-Bureau
, (

O^-New Orleans -

SMC: gas .aTuKan^ .

4-1
/ J7- 4-S-

iOj/_~2 ' £/-
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mmm, knights of the
Iff KLUX SPAN QF MISSISSIPPI

w ©opl®® of the furnished fey Rovci’eadWjs and a copy of the letter distributed at the Sian
meeting on March 15, 1084, at Hatches, are attached.

_
Ttels document contains neither recommendations

nor conclusions of the FBI. It i® the property of the FI
Jo .your _agendy5 ' it and its contents are notto fee distributed outside your agency o

;
-
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4

Governor Paul B. Johnson
Offioe Of The Governor
Jackson, Mississippi

{ i.

j •;
:

*

T;
1 ' Citizen, And Taxpayer

r '

•
• State Of Mississippi

*
;

;
' : m ;

1
: t

• t
. . ij £

’•in P'

*
,

’ ' 1

' f • f r

J v. .

. * . V

Vi .

Governor Johnson;

As one who highly values the freedom that inherently belongs to
‘

Americans I wish to take this opportunity to register my opposition to .

a certian proposed legislative act now being considered by the legis-
lative department of our State government, .

The specific act to which I am refering. to is the proposal to
grant police power to the Highway Patrol of this. State. This dangerous . .

act of centralization of power is an act of tryanny. My personal belief
is that tryanny is tryanny regardless of which level of government it
may occur, either local, state or federal, '

;

_

The present and past traffic statistics alone would clearly and :

' v>-
;

definitely indicate that to impose additional responsibilities on these ;

traffic saftey officers would be very unwise. . > .

There seems to be evidence that certian elements in our overall ;

State government are making a bold grab for power, and this proposal
will only make the State more 1 oppressive than is necessary for the.
American way of life to remain open, and a reality for Mississippians* ;

:

.
;i-

^ 1; Most Sincerely,

v. . .

.y

£ ppp .. :

' Citizen & Taxpayer
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'

PUBLISHED by The WHITE KNIGHTS Of THE KU KLUl' KLAN STATE CF MESS. •

'

LINCOLN COUNTY j' \

In America, the Beautiful, the hone of the brave,.;!

There seems little concern over this nation to save,

Whore waving Old Glory in all- its light, \ X '

t _

You- will get a call from Washin&ton saying -jou aro,uar r.

the right. f!

Or if you are patriotic, and an anti-connunist talicor

,

What will it get you? Ask General Walker! ,i
'

»'

Is this still America, .the land, of the .free?

Fivo will got you ton it soon won't do., .* a

But hark$ In the distance, do I near: a*, runblo
, ^

•'Such as the roar of a cannon or- 'a- clap of thunder?:

.It’s coning from DIXIE; Glory bo ll
'

'

.
..

Where good non are not ax raid to tahc a stupid
.

a

To save this precious and noble, land.: •

Thoy number in- the thousands ,
rhxs courageous - oancl,_

God go with then, • the .

' XlT XLUX -ELAN
. (

'

.

,1

. Gallant non these, tried and true,
; ;

Dedicating- thoir lives to protect no and you.
;

Now listen, you COMMUNIST and hf-lGe-ERS c,na
;

.
Xfiuo.

Toll all your buddies to spread the nows.

Your day of judgmont will scon bo. nigh, .py- a

As tho Lord in -his .wisdom, looks down' from/on.: nigh;
"Wixi Vials battlc_bo^,Jl..ost.Td-UNE\rEEi •I.aSSXin-— —~~;»?

For the KU ELUX KLAN is lioro : tog stay' ,1 1

1

-..a -t

id
J you..

::,nd.. JEWS

.

• if you wish, to become one of. us, just tellaifew- of your . friends,
and we will do the rest 0 ii X X X-iXXiiXXP y- X.

'V fcyji, * j< " f.u |» ';! I }h; ;:>**

i -V; ' ¥>,.*, ilVUV x,-

s to-'!';; llVS a i'dishpia oa--

>. SjV ' } i

"

n r‘fl fv ; ..
:;0

.

.•> X '.
. l !

< .
. i < iv -'n ^

.

x
t
- xx r

;!vjb ..V./ P vkr-
*. a. * ; i a

.
‘ < - •* i r : ,*

.

*?

;l y-x
'*

• 3i X v

I <1 rH i

j- a U4 Xi' Ivk' X
;

• 1 uj;d.
,

l> ' •

: j

‘

'jiTbriBO'-:

tm Si •‘•I a

«• r E |v -laif
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W’p^. . *fe .••
-

‘ L--

Mi?il \l

THE MOST AWFUL
DISEASE OF OUR TIME
It's an ill government indeed,

that will tolerate, much less ad-
vocate, and enforce, dissension, un-

rest — and even violence — a=

mong its own people. It seems stupid

indeed that any government, most
especially the government of the

United States of America, would
‘ help a small minority group of its

own people overthrow the majority
of its own people, using all the force

at this Government's disposal to do
so; especially when the majority
that is being overthrown is the ab-
solute backbone and total support
of this Government— and the mi-
nority that is doing the overthrow-
ing and trying to gain control, is

now and always has been a 75%
"kept" people, by the knowledge,
labor, money, and good will of the
majority. We are not heading for.

serious trouble . WE ALREADY
HAVE serious trouble when a peo-
ple's government will bow down to a
small, filthy, bearded Communist’
mongrel, just ninety miles from our
doorstep, but . on the other hand
send all its whole military might—

^

armed to the teeth and ready to kill

all its own people within an entire
state, if necessary— to see that
one black man is placed in suprem-
acy over that State (including the
Governor of that State, — all the
elected officials of that State) and
to hell with the feelings of the peo-
ple of that State who have worked,
very hard to make the State pros-
perous, and a decent place to live.’

The very fact that our govern-
ment is in full support of this rev-
olutionary movement to divide its

own people and bring about an all-'

out shooting war, is absojutely baf-
fling. V- • i

Can it be that the Communists,
‘ have already taken over?

I; Are we, heading toward another,.

t \ \ Nazi Germany, and another Hitler
:

;
within this .Government?

, There is certainly something very
- strange about all this that just does'

-i \\ not, and never will, make things
v. j.come out for the betterment of the
u;

;

United States of America. On the

j

contrary, it will be our downfall and i

; total annihilation if allowed to con-
: tinue. The people whom we have
elected to run vthe affairs of this

r ; nation are either very stupid or have •

joined a conspiracy to sell us all out,
.

' and that is a fact!- t

V The leaders of our Country will k
' spend billions of dollars and go any- l

T where in the World to sit down and
J .: talk to a Communist and make all ,

i kinds of concessions with him on l

;

any matter, to keep him pacified a

t while he. is infiltrating every phase

I'*,
of our lives in this country and

L brainwashing the American people, v

end cutting the very heart out of ’

.i ; these United States of America, and
V

;
destroying all things that are de- %

:U
: cent.

V, ;
As yet, not one official of the

United States government has tried .

to make any concessions with the ;

Southern American white man, over
his plight. We suppose the Southern *

States of America and their citizens
:

are not worthy of consideration. Is

it possible that the only way we will

ever be recognized here in the
South will be -to pull out of the
United States of America, get us
a real black man with lots of wool
on his head, who is an avowed
Communist, or a member of the
mau-mau, -who has at least one ;

white English slut for a wife, and
join the United' Nations? At this
time we will be. heard and listened
to by the entire World, and the
United States of America will sup-

:L

5

li'
1 -v • }!

•

;

,

;

l ;
.V

• v
* !

iTTfTi

r \ ' ,yv.'i

‘

*T>.

[I

ft
*

(L. '
. . v;- ' ?

t: -v
'-1;

-yt-
- t f y-. y a '(• i l {

: . -'V ' :

’ *•'
!

-''1‘

•
>:

• y
:'i

T‘: *. '/j

• ?v.
’

• .-’tv

La

v.
• •

'

; ; \\ l

-‘*i :r

V
‘

1

**
f

?* ;
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port us with all its purse power, and
.

military might, and, then they will
{

let us tell them how to run the

government of the United States,
*

. and the people within. This is the

extreme you hgve to go to nowadays

to get any voice at all in what is to

happen to civilization.

The meaning of the word Amer-
ican Patriot has also been changed,

by the Communist, brainwashed.

American ‘people. It now means
fanatic, hot-head, extremist, and ig-

norant.

The only thing an American cit-

izen can get nowadays from his gov-

ernment is an increase in taxes, so

there will be more money available

to support the Communist red and
black satellites, and the poor old

American negro that you see driving

. these new Cadillacs up and down
the road, while you are working

.
your behind off trying to pay doctor

bills, grocery bills, notes on a home
for your wife and children, clothes

for them and many other things

that you know are right and decent.

j:. We bet that you are
.

driving a

five to nine year old car that half

the time you can't afford to buy gas

to go to Church with your wife and
children; and if you could afford

the gas you had to cut the collection

plate short at Church or some other

bill. We bet if you check real close

on that poor old Southern negro

driving that Cadillac, he has two

or more negro women on Welfare
that are drawing checks for half a

dozen illegitimate negro kids of

his— and we'll bet you find them
living in a shack, with very little

to eat, practically no clothes or run-

ning around naked; and we'll bet

the father of those illegitimate ne-

gro kids is out in his new Cadillac,

hustljng new member^, for the

NAACP, and stealing half the dues

he collects, and getting another ne-

gro woman pregant for the Welfare
Department to take care of. And
we'll bet the mother of those same
kids is out begging some White per-

son for something/trying to make

a t-

ft} fc*

SjtpA

if!#

"Kk>4 V

tt .

.

XH-;.
U •

.

'
]
4 -

ji

;

. w ji-i; :

.

;

everybody, feel sorry for her whole

race; but;' We'll also bet if you of-

fered her a.job, she would say "Well
i'se just feel's too bad to work today,

but if you white folks will lend me
five dollars l will come back next

weak and work it out'-; and if she

does come back she will steal yo

C

j

blind, and leave while you are gone;

and since they are already wards of

the state and the all-powerful gov-

ernment, ; there's not one damn
thing you can do about it— and

.

if they go to jail, well, that's free

room and board for a few days and
a chance to rest/ (again at- your ex-

pense.) They don't go to Church
anymore^ they go to the Church
house fora NAACP meeting to plan

their strategy on how they can ag-

itate the White folks that treat

them so ’mean!

The Federal Government says

that these people are to be placed

in a position of society in life above
you and' me, and that we are to

treat them as our equal and better

.—that our kids have to go to school

with them, live with them, marry
them, and if we don't, they will send

the armed forces down here to stab

. our children with bayonets, shoot
1 them in the heads with tear gas,

beat them over the heads with black
jacks, and billy clubs, and shoot you
if you say anything about it.

You have all seen the Governors

of the Southern States try to de-

fend us with the written law of the

1 Constitution of the United States of

America; and they just pushed them
aside :as*though there were no such

i thing * as a Governor or a Constitu-

• tion. These wonderful people of ours

who have tried so hard to defend
us with the law have been made

.
jokes of by the communistic feder-

ally controlled news media and
slandered on television to the whole
world, and lied about by this same
news media until it is absolutely

disgusting to. turn on' a television:

: set. These same Southern Officials ’

have-jbeen "fined and ’threatened by
• such i people Yas' the* AAaggoMn-

yH ''•I r- jjh /

•
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Human-Flesh — none other than
l

Chief Justice Earl Warren, who does <

not enforce the law but makes his ‘

own as he sees fit, under the past -

and present administration on Cap-
ital Hill. There is nothing wrong
with America. There is nothing

wrong with the Constitution of the

United States of America, There is

much wrong with the parasites who
have the reigns of this great Nation
in their hands. There is much wrong ,

with you White people who are

sitting idly by with your fiddles,

while America is screaming for

help! All you have to do is stand up
together one time and say: "Now *

that's it, we have had enough"! We
do not believe there will be any
shots fired if it's done soon. You

;

know the Negroes, Jews, Commu- •

nists, and some religious groups
stand together. They stand together

to destroy you, the White American
Protestant gentile citizen. So what
in GOD'S name will it take to make ’

some of you white’ men and women
stand together and speak your
minds?

5;
\ •

j

'•

') If Americans would teach this to

their children, and live by it them- .

v selves, Communism would soon van-
;

ish behind the iron curtain, and the

^ parasites in our own government
would have, the exact dose of anti-

biotic needed to destroy them. Then
the right kind of capable, dedicated
people would replace them because

the replacement would come from
you or one of your children to whom
you taught, the American way of ;

’ life!- •

'

So you see: The answer to our
/’ problem is for everyone to do his

or her share to correct iL Stick to-

' gether and let your voice be heard,

s' (loud and clear.) r

There is a saying that is very

true: "There is not enough darkness
in the entire world to put out the

light from one small candle". And
just as true, there are not enough

/ Communists or parasites in the *

whole world to kill the spirit of one
honest-to-God American.

Do something to correct this sit- ,

uation now, while you still have a
chance. Tomorrow could very well

be too late. •

. 1 ^

Write a letter to your Mayor,. ;

Chief of Police, Sheriff, State Rep- ;

resen tative. Governor, your Con- '

gressman, to J. Edgar Hoover; yes, .

and even to the President of the >

United States — even tho we doubt ./

if this one will help. But, let them
all know how you feel. Let them £

know that you have had about all

you can take: let your State officials
J

?

know that you are behind them and
where you stand, and mean it!

''

)
Talk to your children. Teach *

: them what is going on in their coun- . I

i try. Keep them from being brain- .. ¥

1 . washed at school and with televi- -

-j
sion shows. Teach them that Amer-

j

ica was not won on Liberalism, but

‘j
was won by people who had guts §

j

enough to call a spade a spade any
j f

r

.
time, any place, on any occasion, y ;L

A

NW 12580 Dodd : 59167807 page
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The White Knights of the KU
i KLUX KLAN of Mississippi ore

,

I native white Mississippians and are 1
•

not affiliated with any other Klan

organization possibly operating .

within this state headed by people t
•

outside this state. We are solely

• responsible for this and all other

work done by The White Knights .

of the.' KU KLUX KLAN of Mis-.
4

!/

sissippii and that alone!

i
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What Will Our Descendants Be? i

Anglo-Saxon or Mulatto ???
With all the racial propaganda by

the NAACP and theirwhite stooges,,
and as the years roll by the prophesy
and v/ords of Abraham Lincoln may be-
come a reality. At the rate we afe

'

now moving, in another hundred years
the Ethiopian or mulatto will be the
rulers of our Anglo-Saxon nation,
founded by our great forefathers of
Virginia and Massachusetts.

You cannot build in a Democracy
a nation inside a nation of two' an-
tagonistic races. The future Ameri-
can must be Anglo-Saxon or Mulatto.

You can never have social and
"political equality with the Negro
without asking him to your - home
sooner or later. If you ask him to
your house, he wil 1’ break bread with
you at last. ’And if you seat him at
your table, he takes the right to ask
your daughter's hand in marriage.

The man or woman of Negro - ances-
try, though a century removed, will
suddenly breed back to a pure Negro
child,- kinky-headed,: flat-nosed,
thick-lipped,

- black skinned. ONE
DROP of. Negro blood in your family
could push it. backward three thous--
and ^ears. in history

.

In a debate with Judge Douglas at Charleston, Illinois, Scl’tcmber 18, 1S58, Mr, Abraham
Lincoln expressed his views and his stand on the racial question, in part as follows:

"I am not nor ever have been in favour of bringing about
in any way the social and political equality of the white
and black races! I am not nor ever have been in favour

' of making voters or jurors of negroes, nor of qualifying
them to hold office, nor to intermarry with white people.
I will say in addition to this that there is -a physical
difference between. the white and black races which I be-
lieve will forever forbid the two races. :1 iving together
on terras of social and, political equality: and inasmuch
as they cannot so live

,
while they do remain together there

must be the position of the inferior and superior, and I

am, as much as any. other man., in .favour of- having the .su-
perior position assigned to the white race." v

* Dedicated to maintain and extend the dignity, heritage and rights of the :

White Race a/ *America.

Thomas Jeflerson, Benjjmin Franklin, John Adams, James Monroe, even Booker T. Washington favored segregation.

DON’T DESTROY—Pass it along—Enclose in your letters—Give to your pastor, your poll-

' ticicin, your school teacher .. Maintain the dignity, heritage and rights of the White Race.
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

5010-104
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT. Rh '

Memorandum

: • i-.! a A ; j Uj, ? :• f

:. ;

r
;
s!|];| HUP

K-Hsfr jlfeS
' -1 r. Law*;; '

I
.

'i!U
v . ;:

SAC . New

••

' a j. if :,:,-

Orleans ( 157-*
/j
3
/

,?*
TE: March 24, 1964

subject:

SA CHARLES M. KOKES:
' "

:

S i |!-j p . :P /

-

•
•

KiU KLUX KLAN ACTIVITIES' 1
!••

.

LINCOLN COUNTY,, MISSISSIPPI fr
:

:

On March 24, 1964, Rev
. ^

WILL IAM j/~_ DAYIS , President of •

the Mississippi Baptist Seminary Bor 530 ,
Baptist Building,

Jackson, Mis sissippi (located on 510 N. Parrish St.), advised that
he had just received a letter report from MILTON BRYANT . who is."
the Dean of the Brookhaven, Miss. Center, PId^s. Baptist .Seminary.
DAVB said that he had no other information beyond that which ,v

.

is contained in this letter and the two enclosed leaflets which he
furnished to Agent.

DAVIS stated that the Mississippi Baptist Seminary Is
a Negro seminary and is engaged in’ doing ; Negro missionary’ work, and
is not In any. way connected with or associated with any organisations'
which are engaged in Kg voter registration work cr -other 'type move-
ments spohcered by huch organizations aw the. NAACP, CORE, or SNCC.

DAVIS made available the letter from MILTON BRYANT which
is set out here in part starting with paragraph No. 4

’’The pressure is mounting in our area. The KKK is organizing in.

Lincoln and surrounding counties. Some group may well be called p
terrorist . One of our most faithful pastors from Franklin County
ivas .advised by a white friend to drop out before he gets hurt, which
he has done. A report has dome to me that a layman who was attending
the Natchez Center from Bude (Franklin County) was ambushed to death
recently as he was returning from school.. A home was dynamited arid

burned in the same county. A life long citizen of Lincoln Cou ntv
who has reared a good family has been ordered to leave the county.
One of .our white pastors who has been teaching for us this winter
has been pressured out of the work by some hot heads in his church.

We are going ahead and will until! .we are forced to give up,
which I hope will never come. Dr. ' Bob;! Ramsay called the sheriff
for a conference in benal.f of the work. (1,The sheriff indicated

.

that he is in sympathy with the work; arid will cooperate .with ns i

seeing that the not heads do not interfere. Parched

? ~ kt /f/Z 'Lincoln County ' H.y L' jijfyh % ,. iMAR 25 1964 ^1 - 157—2^/^ Franklin County /
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,T I am enclosing some copies of, propaganda ohat was distributed

in our city last week. . I found these 1 copies in niy drleeway when X.

got' up. This is vicious. I cannot see how the -people called

Christians in our state' can continue to remain .silent, and allow ,

the politicians and the terrorist to disrupt the. only way to solve

one of our greatest problems.. If we should lose this source of

contact, I tremble to think of what will happen ;to thousands of the

.'helpless people Iro of the state.'- •/ .
1.-

"Milton Bryant Teacher-Missionary" •')
.

Z? One of the leaflets which was endlos ed with in the
/ letter from Bryant was entitled ' "The Most Awful Disease of Our Time"

and the other leaflet consisted of a poem headed by the caption

"PUBLISHED by The 'WHITE KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX' KLAN , STATE OF MISS.".

^ •
i"LINCOLN COUNTY" ,

(V ..
- i

These two leaflets are being 'placed within the 1A part of

file • ;
'

LEAD
'

”

,^t Brookhaven, Mississippi
- Will contact Rev. Milton Bryant at the Brookhaven Center

of the Mississippi Baptist Seminary for complete details of the

incidents referred to din his letter to Rev. Davis.
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Cover Sheet for Informant Report or Material

FD-306^3-21-58)

dFOIA(b) (7 ) .

- (D)

Date received

Method of del ivery (check appropriate blocks)

Received by

EDWARD im

CZH in person i J by telephone ) b y mail" I I oral ly 1

'

I recording device | j ^

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:.

ien by' Informant

Date of Report

Transcribed

Authenticated
by Informant _

Brief description of activity or material

Report of ^regular saeetiiag of
;

th® Bogu© Hoiaa

F Rifle Club, (Tta© White

the Ktr.Klus Elan of Mississippi)
Remarks: V:

Date(s) of activity.

%/17/M

File where original is located if not attached

SEE ATTACHED

Orleans

CE215^1962:

'

'

i * '' d-u V .•

GILBERT

l«15*i&953

JLeAlx—<

Block Stamp

SEARCHED INDEXED..

S6mAU2EDj^TFlL.£D .../

MAR 2 4 1964
rai—NEW oruEans
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FOIA(b) (7) (D)

’’March 18, 1964

"The Bogus Homa Fishing and Rifle Club met at its usual
meeting place March 17, 1964 at 7:30 P.M 0 The charter
was displayed and a report that 27 Klaverns were
chartered March 15, 1964 in Brookhaven, Mississippi,
It was also mentioned that Mr, Gilbert in Brookhaven
is the state Investigator in all the state activities
and is the 1st to get the. Information on a major
decision.

"The security leakage which last week was voted on to
be turned over to the state, was intervened by our Grand
Bragon or Wizard* whichever he is (Sam), He got together
with the accused and gave him money and told him to leave
town for at least 2 weeks. The B.C. and the Ass't. B.C.
was upset about this. They thought the state should have
carried it on to what was voted on.

"The evidence that is compiled against this man will be
presented in open meeting with the man Sitting in the
middle of the room. A trial in other words, with any one
that wants to can speak in his behalf , it was made plan
however that this man would not be bodily harmed however,
as was previously discussed* it 1st was discussed of
chaining him, putting snuff & black pepper in his eyes and
strapping him until he confessed. All they plan to do in
open meeting is to present the evidence, and if he cannot
disprove it, he will be led from the building and
banished from the Elan forever.

"No other business will be discussed next week, only this one
thing, \

"After the security leakage is stopped, open meeting discussions
of cross burning and other activity such as strapping will be

At the/ moment only a select few know what Reallyvoted .on.

Maurice Flowers
- 2. Bishop /- Paul

gvan, Jerry ffmith -/ Grady C
ichards - Paul

nee.
Thomas.
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/dink

’’Ellisville group was there last night making a total of
23 present. They have 4 to Initiate Monday night, with one

it, along with the printers brother being very ill,

’’The cross burnings in Ellisville was gloated over and
an investigation of Zachary Johnson where a cross was
previously burned is being investigated to see if he gets
the strap.

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

from Laurel joining them. They claim they have made great
strides in expanding toward Moselae and Eastward, The
preaches from down there, Mo. Stringer , game warden, the
man, with fingers off. Freeman at Freeman hardward and 0. L«
Nix at Rogers Auto Parts. /
’’The amendments to the constitutions is what is delaying

HW 12580 Docld: 59167807 Page 29
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FOIA(b) (7) (D) l/dmk

AT NATCHEZ , MISSISS IPPI

On February 24, 1964;

At a meeting at the headquarters of the KKK on the
Morgantown Hoad, Natchez, Mississippi, two practice hand
grenades painted blue or gray in color were exhibited by
JACK SEALE at the meeting on 2/24/64. These 2 practice
grenades were carried in a blue canvas flight-type bag.
A discussion was had by SEALE, ERNEST PARKER, and others,
that the wax hole in>--the end of the grenade could be melted
and the grenade filled with black powder. The hole could
be tapped and plugged, thereby creating an explosive. The
comment was made by JACK SEALE that the grenades came from
the National Guard. SEALE made the comment that he had
served six months at Goat Island in the penitentiary, Just prior
to his release from the U. S. Navy, and that the reason
for his incarceration was that he had run over some Chinamen
in a jeep while he was in the service.

There were no comments made as to how many grenades
were in possession of the KKK.

One of the members named FINLEY who is employed
by Magi-Bar advised that there was a private swearing-in in
which only 3 or 4 members were present, at which time.
Sheriff O’DELL ANDERS of the Adams County Sheriff’s Office was
sworn in as a member of the KKK.

It was determined that ERNEST PARKER had been
the individual who had flown an airplane over Brookhaven,
Miss., several weeks earlier from which KKK literature had
been dropped.

2
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* ^OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

5010-104-01

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
SAC, NEW ORLEANS (157-1962) 3/24/64

SA STEPHEN M. CALLENDER
'FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

subject: WHITE KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX
KLAN OF MISSISSIPPI
RM

| ]
RI (Prob), who has furnished

reliable information in the past and whose identity must
be protected, furnished the following information on 3/13/64,
which can be located in New Orleans file 157-1962-37,

Laurel, Mississippi
March 13, 1964

Advised that on 3/10/64, the Laurel Klavern (The
Bogue Homa Hunting & Rifle Club) of the White Knights of
the Ku Klux Klan of Mississippi, met at the regular
meeting place. They discussed taking in new territory so
that Ellisville and Calhoun, Mississippi could get
enough new members to get a Charter, It was agreed
that they could do this but would have to remain under
the supervision of the Laurel group until they got the
necessary number.

It was reported by the Secretary, LAWRENCE BgRD, that
the Laurel Klavern now have enough paid up members zo
qualify for a charter. According to SAM BOWELS, Gyand
Dragon, the various charters will be "issued in a S

(

tate
Wide meeting at Brookhaven, Mississippi on Sunday, 3/15/64,
It was reported that some thirty (2$ Klaver^fs will be
chartered, /

LAWRENCE BYRD, Secretary on 3/11/64 told informant
confident ially that the leak had been identified and
explained how they identified the person. The Klavern has ,

5-New Orleans
/^Q.57-1962
^-157-1971
1-157-1953
1-157-44
1-157-dead LAWRENCE BYRD

SMC/dmk

/S~7

SEARCHED .^NfifiXEDk

^ERIALl2£D...^FiLED £

MAR t 4 V964
FBI—NEW ORLEANS

r'j
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NO 157-1962

eight (8 ) group leaders, each leader has two or three
members who work with him. They would plan to ’’Throw acid"
on a car at Walgreen ’s Drug Store, and not tell anyone
except the ones in that group, just prior to the time the
acid was to be thrown the leader would call the incident
off. They would then watch the area to determine if the
police were in the area. This was done by each group
and at a different time and place and they finally decided
that they had the members identified. It seemed that on one
or two occasions the police would be in the area when a
particular member was in the group. BYRD did not identify
the individual. He did say that the man must be trying
to get in good with Chief 4L. C. NIX.

He related that ten (10) new members would be
sworn in at Calhoun of Friday night, 3/13/64.

2
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/dmk

"March 11, 1964

"The Bogue Homa Hunting & Rifle Club met at
7 P.M. March 10, 1964 in their regular meeting
hall.

"The Secretary reported that we had more
than enough to receive our Charter Sunday in
Brookhaven.

"Of the 20 present it seemed that only ten
really knew what was going on. The only discussion
that was really open was the Ellisvllle group
wants the opportunity to take in Mosselle &
Ovett and grow so they too can receive a charter.
This was also discussed of Calhoun, Big Creek
& Soso. Permission was given for them to do
this. However they would remain under this group
until they were able to charter,

’Each time a name is submitted for member-
ship an investigating team is to investigate and
report before he will be allowed to Join.

’’The Grand Dragon stayed in another room,
and was called out to say a few words . What he
said was that the investigation was over on this
security leak, and they knew who it was and
who he reported to

.

„ "He said he was in this room and we want
to give him a chance to withdraw before any
primitive action was taken in regards to it. He,
the Grand Dragon said if he will step forward
and take the withdrawal oath & leave he would
be forgiven. He said this is no bluff, but a
promise that action would be taken, part of the
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/dink

oath was read,, where it says that to violate this
oath means , disgrace, dishonor and death. He
then was given until noon March 11, 1964 to call
the Grand Dragon. If he did not, and it was
voted to turn it over to the state level and
he would be dealt with from there. It was
also said by one of the members that he had
given this info to the Chief of polce, and
another fellow who he thought was his friend
but was not, and it got back to the Klan.

"The E.C. said after this culprit is
gotten out of the club, the crosses would be
burned or a rear torn up on schedule and not
be just something to talk about in the club
to keep the chief confused with the info he
had been receiving.

"The man as they stated would not attend
another meeting, but be dealt with this week.

"The ceremony team will bring in approximately
ten new members in Calhoun community Friday night.
They report 16 in that area now.

"The initiation ceremony team I

I consists of approximately 6 or 8
men. Several of these men have a copy of
the initiation ceremony, and all the oaths of
which the men receive

.

J

I

"hast Thursday night we brought in 2 new
members in Ellisville. Of course we went way
out in the country to an old out hois e to
perform the ceremony.

FOIA (b ) (7

)
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At NATCHEZ, MISSISSIPPI

On February 17, 1964 :

At a meeting on 2/17/64, at the Sportsmans Club
on the Morgantown Road, Hatches , JEFF ESSE was sworn into
the Ku Klux Rian (KICK) 0 the chief of the Morgantown group
in which LIKE was sworn in is ERNEST PARKER, and the oath
was administered by DOJGLAS A, BYRD who was accompanied by
JACK SEALE and a fourth individual Wlose name is not known
The four officers who acted in an official capacity at the
swearing in, wore red smocks of cotton which appear to foe
similar to sheet material, and wore hoods of a slick
material, similar to nylon, the guards who were stationed
Outside of the building, wore black hoods and black smocks

the Ceremony was very Similar to a masonic
initiation; however, a Bible was Opened on the table in
front of those being sworn in, on which a revolver and a
dagger had been Crossed . the officers conducting the
ceremony initially advised those present of the aims and
purposes of the Crganlzation, after which the individuals
who were to be sworn in Were told that if they so
desired at this time, they might leave the building.
No one left and at this time there was more praying on
the part of the offl<£ils. It was pointed out that the
organization was a non-violent organization but that
they were in a position where they could whip people
and, if necessary, have them disappear

.

Following the last of the praying and formal
ceremony, everyone in the room removed their hoods and
the statement was made that they were now all klan members .

It was determined that the Sportsmans Club on
the Morgantown Road where the ceremony was performed had
dropped its application for a phone extension due to
controversy over; the name , inasmuch as there is a
legitimate Adams County Sportsmen Club.

The following individuals were present at the
swearing-in:

c-

2
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, /dmk
ilsv^ .

'

Sir ^
•

.

^ ERNEST PARKER, Palestine Road,
Natchez, Miss*} **-

DQUGL&S A. BYRD;

... BABY LEE PARKER;

JACK SEAIE;

Mr. G.T. LAMBERT, 103 Rushing Street,
Morgantown Road, employed Armstrong
Tire and Rubber Go., W/M about 55-00;

GRADY LEVERETTE
,
204 LaSalle Street,

Natchez, Miss* (a Natchez, Miss, policeman);

WILLIE STROUD, lives at southiv end of
pearl Street, across from a gun shop
(Natchez, Miss., policeman);

TOMMY JONES, Gloverdale Community,
near Natchez

, Miss.}

"PEANUT" W. W. CARNELL, Mount Carmel
Subdivision, Morgantown Road, operates
a machine shop, bn US Highway 61
North}

DAVID CARNELL, sone of W; W. CARNELL,
employed in Scarborough's Machine
Shop, across the road from the KKK
Headquarters;

ROBERT MURRAY, lives #6 Ouachita
Street, (lives in Natchez, is
Natchez , Miss * fireman)

;

SIDNEY E. HANEY, residence
Morgantown Road (head of
Citizens for the Preservation of the
White Race, Natchez, Miss.)

3
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/dak

There were approximately five other members whose
identity was unknown 0 It was determined this group has a
membership of at least 40* The number of LOBE is 4G-M.

The names of additional groups using the same
headquarters are believed to be Sligo Group and the
Cioverdal© Group „ it was definitely determined that there
are four groups , and that of the four groups there are
300 - 400 members.

The following individuals are known to be members
of the KKK, as this information was obtained from conversation
with other members:

MARIO BERMUDEZ, Deputy Sheriff,
Adams County SO, Hatches,

' Mississippi;

Captain J. G. WISHER*,^^
"

Miss. PD;

PETE HARVEY, employed SBT&TC, outside
maintenance department (installs and
maintains phones);

"TINY" LEWIS
,
operator of the Bar-B-Q

Pit, U.S. Highway 61 North (Colonel on
Governor Johnson's staff);

SHORTY BRELAND, employed International
Paper Company, resides Cannonsburg.
Miss.)

There were very many guns in evidence at the
swearing-in meeting and it was determined that guards on
the outside alternate on different nights.

It was determined that those individuals in the

4

i
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/dmk

group interested in beating anyone would be on a voluntary
basis and that no one would be required or designated to
perform any particular beatings

Then following the swearing-in ceremony,, there
was a so-called business meeting and the only business that
took place was a discussion over the fact there would be a
charge Of $1 per month per member for a building fund; athat
the quarterly dues were to be either $4*25 Or $4.50 and
that the initiation fee would be $10 and $10 charged for
the robes

,

One Other item which was discussed at the so-called
business meeting was whether the organization could
purchase pews from a church in Natchez to be used in the
meeting hallo

5

\
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Monroe, Louisiana
•.

.

' January 27, 1964

* '<

Royal V. Young made a few remarks on the Klan

staff meeting held at his residence on a Saturday prior to
i •

January 11, 196*1, and it appeared that the staff meeting

to which he referred was probably held o,n Saturday, December 28,

1963 . Young stated that at that staff meeting, there was a

discussion of the current troubles regarding Ihe split in

the klan. Young stated also, that he had pointed out to
i

the staff members that he expected the three branches of the

t
; klan to handle their respective functions: These three

' branches of the klan referred to vtsre to be headed up by the
.bf

Grand Dragon, the National or Grand Kleagle, and Chief of

the Klan Bureau of Investigation.

Young stated that he had received a letter some
.b

time prior to January 11, 196*4 , and had also received a

' telephone call from Alvin Sansing of Mississippi, and that
* •

' 4

Sansing wanted Young to attend a meeting with Mississippi

Klan leaders to be held on January 11, 1964. Young. stated
*

that Sansing had told him that Douglas Byrd was not speaking

for all of the Mississippi Klans when he told Royal Young

that Mississippi Klans did not want to stay with the Original

• ; ’

t

*

.

- ’

’

'

kfc.~
‘

• ' tf
5.“ ’
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Ku Klux Klan . Young stated that Sansing had told him that

the Mississippi Klansmen did not want to follow the leadership

of Douglas Byrd and Edward McDaniel. Young stated also, that

Sansing had advised him that E. S. Gilbert, who had been

associated with Byrd and McDaniel in connection with the

split in the Klan, wanted to apologize to Young and the

old original KKK and that Gilbert wanted to stay with the
P

Klan headed by Young. Young did not. make it clear who Alvin

Sansing is and Just what his connection with the Klan has

been. •

Royal Young and Charlie Pierson arrived in

Vidalia, about 7:00 PM on January 11, 1964, for the Klan

meeting to be held at the Shamrock Motel. The banquet

room at the Shamrock had been reserved for this meeting

and there were approximately 25 men present. Young introduced

Pierson who was with him as his personal aid. Alvin Sansing

was the spokesman for the Mississippi Klansmen at this

meeting and the statement was made at the meeting that these

men represented six different Klan units in Mississippi,

and that they wanted to go' forward with Royal Young to build the

did Original Ku Klux Klan in Mississippi. The Mississippi
1

,
. \

'

group stated to Young that, they wanted him to understand

2

'

\
A

' '
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There was a discussion at this meeting at Vidalia

of the part that Douglas Byrd had played in the split in

the Klan and the Mississippi Klan leaders present requested

and received permission from Royal Young to take any steps

necessary to prevent Byrd from interfering with Klan activities

and the Klan leadership in Mississippi. The impression was
* *

.

. given by the Mississippi Klan leaders present at this meeting

that they would definitely take any action necessary to deal

with Byrd.

Following are the names of some of the Mississippi
i

Klan leaders present at this meeting;
*

Billy Jack Caston, Box 293, Telephone number 657-2^31
r

Liberty/ Mississippi, Grand Dragon of Mississippi.
”...

Harold Beckmer, Telephone number 876 -2302 , Tylertown,

Mississippi, Chief, Klan Bureau of Investigation of Mississippi

Johnnie Harold Simmons, Route 4, Telephone number

876 -33^ 8 , Tylertown, Mississippi, Grand Giant of Mississippi.

.!'

.
Winfred R. Lowery (a Baptist Minister), Johnston,

... Mississippi, Telephone number 276-7^77, Grand Chaplain of
f -

Mississippi; the impression was given that Lowery belongs

to a Klan unit at Summit, Mississippi.

>
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Charlie Stringer, 209 Westview Circle, McComb,

Mississippi, Telephone number 684^16, Grand Kleagle of

Mississippi.

A1 Sibley, 502. Pearl River Avenue, McComb, Mississippi

E. L. Caston, who apparently is. a Sheriff or has

,
; recently been a Sheriff in an area of Mississippi near

Natchez. Young picked E. L. Caston to be his personal

aid in Mississippi. Comments made indicated0 that E. L.

Caston and Billy Jack Caston are cousins. E. L. Caston

’ r stated to Young that he, Caston, had talked with the Governor

1 of Mississippi, and that he would get a special permit from

the Governor of Mississippi for the Chief of the Klan Bureau

of Investigation and for Young and that they could use these

permits to travel all over the State of Mississippi in an

official capacity for the State of Mississippi.

The statement was made that the personal aid to

Royal Young would have the authority to go anywhere at any

time on Klan business and that the personal aid would be

answerable only to Royal Young. It was said that Charlie

Pierson, who accompanied Young to the meeting at Vidalia,

• was Young's personal aid in the State of Louisiana.

V 1 Royal Young had stated that he was worried about

Robert Fuller and about Fuller getting money improperly from

• - 5
; •
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the Klan units in the Monroe area. Young Indicated that he

was suspicious that Fuller was using Klan money for his dwn

personal use, and Young stated that he planned to have Henry
< - ... -

’jrvin Bayles check on Fuller. Young stated that he was to

meet with leaders of the various Klan units in the Baton

Rouge area at Baton Rouge on Sunday January 12, 1964. He

stated that following his meeting with the leaders with the

various Klan units at Baton Rouge, he was hofding a staff

meeting at Baton Rouge, at which meeting he expected J. D.

Swenson, Henry :irvin Bayles, Houston Morris, and Robert
.

.v
• -

'

Fuller to be present. He stated that he would probably talk

' with Bayles after that meeting and have Bayles conduct the
*

investigation on Fuller. Young made the statement that he

still had not selected the Grand Giant for the Klan in

Louisiana

.

There were attained copies of official notices

over Royal V. Young's signature in which Young notified

Klansmen that, he had revolked the commissions of Murray -

Martin as Grand Giant; and Grady Wilder as Provincial

Giant. The official notice on Martin and Wilder charged

that they were guilty of slandering and threatening the

heads or leaders of the K,lan and also of committing treason

*
.

.

.
•

:

.

-

' '

", 6
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by insighting or recommending a revolt to the principles

of the old original rules and regulations. The notice stated

that Martin and Wilder would never again hold an official

position with the Old Original KKK. This notice was dated

December 28, 1963*

There also was obtained a copy of the notice to

all klansmen over the signature of Royal V . Young in which

Young revolked the commissions and expelled £he following

klansmen:

Douglas A. Byrd, Natchez, Mississippi.

Edward L. McDaniel, Natchez, Mississippi

E. S. Gilbert, Brookhaven, Mississippi

The charges set forth in the notice Indicated that

they were guilty of the same type activity with which Martin

and Wilder were charged.

There was obtained also a copy of a letter dated

December 12, 1963 ,
addressed to Klansmen over the signature

of Mrs. Clotilde M. Young in which Mrs. Young expressed her

views regarding Murray Martin and Grady Wilder and their

action in opposing Royal Young as leader of the Klan.

7

|
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*

t • '

.

» .
.

Inasmuch as BII^LY JACK CASTON, 'HAROLD BECKMER and.

' JOHNNIE HAROLD SIMMONS have been Identified as leaders of

OKKKK in Mississippi, it is recommended that 157 cases be

opened on these persons so. that complete background information

can be obtained.

.

- i

8
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OP'Ua'NAL form no. io ' L
§BL* 4
UNITED STATES GO^ LRNMENT

Memorandum
to : SAC (157-1962) date: 3/17/64

FROM : SA STEPHEN M. CALLENDER
FOIA(b) (7 )

- (D)

subject: WHITE KNIGHTS OF THE
KU KLUX KLAN OF MISSISSIPPI
RM

A characterization for future use regarding
captioned organization is needed.

A review of this file indicates that according
to

| |
Rl, a meeting was held on 2/15/64

at Brookhaven, Mississippi, which was attended by approxi-
mately 200 individuals. At this meeting, those present voted
to pull out of the Original Knights of the Ku Klux Klan
(Louisiana) because the Mississippi members felt that they
were not getting enough money which they had contributed to
the OKKKK returned to them.

Part 1, Page 65, paragraph D sets forth information
needed for a characterization of an organization:

1) Date it is formed

.

2) Aims and purposes.

LEAD :

AT LAUREL, MISSISSIPPI
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Cover Sheet for Informant Report or Mc^erial

FD-306 (3-21-58)^

rOIA(b) (7
j

- (I

Date received
(

Received from (name or symbol number) Received by /
/ . 1

3/13M PRil I
SA, BOBERS? EDWARD LEE

1 1 in person telephone I 1 by mail I
3v3^nra] ly I' I recording dev ins I 1 written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:^

Date

Dictated '
'll to

Transcribed _

Authenticated
by Informant _

Brief description of activity or material

Meeting of Bbgue Hama Hunting & Rifle Hlnb
,

(Laurel Klaverh, The White Knights of th©
Ku KIujc Klan of Mississippi )

Date(s) of activity

3/10 ,

File where original is located if not attached

Remarks:

(This

3/11/61*.
report® is in addition to th© written report submitted on

/J7U3-6
Block Stamp

serial/zed.
r̂leo

ED^|L/
JffRl 7 1964 \j*/EBI-New ORLEANS

'"
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Laurel# Mississippi
March 13# 1964

Advised that on 3/lo/64# the Laurel Klavern (The Bogue Hoaa Bustlag & RifJ®
Club) of The White Kgights of the Ku Klux KLaa of Mississippi# met at the. regular
meeting plaoe. Thy© disoussed taking in new territory so that Ellisvilla and
Calhoun, Mississippi could get ©sough asew members to get a Charter# It ms agreed
that they oould do this but no uld have to reras in uuder the supervisioa of the Laurel
group until they got the aeoessary aim her* /

.

. .. //It was reported % the Secretary, LAWRENCE ^BYRD# that the Laurel Klavera bow
have .enough paid up members to qualify for a charter, According to SAM BCWERst~''Graad
MSffapx pragma# the various oharters will her issued ia a State Wide afetiag at
Brookhayea#Mississippi oa Sunday# 3/15/64# It was reported that some/thirty (30)
Ilaveras will be Chartered.

oa 3/L1/64,
LAWRENCE BYRD# Seopetary./ispsmax told informant ooafideatially that the

leak had besa ideatif

i

9d and explained how they d±dx identified the persoa. The
Havers: has fafgS $8) group leaders, each leader has two or three members who
work^ with him./They would plus to "throw acid” oa a oar at Walgreen 1 s DTug Store#
sad sot tell asyoae eocoept the ones is that group# just prior to the time the
aold was to be thrown the leader would call the incident off# They would the watch
the area to deterrain© if the police were ia the area# This was doss by eaoh group
and at a different time had place had they finally decided that they had the members
identified. It, Seemed that oa oa© or two oocasioas the polio© would be in the area
when a ijasAlanHanc particular members was i a the group. BYRD did sot identify the
individual. He did say. that . the man must be trying to get Mu good with Chief L. C. NIX,

1SX It has been reported that ia addition to JERRY#ClITH# (Laurel Policeman)
there is another policeman ia the Klavera. This msha has never worm his uniform
to the meetings. ’/ /

• ,

1 '

• y

.

•... • ^
’

'

.

/’

.**• who aesm-to aalce most of the decisions for/the /^lavern^xxx are GRAgY CHANCE# Ghaacex ‘-^^^dServioe Statics, (EC) B. F* Hjim)Njr
Owner, Lsm/el Tile CompdayT, MAURICS p^BOT;i^.^^3feBtributor . M5M Jax Beer# /M^fsHOP.

4'

Oll^Tool Company# BOBBY employee# Masonite CorporationT^&DMEDM^C^N|' Patrolman, MHP# C, PT CLARi^ GTar.k Water Well Drilling, PAUL RICHARDS,^

—

TOCmlough Gil Tool Company# Pit?L THOMAS # employment unknown and J 0iar ~

[

JMYz^aho
is a truck driver for Weatherford Oil Tool Company. LAWRENCE BYRD^Secretarv. do*a
not take a very aotiv© partin the business sessions;"

night ^I/fI/6A
0<^ new members would be sworn ia at Calhoua of Friday
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optional FORM NO. 10

5010-104

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT—Memorandum
SAC (157-1784) 2/23/64

• FROM : SA ROBERT F. COOPER, JR*

EOIA(b) (6)

R3IA(b)(7) - (C)

tbi-A(b)(7) - (D)

subject: MS RLAYERM
CRYSTAL SPRINGS, MISSISSIPPI
1M •

. I \ \

Be memo of SA EUKTER E* 1/23/64.

Tills memorandum reports that -oa 1/22/6%, f

/ telephoiiicalIy advised that he

had developed information that there was a ELCS organisation
ia Crystal Springs* Miss*? operating under*the Gun $nd Rod
Club. 11© said he knew they met oa Thursday nights, bat did
not know where they were meeting®

Ee said that fee would be willing to discuss this
matter futfeer with an agent.

)n 2/14/64,

interviewed

He stated that in regard to the information that he
hai furnished an agent of this Bureau telepfeonically on 1/22/64,

that fee had made this call from his wife’s -parent home in

Jackson, Miss, to the Jackson Office of the SB! because ho
€r\d not want to call fro® Crystal. Springs, Miss. He stated

?.„iat fee felt that if it were known that fee furnished informa-
tion to the FBI in regard to this matter, it would- siaRp- him
position in Crystal Springs very difficult, and it would toe

very hard on his family.

Ee stated that ho has no information that there is

any Rian activities in Crystal Springs, Miss, of his knowledge,

trad that the only information ho has in regard to i£m ac°

tivities is the information set out below, which camred
|

to believe that possibly there were some Rian members in

J2 - BO 157-178
fTy ko ics-irc

1 - ED £S-5oa
1 - m Itr-Dea
RFC/sw
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a ^JFGlA(b) (6)

£§fcoiA<b)*|1
)

FQIA(b) (-7 )

(C)

(D)
'

NO (157-1784) /sw

Crystal Springs;

[ ] pointed out that he has no use whatsoever
identity notfor the KKK, but repeatedly requested that his

be disclosed in furnishing this information and requested that
no individuals be contacted in this matter who had talked
to I ] as set out in this memorandum*

received is as follows:
] stated that the informat ion that he has

He stated that approximately ohe year ago, Rev.
HOWARD MC LEMORE , who has phone # 1479, Crystal Springs, Miss.,
but who lives across the street from the County Line ;

Baptist
Church of which he is paster, came to the County Line Baptist
Church as its minister.

—
|
stated that the County Line

is located on old U. S. Highway 51 ,/ just outside
County, and just inside the Copiah County line.

Bapti
o
st Church
f Hinds

| stated that he met MC LEMORS when;MC LEMOEE
came to his present church i and that MC LEMOEE had I formerly
served a Baptist Church in Meadeyille, Franklin County, Miss.

|
stated that he does not know the name of the church

LEMORE served there, f 7 | stated that he does know
LEMORE served as moderator of County-v/ide meetings of

MC
that MC
the Baptist Church that were held in Franklin County, Miss.,
which indicated that he was an individual of prominence in
the Baptist Church. f7 7 [stated that he would describe
MC LEMOEE as age approximately 34, white male, 5* IC”
black hair. He has a family consisting of his wife,
three or four children^ the oldest of the children being about
11 years old.

| 7 [stated that MC LEMORE *s wife comes
from Jackson, Miss. , but] |does not know her name or
her parents?; name/

200 lbs.,
and

[ advised that approximately two months ago
church , theMr. HULAN DEAR., who is a member of

Highland Baptist Church of Crystal Springs, informed
that a Rod and Gun Club had been organised in Copiah County,
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NO (157-1784) /s

w

-]FOIA(b) ( 6

)

FOIA(b) (7)

IFOIA(b') (7 )

(C)

'(D)

and that he, HULAN DEAN, had been approached to become a
member . DEAR indicated to that Rev. HOWARD HC LEMQRE
was a member of the Rod and Gun Club, but that DEAR* indicated
that he did not become affiliated with the Club because of
information that he, DEAR, had received from a Mr. GHERMAN,

;ol b who-'is a member of th© County(first name not kaewa toi
Line Baptist Church. [

] stated that as he recalled it,

DEAR told him that SHERMAN had said that the Rod and Gun Club,
mentioned above, had met at an old abandoned house on old
Highway 51 just pastethe place that it crosses Highway 27 and
off old Highway 51 onto old Bidlake/ Road.

I | stated that he cannot more accurately
describe just where the locat ion '/Of /this house should be,
because he received his information from DEAR and DEAR received
his information from SHERMAN.

stated that SHERMAN further told DEAR that
on one occasion he saw two men wearing white helmets directing
traffic by the house Where the Rod and Gun Club was meeting.
DEAR advised I rthat SHERMAN did not indicate the men had
on uniforms or was there any insignia upon the helmets, other
than just plain v/hite helmets/ According to

[
SHERMAN

also related to DEAR, that the Rod and Gun Club held meetings
on Thursday nights, and stated that on one occasion when he
went by the place where they were having the meeting at night,
the shades were drawn.

BEAR iold[ ] that although DEAR had no informa-
tion to substantiate his belief, he^felt that due to the
above, that possibly the Rod and/C^Bb may be active in klan
activities and that he, DEAR, wanted nothing to do with the
organization.

stated that as he recalls it, DEAR
indicated that SHERMAN had told him the County Line

also
Baptist

Church had sold some old seats and that the seats had been
placed in the house where the Rod and Gun Club met.

|

said that he does not recall DEAR indicating that he had been
advised by SHERMAN as to how many people met at the Rod and
Gun Club.

| [
said that DEAR indicated to him that the
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NO (157-1784) /sw

house being used by the Rod and Gun Club belonged to a Mr.
THORNTON,

—

who lives in that area, first name unknown to
jstated that he does not know THORNTON.

stated that DEAR told him Mr. SHERMAN
had not indicated that he knew of the information he furnished
regarding the Rod and C^in Club from SHERMAN’S own knowledge,
but that SHERMAN had received it from someone else, not
indicated to DEAR.

C.

'

. v “

12/63 , a member off
years old, told

Iadvised that at the first part of
church, ELLIOT MC GREW, 20 or 21

the following

:

[said that MC GREW works at Tadlock’s Garage
located benmo xne Hub Grill which faces Highway 51 in Crystal
Springs, Hiss.

„

jstated that JULIUS HARPER, white male in
early 50 'sj t>

v tall , over 200 lbs., dark hair, is the owner
of the Hub Grill.

ELIOT MC GREW asked when saw
him in Mac’s Cafe in Crystal Springs, if JULIUb limiPisA and
the Rev. HOWARD MC LEMORE were mixed up in the "Klu Klux”.
MC GREW said he asked this question because he had been seeing
HARPER and the Rev, MC LEMORE on Thursday nights at the Hub
Grill and that they were ’’cigar smoking and talking loud”.'
MC GREW stated that there was a group that met with HARPER
and MC LEMORE on the Thursday evenings, but did not say how
many were in the group or what the group was.

MC GREW told
|

jthat for the above reason, he
believed that MC LEMORE was mixed up ”in something dirty”

.

]stated that he recalled after HC GREW had
told him the above, MC GREW commented to BENSON that he,
MC GREW. ”hated MC LEMORE’ s guts”. MC GREW did not indicate
to why he hated MC LEMORE ’s guts.
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| stated that MC GREW at that time went ’

j:

on to say that he, MG GREW, had seen a cross burn on Highway

51 at Crystal Springs, sometime in 11/63, and had seen a young

fellow in a white 1956 Ford, tag not recall, stop and set up

the cross, set it on fire, and leave in the car.
^
MC GREW

told ! that the Crystal Springs Folic© w©r© jib a oaf©-

some distance from where the cross was set out, but had,

according to MC GREW, determined who had set out the cross.

| stated that ie refilled the publicity of the

cross burnings In Hinds and Copiah Counties on the night af cer

the Auburn - Mississippi State fcrtball game in Jackson, Miss.,

and that apparently this was the time that
S
MC GREW was

.referring to.

“
I stated he recalled telling MC GREW that if

anyone had come around to! k house and with any such

crosses . they would have all been laying on the ground after

got through Wi^b them.

ladvised that he has not further talked with

MC GREW since this time. / /

1 stated that he is well acquainted with the

Chief of Police at Crystal Springs, Miss., Mr. BOYCE FERGUSON.

He said that FERGUSON is a Christian and a fine individual,

who. in. I 1 opinion, would never have anything to do

with any sort of klan activities, and would not tolerate any

such activities in Crystal Springs if he could prevent it.

f 7 [stated that the thought has cdme to

him sikce J5e had the conversation with MC GREW that MC GREW

"had thrown I
[a "bait" in order to "throw me to the dogs".

|
| said that he meant by this, that MC GREW may have^

tryed to make it seem thatj |
wouId come out publicly

against klan activities which might cause him trouble in the

area.

stated /that in thinking along the lines

referred to above was prompted on the fact that in approxi-

mate!v 8/63, MC C-REW’s parents who are not members of
|

church, came to |

~^ aad asked him to help them in a :

problem concerning their son, EMOT MC GREW.
|
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/ /v ./// // r

stated that MC GBEWs parents told him
t / / A/ // I

M [stated that since MC GREW
Lied MC GREW to the churchchurch

.

,
he eai

on several occasions and talked with ilia, and prayed with
him, and finally ,f

J~

i 1
stated that since that time, MC GREW has

never been back to the Highland Baptist Church of which he
is a member and I I said he felt that possibly he may

said that he gave the information that he

had received as has been indicated regarding HOWARD MC LEMGRE,

paster of the 'County bine Baptist Church, a great deal of.

thought and prayer and on 1/20/64, as best he can recall,
went to MC LESOREVs home and talked to him there.

I said that he told MC LEMORE that some people
had asked I I if MC LSIORE was a member of the KKK, and

Isaid he asked MC LEMORE point blank whether MC LEMGRE
was a member of the klan.

said that MC LEMORE was extremely angry and

unset and MC LEMORE toldf |
that if any people had asked

~
1 W 1 . . <9 •* _ JL -4. «_ , ~»

iber "of the klan, that they should come
i

if;; he was a mem!

to him personally and tell him he was a member of the klan
and ask'. Lira if he was a member.

said that MC LEMORE informed him that he,

MC LEM01E
Lwas^member of a Rod and Gun Club, which met in the

neighborhood which MC LEMORE lived, and that it was a hunting
club. WO

,

t.^hre stated that possibly the people who had

told him,
may have gotten

that MC LEMORE was a member., of the. klan,
he idea ,

from the fact that MC lEMOEdi; was in

the Sod and Gun Club

.

©
A

"Ait
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i|FOIA.(b) (6')

' jjFOlA(b) (7)

/FOIA(-b) (7 )"

(C)

(D)

after that and

[

stated that HC LEMORE had no more to say
3 left his home. [

jadvised that

MC LEMORE never did say he was or was not a member of the

klan. . .

.stated that it is well known in Copiah
County since MC LEMORE has been minister of the County Line

Baptist Church, that MC LEMORE is a hunting enthusiast and

that MC LEMORE goes all out for all sorts of hunting.

.said that he would regret it deeply if he

has gone to MC LEMORE and asked/HC/ LEMORE if he Was a member

of the klan, and in reality MC/ LEMORE was not affiliated •

with such an organization and was only a member cf a Rod and

Gun Club.

[ | stated that during the recent trial of BECKWITH,

for the murder of the Tiead of the NAACP, MHBGAR H¥EE8»

Mr. SHERMAN, the member of MC LEMORE *s church , told KULAN
DEAR, member of[ church , who told[

MC LEMORE attended the BECKWITH trial evepy day and was very

much outspoken in his belief that BECKWITH Was being unjustly

accused.

After the trial was over. I I said MC LEMORE
announced to his congregation that he was going to preach a

sermon on the 13th amendment of the Constitution, and that he

expected a large crowd to be at his church as there would be

visitors other than his congregation. Also MC. LEMORE had

indicated that he had been interviewed by a representative
' of a nationally known magazine and had expressed his views

against the trial, of BECKWITH, and his views for segregation.

The sermon promised by-MC IJEilORE was preached Sunday

night, 2/9/64, and the church was fwlS^ebutbnot crowded.

i i

advised that MC LEMORE constantly preaches

sermons to his congregation against the Negroes which stirs

them up and would indicate t~, —
tion/the°Church oa the part of MC LEMORE.

a lack of sincere dedica-
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| stated that he had furnished this

informat ion to this Bureau as he felt that it was his duty

to do so. He stated that he wanted to emphasis very strongly

the necessity to avoid contacting any of the individuals who

had furnished information as related above. He stated that

any contact with them by agents of this Bureau, would of

necessity disclose the fact that he had furnished the informa-

tion to this Bureau.

He stated that he will remain alert to the situatin

in that area, and that if he receives any information regard-

ing any klan activity, he will advise this Bureau.

On 2/14/64, Chief of Police BOYcl FERGUSON ,
Crystal

Springs, Miss., advised that Crystal Springs has no credit

bureau.

Mr. FERGUSON advised that JULIUS HARPER, is a

former Sheriff of Copiah County and operates a cafe at Crystal

: Springs. He, said that HARPER has no record with his Dept...

FERGUSON advised that HOWARD MC LEMOEE, is a_

Baptist minister and is pastor of the County Line Baptist

Church in Copiah County a few miles above Crystal Springs on

... old Highway 51.

Chief FERGUSON advised' that to date, his sources

have furnished him no information as to any klan activities
v in the Crystal Springs area, but that he believes he will be

if any such activities occur.

'

• FERGUSON advised that after the Miss. State - Auburn

football game which was on a night in 11/63, a cross had been
burned on Highway 51 in Crystal Springs and. one in the area

near the railroad tracks in Crystal Springs. ' FERGUSTON stated

that he and his department had been unable to determine who
had burned the crosses, but that he had no information that

they had been burned by local individuals and that he felt

they were the work of persons that had attended the football

game from Alabama.

FERGUSON said,he understands there is a hunting club

which meets near the Copiah County — Hinds County line in

Copiah County, but he has never received any information that

it" operates in any way other than a hunting club.

^
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On 2/14/64, Sheriff HERBERT DEATON, Copiah County
SO, Hazlehurst, Miss., advised that since the cross bulling -

episode, when one or two crosses were burned in Copiah County
after the Miss. State - Auburn football game, he has alerted
his sources in order that he will be advised of any klan

i

activities in. the county. He stated that lie believed that
he would be informed when any such activity occurs.

He stated that 'he has heard that there was some *

type of hunting club in the county, but that he had little
information to date regarding the activities or membership
•of the hunting club..

,
/

o

RECOMMENDED ACTION:.

From the above information, it would appear that
considerable anomosity exists between informant

| 1 and
the Rev. HOWARD M£ LEMQRS , as indicated by the inforiaat ion
furnished by

| j In view of the lack of information, ,

this case should be placed in a closed status at this time,
subject to be reopened in the event information is received
to .substantiate that klan activities are in Copiah County :

through sources of this office.

A copy of this memo has been designated for the
klan control file, 105-1057.

A copy has been designated for file 157-1163
(BECKWITH) in view of MC LEMORE’s interest in the BECKWITH
trial.

j

A copy has been designated for a 157 fileefor Rev.
HOWARD MC LEMORB, which should be made as a dead file.

A copy has been designated for a dead file for !

JULIUS HARPER* • •

It is -recommanded that the dead files be made for
MC LESSORS and for any information received that may,
indicate’ that they are active in klan activities.

This memo should be routed to SA CALLENDER, coordinator
of klan activities and reports for this office, for his in-
formation.' j'

,

•ix
- '9
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

REPORTING OFFICE

NEW ORLEANS

OFFICE OF ORIGIN!

NEW ORLEANS

DATE

3/12/64

INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD
,

9/8/63 - 3/5/64
TITLE OF CASE

"CHANGED”
*

REPORT MADE BY

SA STEPHEN M. CALLENDER

TYPED BY

dmk

ORIGINAL KNIGHTS OF THE KU
KLUX KLAN (LOUISIANA), aka
Louisiana Rifle Association

CHARACTER OF CASE

RM

The title of this case is marked changed to add
the name Louisiana Rif le* Association under which name the
OKKKKbas an account ,at the Louisiana Bank and Trust Co. ,

Shreveport
, La

.

REFERENCE

Report
Orleans

.

P

LEADS

NEW ORLEANS DIVISION

AT SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA

of SA MERRIMAN D. DIVEN, 9/30/63 at New

Will make inquiry at the Louisiana Bank and Trust
Company and examine the account of the Louisiana Rifle ,

Association. I

APPROVED

COPIES MADE:

£/£ SPECIAL
CHJ DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

5*^Bureau (100-71801) (RM)

5-New Orleans
3-105-1057
/2}l57-1962

COPIES ON COVER PAGE B

DISSEMINATION ^ECORDfpF ATTACHED REPORT NOTATIONS
45 7-£l3
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NO 105-1057

Copies:

5-Bureau (100-71801) (RM)
1-ONI , 6th Naval District, Charleston

South Carolina (RM)
1-ONI, 8th Naval District, New Orleans,

Louisiana (RM)
l-G-2, New Orleans (RM)
1-0S I, Barksdale AFB, La., (RM)
1-Atlanta (Info) (RM)
1-Birmingham (Info) (RM)
1-Charlotte (info) ,(RM)
1-Dalias (Info) (RM)
1-Houston (Info) (RM)
1-Knoxville (Info) (RM)
1-Little Rock (Info) (RM)
1-Memphis (Infb) (RM)
1-Miami (info) (RM)
1-Mobile (Info) (RM)
1-San Antonio (Info) (RM)
1-Savannah (Info) QIM)
1-Tampa (Ihfo) (RM)
5-New Orleans
3-105-1057

;

2-157-1962

AT MONROE, LOUISIANA

Will make inquiry'at the Central Savings Bank
and Trust Company and examine the account of the Monroe
Hunting and Fishing Club.

AT NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA

Will continue to follow and supervise the
investigation and reporting of the activities of the 0KKKK
in the New Orleans Division.

COVER PAGE

B
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INFORMANTS

IDENTITY OF SOURCE

NO T-l is

NOT-2 is V
jm (Prdbj

NO T-3 is f
| 1 RI (Probj

NO T-4 is f
RI (Prob)

NO T-5 isT 1
J LaSalle

Parish, La. (requested)

fFOIA(b)(7) - (D)

LOCATION

105-1057-871 , 887 , 889 , 890

,

892,937 , 949 , 993 , 1003 , 1005,
1006 ,1007, 1011 , 1019 , 1020

,

1122, 1135 , 1A102 , 1A115

105*- 1057-958 , 939 , 970 , 971

,

986 , 995 , 997 , 1000 , 1010 , 1013

,

1060,1070,1073,1074,1131

157-458-47 ,51,57,61,72

157-1827-2

157-1355-9

105-1057-942 , 1046 , 1063 , 1069

157-44-39,44,51,54

157-1591

157-1320-5

157-1827-2,4

157-1321-4,12

157-858-5

157-1786-1

157-44-42

105-1057-1054

COVER PAGE

C
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"'FOIA ( b ) ( 7 )
- (D)

IDENTITY OF SOURCE LOCATION

NO T-6 IsT

BogaTusa, La. (requested)

NO Tr-7 is

NO T-8 is

|
Ouachita Parish Sheriff ’s

Office
, Monroe, La. (requested)

NO T-9 is » I (Prob)

157-1319-5

105-1057-922,944

157-1355-4

157-1206-11,12,31,32

157-1528-4

105-1057-1122

ADMINISTRATIVE

One copy of this report is being furnished to
the other Offices previously indicated for information purposes
in view of klan activities in their areas.

\

COVER PAGE

D*
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1-ONI , 6th Kaval District, Charleston, S.C. (RM)

1-ONI, 8th Naval District, New Orleans, La. (RM)

l-G-2, 'New Orleans ,(RM)

Copy tot 1-OS I, Barksdale Air Force Base, La. (RM)

R«po«t oft

Data

SA STEPHEN M. CALLENDER Office: NEW ORLEANS
March 12, 1964

Rlt Numbers 105-1057; Bureau file: 100-71801

Title. ORIGINAL KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN
(LOUISIANA)

Character. RACIAL MATTERS

Synopib. Organizational breakdown of Original Knights of the
Ku Klux Klan (OKKKK) , setting forth the chain of command
obtained. According to this breakdown a realm (State) is

divided into three divisions, namely the organizational
executive and security divisions. ROY E. DAVIS, Dallas, Texas,

is still imperial Wizard^ however, in name only, and ROYAL
VIRGIL YOUNG, SR., of McDade, Louisiana, is Imperial Dragon
and actually runs the OKKKK. Officers OKKKK identified and
se,t forth as well as officials for the State of Mississippi.
YXHBMQl t membership from 1500 to 2913 individuals.
Some of the aims of the OKKKK are white supremacy, state
sovereignty, segregated schools. Organization maintains
bank account, Shreveport, La., and as of 12/63 YOUNG was
reportedly receiving $1,900 to $2,500 per month in dues
and membership fees. In December, 1963 treasury reportedly
contained $1,700.' OKKKK alleged to be active in political
matters in Louisiana. In September, 1963, rally held near
011a, La., at which time YOUNG spoke about the dangers of
any violence and emphasized that under ho circumstances
would violence of any type be allowed or tolerated.
Another rally held 11/18/63 near Rayville ,

' La . , at which
rally it was indicated that the OKKKK would participate
in non-violent action to prevent any form of racial
integration. Numerous crosses burned south Louisiana
evening of 1/18/64 to stimulate lagging interest. Starting
in November, 1963 sources reported that factionalism
developed in the OKKKK primarily over YOUNG’S handling
of finances and as a result ROBERT SHELTON of Tuscaloosa,
Alabama, head of the United Klans of America, had been
in contact with various OKKKK units in north Louisiana
who defected from the OKKK, attempting to get these units
to affiliate with the United Klans. In January, 1964 information

Thk document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of any kind. It is the property of the FBI, and is a loan to your agency/

It and/or Its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. is-7«a»-i «.o
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received that ROBERT FULLER, a leader in the OKKKK at
Monroe, La., is attempting to take over as head of
organization from YOUNG. Infiltration of the OKKKK
of law enforcement and the identities of officers
set forth. Location and identities of leaders of
OKKKK units in Louisiana and Mississippi set forth.

P

2
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DETAILS:

The Original; Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, hereinafter
referred to as the OKKKK, the United Klans of America,
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan and the Association of Arkansas
Klans, are characterized in the appendix section of this
report. j .

-

I. Organizational Structure

A. Organizational Breakdown

NO T-^l advised on December 4, 1963 that the following
is an organizational breakdown setting forth the chaiq of

obmmand in the OKKKK which has been,; formulated by ROYAL
VIRGIL YOUNG, SR. ,

the Imperial Dragon.

The OKKKK is a Christian militant organization and
the membership is restricted- to those of the Christian faith.
The overall organizational structure is similar ito the
military chain of command.

IMPERIAL WIZARD

The leader of the OKKKK is known as the Imperial
Wizard who is the supreme commander and all of the mandates
and orders of the Imperial Wizard shall be carried out by
the officers and members.

IMPERIAL DRAGON

The second in command of the OKKKK is known as the
Imperial Dragon, whose duties will consist of carrying out
all of the instructions and mandates issued by the Imperial
Wizard.

The Imperial Dragon in turn passes these instructions
issued by the Imperial Wizard to the members who make up
the top governing body of the OKKKK which body is known as
the National Conciliam or National Council.

3
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i
l

i

{

national conciliam

The National Conciliam consists of five officials of
the OKKKK known as the National Dragon, National Chaplin, National
Giant, National Kleagle and National • Klan Bureau of Investigation
(KBI).

To become a national officer and a member of the
National Conciliam, an individual must have been a loyal member
of the OKKKK for a period of three years, an officer in any
of the realms of the OKKKK and demonstrate that he is capable
of giving orders as well as taking orders and see that these
orders are carried out.

There is currently one member of the National Conciliam,
the National Kleagle (Organizer) and until such time as the other
four officers of the Conciliam are filled, the Imperial Dragon will
meet with various officers in the realms of the OKKKK.

The officials who make up the National Conciliam are
superior to the pfficers of the realm and shall be respected and
their orders obeyed and these orders issued must be carried out
without any questions being asked.

THE REALM

The next division in the OKKKK is the realm. A realm
consists of a state in the United States of America which has five
/or more chartered units of the OKKKK. These units are chartered
by the Imperial Dragon and have a unit to receive a charter. This
unit must have 50 or more members. A unit can have up to 100 members
at which point a new unit must be started.

DIVISIONS OF THE REALM

There are three divisions of the realm namely the
Organizational Division, the Executive Division, and the Security
Division.

4
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A. ORGANIZATIONAL DIVISION

This division will be in charge of an individual known as
the Grand Kleagle who in turn is under the jurisdiction of the National
Kleagle. The duties of the Grand Kleagle will be to organize and
establish new units and to see that these newly established units
expand in membership until such time as they are chartered. As the
units are chartered the supervision of these units are then turned
over to the Executive Division of the Realm.

B. EXECUTIVE DIVISION

The Ghief Executive Officer of the Realm is known as the
Grand Dragon. He is in charge of all executive duties and operations
of the . va rious units in the realm. The Grand Dragon is under the
authority of the National Dragon and the Imperial Wizard.

The Assistant to the Grand Dragon is known as the Grand
Giant.

The Realm is broken down into four provinces which are in
charge of a person known as a Provincial Giant and these Provincial
Giants are under the jurisdiction of the Grand Giant.

C. SECURITY DIVISION

The Security Division of the Realm is known as the Klan
^Bureau of Investigation (KBI).

The KBI is headed by an individual known as the Chief
KBI and is under the jurisdiction of the Grand Dragon.

The Chief KBI will have four Deputies under him and each
Deputy KBI will be assigned to one of the four provinces in the
Realm and will be in charge of all matters pertaining to security
in their respective provinces.

5
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When the Grand Dragon issues an order to the Chief KBI
to carry out a project or to investigate a matter, the Grand
Dragon will in turn leave the Chief KBI alone until the project
.has been completed and the results furnished.

The manner in which the investigation is conducted is
strictly up to the Chief KBI. It is his bossiness to see that the
job is done and he alone is strictly responsible to see that the project
has been completed.

The above offices are to be filled. by persons recommended
by officials of a superior rank. When a person is recommended he

must be approved by the members of the National Conciliam and thereafter
interviewed and questioned by the Imperial Dragon and the Imperial
Wizard. If the individual meets with the approval of the Imperial
Wizard he is then commissioned by the Imperial Wizard.

EXALTED CYCLOPS

An Exalted Cyclop will be in charge of each unit in the
Realm and will be in charge of the officers of the unit. The officers
of the units are to be elected by the members and are the only
elected officials of the OKKKK.

No rules or edicts of the OKKKK can be changed unless by
the express orders of the Imperial Wizard.

\ B. headquarters
;

NO T-l advised on November 27, 1963 that the headquarters
for the OKKKK is considered to be the residence of ROYAL VIRGIL YOUNG,
SR., the Imperial Dragon who resides at Route 1, Me Dade, Louisiana.
Various business of the OKKKK is also conducted from the Bossier
Plumbing and Heating Company, 408 Traffic Street, Bossier City,
Louisiana which is operated by JACK YOUNG, a brother of ROYAL VIRGIL
YOUNG, SR.

C. OFFICERS

NO T-l advised on November 27, 1963 that ROY E. DAVIS of Dallas,

6
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Texas is still the Imperial Wizard of the OKKKK although in name
only. As a result ROYAL VIRGIL YOUNG, SR. ,

the Imperial Dragon is
acting in the capacity of the imperial Wizard and is actually the
head of the OKKKK.

NO T-2 advised on January 6, 1964 that a meeting of the
officers of the OKKKK was held on December 26, 1963 at the residence
of ROYAL VIRGIL YOUNG, SR., Route 1, Me Dad®, Louisiana. At this
meeting the following individuals were named as the National Officers
of the OKKKK beginning January 1, 1964;

ROYAL V. YOUNG, SR.
Imperial Dragon

J. D. SWENSON
National Kleagle
Bossier City

ROBERT FULLER
Monroe, Louisiana
Chief KBI

CHARLIE PIERSON
Monrpe

,
Louis iana

Assistant Chief KBI

HOUSTON MORRIS
Baton Rouge, Louisiana

) Grand Kleagle

HENRY IRVIN BAYLES
Monroe, Louisiana
Grand Dragon

JACK YOUNG
Grand Chaplin

D. OFFICERS FOR THE STATE OF MISSISSIPPI

NO T-2 advised on January 13,. 1964 that the following
officers of the OKKKK for the State of Mississippi attended a

\

7
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meeting on January 11, 1964 at Vidalia, Louisiana;

BILLY JACK CASTON
of Liberty, Mississippi
The Grand Dragon

HAROLD BECKMER
of Tylertown, Mississippi
Chief KBI

JOHNNIE HAROLD SIMMONS
of Tylertown, Mississippi
The Grand Giant.

WINIFRED R. LOWERY
Johnston, Mississippi
The Grand Chaplin

CHARLIE STRINGER
of Me Comb,: Mississippi
The Grand Kleagle.

At this meeting, ROYAL VIRGIL YOUNG, SR., the Imperial
Dragon ichose E. L. CASTON of Liberty, Mississippi as the personal
aid for the State of Mississippi. CASTON who is a former Sheriff
in Amite County, Mississippi, remarked that he had talked with the
Governor of Mississippi and as a result would obtain a special
permit from : the ' Governor so that the Chief KBI and also YOUNG

• could travel throughout the' State of Mississippi in an official
jcapaicity.

E. MEMBERSHIP

NO T-2 advised on November 6, 1963 that there had been
a change in recent months in the number of members necessary before
a unit of the OKKKK could obtain a charter. It was formerly necessary
to have 50 members before a charter would be issued to the unit,

however, in towns where the population is less than 2,000 individuals,
a charter would be issued when the membership of the unit reaches 25.

It is still necessary in towns and cities of over 2,000 to have 50

members before a charter would be issued. NO T-2 advised that units

of the OKKKK are reportedly located in the following towns in Northern
Louisiana;

8
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Monroe

West Monroe

Calhoun

Sterlington

Choudrant

Bastrop

Oak Grove

Lake Providence

Tallulah

Delhi

Rayville

Winnsboro

Sicily Island

Jonesvilie

Jena

011a

Winiifield

Jonesboro

Farmerville

Homer ,

Minden

Bossier City
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NO T-3 advised on December 16, 1963 that a state meeting
.

of the OKKKK was held at Columbia, Louisiana on December 12, 1963.

At this meeting ROYAL VIRGIL YOUNG, SR., the Imperial Dragon, claimed

that the membership of the OKKKK consisted of 2913 individuals.

NO T-2 advised on January 13, 1964 that at a meeting of

the OKKKK held on January 11, 1964 at Vidalia, Louisiana, rOYAl VIRGIL

YOUNG, SR. ,
the Imperial Dragon, claimed that there were 1500 dues

paying members of the OKKKK.

II. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

NO T-l furnished on September 8, 1963 a one page leaflet

entitled "50 Reasons Why You Should Be A Member of the Original

Ku Klux Klan. By: R. E. Davis, Sr., Imperial Wizard".

A copy of this leaflet follows:

10
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FIFTY REASONS WHl YOU SHOULD BE A MEMBER OF THE 01

R. E. DAVIS, SR.

IMPERIAL WIZARD.

*£NAL KU KLUX KLAN. By*

/ ' 1—Because the Klan is a great, legal American Institution of Americas. < *

2—

Because it is the only organization on earth where only native-born, White, Gentile American citizens make up its membership.

3—

Because it is a militant Christian organization, opposed to all forms of Atheism. <7
;

;
4—Because it throws its strong arm of protection around your family in your absence. \-

1
. // v ’.\ 7,

5—

Because it believes in and fights for White Supremacy. 4;.
‘

6—

Because it saved the South twice, and will save it again and again. : ' 7
'

7—

Because it is composed of HE men and not silly dilly humans. i .

' V 8—Because it is founded deep in the tenets of the Christian religion. '

\ .

7 9—Because it is an open supporter of the Constitution.

10—

Because it is the ONE organization fighting for repeal of the Segregation ruling by the Supreme Court of the United States.

11—

Because it believes in and fights for state sovereignty.

7 12-Because it is neither Democratic or Republican, politically, but ALWAYS AMERICAN,
r 13—Because it fights for the glory of the flag and for the rights of free men.

14—Because it believes in law and order and good government.

V .

r 15—Because it exalts principle above men.

16—

Because it stands for segregated schools, NOW and ALWAYS!
4

17—

Because it is opposed to intermarriages between niggers and White people. Several states have already legalized* such marriages, and
more are to follow.

. .

18—

Because it believes that the White race is God's race through which He wants to maintain a just civilization.

19—

Because it believes the Bible doctrine of the separation of the races.

20—

Because it believes that Judiaism is not the religion of the Bible, but that it is a set rf principles for the purpose of elevating the
Christless Jew beyond the White races.

21—

Because it has an effective program against Socialism and Communism.

22—

Because it believes the highest type of citizenship is Christian citizenship.

23—

Because it believes all Constitutional changes are to be made by Congress alone.

24—

Because it believes in getting the United States out of the United Nations. '•

25—

Because it believes that every preacher holding a congregation but who teach integration should retire from his pulpit, either willingly
or be forced out.

26—

Because it is opposed to forcing defenseless children to have nigger playmates.

27—

Because it believes in free speech and free press, as opposed further to a police state.

28—

Bcause we believe it to be the most effective way to fight all forms of subversion.

29—

Because we oppose niggers teaching White children in public schools, which they will do in all integrated schools before long.

30—

Because it is the most effective way to fight organized crime in a community.

. 31—Because it teaches men should love their own wives and let the other fellows alone.

32—

Because it is opposed to Loan Sharks charging an unlawful rate of interest to the poor people.

33—

Because it believes in trials by Jury.

34—

Because it does not endorse either the Republican or Democratic parties politically as such, but does support candidates in both part-
ies when said candidates stand for a 100% Americanism.

35—

Because it believes that if integration is to be considered, that the issue should be submitted to the American voter for their decision.

30—Because it teaches that every school teacher in our public schools should be retired who believes in and teaches integration of the
* black and White races.

r
37—Because it stands for the disenfranchisement of all foreigners who have not been in America for the same length of time required our

own boys and girls to reach legal voting age.

38—

Because it stands for segregation on inmates in penal institutions, especially the juveniles.

39—

Because it opposes free Communist literature being sent through the United States mail to Americans.
’

• 40—Because it is unalterably opposed to the Zionist Jew program.

41—

Because it is opposed to the Anti-Defamation league in all respects.

42—

Because it knows the United Nations Charter has usurped the Constitution of these United States, and we are trying to get the United
States out of the UN.

43—

Because it was here YESTERDAY, and is here TODAY, and will be here FOREVER. 7 1

4

.
. 7

44—

Because it stands against UNESCO in its attempt to rewrite our American history, 7

45—

Because it is opposed to a police state which robs the individual of his rights.

46—

Because it does not believe that education is THE remedy for our political ills. 7 7

47—

Because it is opposed to any government professing to be friendly to America, while at the same time trading with any communist-
dominated country. • > ’

* 77

48—

Because it is opposed to taxation without representation. 7 77/

49—

Because it is opposed to the income tax laws as gresently existing. *7

7HW AR&ftp If foP^S^fClSiP on an^ attractive proposition, please communicate with this office. It is no more illegal to be a
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NO T-l in December, 1963, furnished the oath of allegiance
administered to new members of the OKKKK. A copy of this oath of
allegiance follows:

)

12
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III. PUBLICATIONS

On Novexnt|er 23, 1963, Mr. DAn J. NICHOLAS, a prominent
businessman, Yazoo City, Mississippi, made available a pamphlet
entitled "The Peoples Voice". Mr. NICHOLAS stated that this
pamphlet was distributed to various residences in Yazoo City,
Mississippi on November 15, 1963 and again on November 7, 1963
by unknown klan members.

A copy of the above described pamphlet follows:

\

)

14
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(CUP. ONLY OBLIGATION IS TO GOD AND THE UNITED STATES)

(Creed of the Knights of the Ku Klux Klen)
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j

* V i

'

>

f

?

'
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- CITIZENS OF THE STATE: OF M5SS3

....•AND THE SOUTH: •

' We know that wc have come late and
• that time is fast running out for ail free

people, wherever they may be.' Open war

: *

' has been declared against every white Cau-
':. s

‘..casian human being in the United States by.

r
.’• the Communist, and is being initiated and

carried out by an all-powerful federal gov-

.'•i ,

• ernment, under the leadership of comrades

.
;

.‘ John and Bobby Kennedy ar.d their star gen-'

/y :
• era!. Comrade Martin Luther King.

’
••* v,':.King docs not only intend to de

enslave the white race, but ho is

, : sell his own ignorant negro rac

i Communist -as well.

The NAACP really means: National Asso-

ciation American Communist Party. Core is'

h just a . name to create confusion to you,

\ V the white people, and to milk more money;

from the ignorant negro that did not join

: the NAACP. As of this day, the .white peo-

ple of the United States of America are the'

most discriminatcd-against people in the

.
world, by their own government, it’s ironic

'•*. that we should pay all the bills for. our own
destruction..

1

This battle can still be won! The only

V. thing- that can stop us is .your apathy, which

means that you have' always been willing to

• sit on your backsides and let someone else

' do the work for you whi.:. you tried to prof-

it by whatever was going on. Well, you cos'

what it. has gotten you. You have “not-

• cared”; yourself right into the' Sluchcs of tho

communist and what will be your enslave-,

.meat as y/ell, unless, you awaken.

sS!?PI/'

Citizens, if we ‘eliminate the communist'

from our county, state, southland, and coun-

try, the battle will be won. Integration is’

'only a sham, perpetrated by tho Communis^
tic head of our federal government. They

hate and despise the negro much more than

you and I ever have. To these ruthless pow-
er-hungry mongrels, the negro is just a tool

to be used in any way they see fit to gain
Y

and he is - - - he’s going to find out that,

ho has been sold the same way you and !.

' have been, .which ready makes you and me :

.the stupid ones, for letting things go this far.

You can help us now, by finding out who'
is teaching your child and what they are

teaching him’ in the classroom, and. In Sun-’

.day school; by examining your local news-,

stand and the literature it displays; and, by.

checking the movie that is playing at your •

•local theatre before you allow your child to

spen your money see that movie.

there is any doubt, keep your child at home..

You will bo doing hi

r

Co to

well as ycur coun-

ts local library and see'try a favc-r.

what kind of boohs they have, if you b’nd

anything of Communist inspiration, (and

.vcu will) tell the librarian, then get the’

word to us. .You will be placed on the list

as one to be protected. We already know
what they have on display. We need your

help to have -it disposed of. !r a merchant
you have traded with, or are trading with .

U

General mere power end to create a bloc vote. The • i

.

Toy and .. . average negro is stupid enough to fall for ;r-V. •

/ y

going to . this because he thinks that in the end he
ir • •

’
*

* *
J

to the is going to gat something for nothing—

.

i-
,

‘ /*• *
f'

’ '
t V

• J

7 5
"

‘ 1.- . *
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A now, sympathizes with * the .negro, or in
'

• nianyi cases - here in. this stale, hires the

* jicgro.jn.preferen.ee to white men,. step trad-

’ ing with, him immediately. There are many

.
good white men, young and old, who. would

appreciate these jobs and work hard to keep

them. Should you view any program on tel-

.
evislon slanted, in any form, towards in-

tegration or communism' .and against the

white race, it is your duty to definitely stop

< buying the products of the sponsors of these
•'

• programs. ‘ -
'

*
.

.

• In time of. war, many who are innocent

must . suffer as you and 1 have already suf-

•
.
fered. •

A If -you don’t think this is' war, you are very

. wrong— and the best ‘tool the communist

can ever have. The Communist' and his np-

proach to oui* destruction through the negro,
'

' can be brought to a.' sudden stop in the

A
,
South and throughout the nation by ex-

*: 1 trefne economic pressure. 'These are the

j findings and . conclusions of our most ed-

"
i
ucated and informed leaders, In their opin-

V’ ion, it is our most effective weapon, and

• should be used by everyone. As of now, this.

‘ date, a complete boycott of .any
.
and ,a!l

. ; business establishments that leans towards'

employing, for any and all positions', negroes

V* instead of white people, is* initiated. The

above actions will be, very soon, initiated

I'd and carried out throughout the South and

p the nation in orgar.ized form; The day of

A; reckoning is now. You must choose sides.'

;
Are you an. ’American, or have you 1 been

V brainwashed into becoming a gutless coward,

p no longer masters of .your own destiny?

For a short period of time, wc . shall • re~i-

.

fraih from celling names’ of people we’ know' ;

to. be Communist sympathizers in order to' <A;.

give them time to get right or to move out,'

A

since they are not fit- to live with decent-

honest American citizens.-, if they refuse to, *•**;

do so, then you, the people, will be given

their names, backgrounds, dealings, and ec- t

•

tions. Should you after this information has

•

been '.presented Refuse to stop associating, APt
'

pnd dealing ' with these - people, 'then -wc1
,

*»

-shall,, without fear, or failure, ride'them outgj A
of this county and state, tarred and tenth- ;.A'\

.ered, .on a rail.
•• ’

- p

;

;

: At present, the KNIGHTS OF THE KLhV.'- \

,

iCLUX KLAN is very young-— in .it’s re • A-

birth. Our forefathers disbanned this' or-
p

'

ganization in : 930 because they had -over- "
;

-

come the reconstruction era. They had .a;. ;*//- •*

long, hard fight then, just as we have one *•. Ak

now, but they won just as we shall- win

because their cause was just- and because' 'pp

our cause is just. Our number is large even '-p .V

though we are young, if you know civ/ of.

us -it is because wo want you to know- him. .'YA

So that the ones of us that you can n^ver ; \

know can work in secret. Because in our -

secret membership lies our strength. Today,

'wc have the larges;- underground police' A \

.force on earth. They are men and -women-

such as you who are doing ' their country

and themselves a great honor -in the very

highest of traditions without pay. They- ere ;

in ail pieces end hear ail things, many of ; A.,

which are taped recordings of- highly secre-A -A.-

rive meetings of the. white and black gar,- .AA
4

era's, of the Communist armies.. We have '
-

•.

photographs," documented proof, recorded
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•

, ;4J.
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;
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’

v
*

" * ' '

' V
H

r IV; -I

Jl
' '

• > , -;.i. s!

-if.
' *

'
“;X

V'
; ‘‘ •'

.

'

‘:V5»v
;

t
;

. 1 i
*

V. ,

ph°ne conversations, names, d.-ta.and plans
•

. .

•• s'-'Crt 35 V/!
11

Dav v *h j ••n 1

. ,
.

fc,y
- v*“^n procured at,

• V.-- ..

int r,Sl< or these ‘ couraseou:: men’s' and
• women’s lives.. All of these 'we intend to

present to you the people, when we feel

;

that jou the people hove had. enough of
.

tn is ‘'crop” to do you for the ne.u 500 veers.'
-

• rtoso reefs will be presented to the local
,

sne state, law enforcement officers when
.

we reel that- we have the right kind of por-
. sonne! in these positions to fake prop-'.-
.'.h hons on these things. We know that we'

-"ave ™>r.y.good men in these positions ?!-'
'

:
reedy,’ but more of this kind are needed.

r -hose gooo ones need the backing and sun--

'

p
u
0rt °f majority of the peoolc, erdnof

the minority. We wish these' officers ' to •

•
know .that, they have a small but a.-o-..V- ;

'

-army behind thorn, They have but "to "b'|?
••••'• i- and this army will do their biddincYr.dY'k

'

'"
.hr- ' orders. We shall never take th«* law- -into'
-• .-our own hands until ali else has failed

b
f“use whcn we do we shall not fail .or b-'

•

; rv ,
Afraid of any' force regardless of its sve 01

:

;

; .
. denomination,, and if one of us fail in baffle'

'

:>=•••
!

er> rr,?re ’ shall appear to take his place We
’

•'
....

hav® n0 f°ar of federal jails or power b»-
V

Cause
:

we !
f.n°w full well that this m^r

...... w«l! .protect honest Christian law abiding'
•
••• citizens of. these United States as ifw

•-'

"
p!

,

sced b™k into the hands of the people -

•~.,
1 wnere.it belongs, and if. shall be so done in -

• ;
*ne

_ near, future.

,:,..: -We know . that v/e shall be ‘‘downed'*- -

'

A, end, accused by some in order that they save
. “..- themselves from; your wrath when fhey-ur • i

•;

‘ e*PPsed to you by us. If has always been :•

so
V
Cit'sens. we come to do .and we .shall.'.

.- -/e are one of you. You are 'probably dis-
cussmy or reading this with one of us. We

• y0Ur and your prayers in'
“ur unoertakings. Ail, our undertakings-

u.no wc.-k shall be honorable and fo.the.be-
T.r.sj-it of a ! ! the people*.

l-

'^^'.^t-ycar election which will',
.

- - m 1,0/. we will nave 50.000 members..
;

. V'° w’“ e,c?* to office men who cannot be-bo^gnt or sold, and we shaiC remain con-
•• ••

‘>un,, ‘ iy tn tneir ard to see - thnt t}-^/ a-c
not molested on intimidated, while 'doing -

'

- A'®;;
f
ccord,v'e to the Constitution •

- or ,ne United States of .America. ' >

r:° f 3 'i! ”t° .organization. Our :

; rfu'’
D

|

CrShiP Cxtertds throughout the South!- I

- the. nation, and is growing
• rapidly, if!

' m
0rganisaffon trained and.armod-r

.

:

o...3,,. ,n manner necessafy to win•— i. nas .he guts needed to overcome

-

,

o..,session in order to join the Knights .of •

'~® <u KiUX Kfai
?

y°u orusf bo a white
wiucasion anc, of a Protestant faith with-Wod character end habits. You must, also

"

COnStifution fn& United

ZT "
?.

C C” ;ibovi' a» ‘bines, except
'•'

:
'

^ C-
8nC y/ ‘,ng f0 die

- for without'
CfUCC; icn.

r
we rsttif° r‘°w back to the Invisible

:

arr.pire, we leave you with this thought
"

•

No man stands taller
,

;

vnan' when he refuses
; V V '-.

to bov/ down. 1
-*

‘

Thank You, "
: , .v--Y

:

;
j

• KNIGHTS OF THE KU KlUX. KLAN
Citizens of the Invisible Empire

. v-
.

•

tf
')'»

; i

:V

X\

'i;..

• , >, r *

ft - ;Ja

- t‘p

’•
r \
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IV. FINANCES

jjO T— 1 advised in December, 1963 that ROYAL VIRGIL

YOUNG SR., the Imperial Dragon of the QKKKK, maintains a bank

account for the organization at the Louisiana Bank aad
T^! iana

Company, Shreveport, Louisiana, under the name of the Louisian

Rifle Association. YOUNG is allegedly receiving ®00

and $2,500 a month in dues and membership fees, and th^t from

this amount he pays his wife $200 per month to handle the

correspondence for the OKKKK.

NO T-2 advised in December, 1963 that as of December

11, 1963, there was alleged to be $1,700 in the treasury o e

OKKKK.

NO T-2 advised on January 6, 1964 that Mrs . ROYAL

VIRGIL YOUNG, SR., of Route 1, McDade, Louisiana, is the boo -

keeper for the OKKKK and is charged with the £5®n
financial records. When money is received from the y

a][ious HI

units, Mrs. YOUNG issues receipts for the money received to t

secretaries of the various units

.

NO T-2 advised that according to Mrs . YOUNG, several

klan units had withheld sending money for the past tw
£nd°?hat

because of a split which had developed in the OKKKK, and that

during the yea? 1963, approximately $8,500 had been received

from the various klan units

.

NO T-2 continued by saying that Mrs. YOUNG did not

make it clear whether the amount of $8,500 was sent to the

OKKKK headquarters after the klan organizers had taken their

cut

.

NO T-2 stated that J. D. SWENSON, the State Organizer

for the OKKKK, receives a salary of $240 per month, whic is

addition to other money that SWENSON collects and keeps from

his organizational work.

18
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Of the $8,500 collected, ROYAL VIRGIL YOUNG, SR. had

used about $1,000 to purchase the necessary materials such as

paper, envelopes, literature, etc. to conduct klan business.

The National Treasury of the OKKKK is alleged to contain $1,700

at this time.

NO T-2 advised on January 13, 1964 that klan units

are required to send to the National Treasury of the OKKKK fifty

cents per month for each member in the unit

.

V. ACTIVITY

A. POLITICAL

UO T— 1 advised on September 27, 1963 that a rally of

the OKKKK would be held at Olla, Louisiana, on September 29,

1963. This meeting was to be political in nature.

NO T-l advised on September 30, 1963, that the pre-

viously mentioned rally had been held in Olla, Louisiana* on

September 29, 1963.

This meeting was attended by an estimated 1,000 to

2,000 persons, all of whom were hooded during the progress of

the entire meeting, which lasted approximately three hours. He

stated there were armed guards at three different locations ,

entering this open field. He stated during the entire meeting, i

there were armed guards surrounding the field approximately

one-hundred feet apart

.

The principal speaker of the day, who the source

stated spoke from a flat«bed truck parked in the field, was

a Mr. HAROLD MONTGOMERY, who the source stated he understood

was a State Senator from North Louisiana. He stated that

MONTGOMERY discussed at some length the unpledged electors

plans and indicated that the klan expected to support one par-

ticular candidate for Governor, however, he did not identify

this candidate at the time.

19
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The source stated that the Imperial Dragon for the
State of Louisiana, ROYAL VIRGEL YOUNG, was also present and
talked very briefly about the importance of supporting the
klan 's candidates in the coming gubernatorial and local elections.
He spoke at some length about the dangers of any violence and
emphasized that the klan under no circumstances would allow
or tolerate any violence of any type.

The source stated that from observation in the
immediate area of the meeting before and after the meeting,
he would state that the bulk of the klansmen who were in this
area were from the North Louisiana area based upon his being
able to note that all of these vehicles had the 400, the 500
or the 600 series preceding their license number.

NO T-3 advised on October 18, 1963 that a state meeting
of the OKKKK was held October 13, 1963, at Columbia, Louisiana.
The purpose of this meeting was to decide on which candidate the
OKKKK would support in the forthcoming Louisiana Democratic
Gubernatorial Primary.

This meeting was attended by some 150 persons,
representating various klan units in the state of Louisiana,
and it was voted that the OKKKK should support SHELBY JACKSON
in the upcoming primary.

NO T-l advised on October 24, 1963 that according to

ROYAL VIRGIL YOUNG, SR., the Imperial Dragon, the OKKKK is
supporting SHELBY JACKSON in the upcoming Louisiana Democratic
Gubernatorial Primary to be held in November, 1963. According
to YOUNG, J. D. SWENSON, the State Organizer for the OKKKK, is

alleged to be meeting with JACKSON on October 28, 1963, probably
at Baton Rouge, Louisiana, in order to advise JACKSON of the
OKKKK support.

NO T-l advised on November 12, 1963, that a rally of
the OKKKK was to be held in the visinity of Rayville, Louisiana,
at 7 PM on November 16, 1963.

20
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Prior to the meeting, the leaders of the OKKKK are

reportedly to meet with the following Louisiana political

figures

:

HAROLD MONTGOMERY
State Representative from
Bossier Parish;

SHELBY JACKSON, a candidate
for Governor in the Democratic
Primary; r.:.,'

JOHN GARRETT, State Representative
from Claiborne Parish, who is

JACKSON'S political manager.

These political figures are supposed to make an

appeal for the support of the OKKKK for SHELBY JACKSON in the

forthcoming Democratic Gubernatorial Primary.

It should be noted that the Louisiana Democratic

Gubernatorial Primary was held November 7, 1963, and SHELBY

JACKSON, among others, were defeated by JOHN McKEITHEN and

de LESSEPS "CHEP" MORRISON.

ROBERT FULLER, an admitted leader of the OKKKK in

Monroe, Louisiana, advised on January 22, 1964, that he had

received $500 from the supporters of JOHN McKEITHEN at Monroe,

Louisiana, in order to line up ykla.® ~-i support for McKEITHEN,

who was the Democratic gubernatorial candidate in the forth-

coming general election.

NO T-4 advised on January 31, 1964 that W. SPENCER

MYR1CH, a contractor from Oak Grove, Louisiana, is alleged to

be a member of the OKKKK at pak Grove, Louisiana . MYRICH was

a recent winner in the Louisiana State Senatorial race in the

29th District.

21
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MYRICH was reportedly observed at a klan meeting
in Bastrop, Louisiana, and a known klansman at Bastrop was
very active in campaigning for MYRICH prior to the election.

B. GENERAL

There appeared on page 8-A of the November 18,
1963, issue of the ’’Shreveport Times,’’ a daily newspaper
published at Shreveport, Louisiana, an article captioned
"KLAN MAPS NON-VIOLENT SEGREGATION CAMPAIGN.” This article
related that at a klan gathering held near Rayville, Louisiana,
on the previous Saturday, three crosses were burned. This
article relates that the Imperial Dragon, who was not identified,

v told those assembled that they must join in a non-violent cam-
paign against national television programs that exaggerate the
use d£. Negroes and that the klan must fight with letters and
ballots "Vafher than bullets for segregation and constitutional
government. - .

This article further related that in an interview
after the meeting, the Imperial Dragon indicated that members
pf his organization were writing letters to ’’peacefully in-
fluence” television stations in the South to refuse to air
television programs deemed objectionable to the klan.

NO T-2 advised on November 17, 1963 that approximately
600 to 800 hooded and robed klansmen attended the rally which
was held on November 16, 1963, near Rayville, Louisiana. This
rally was orderly and ROYAL VIRGIL YOUNG, SR. and J. D. SWENSON,
leaders of the OKKKK, spoke briefly of non-violent action planned
to prevent any form of racial integration, including the appear-
ance of Negro entertainers on television programs.

C. CROSS BURNINGS

NO Tr-2 advised on November 19, 1963 that ROBERT
FULLER, head of the KBI of the OKKKK, remarked to various members
that the OKKKK would not provide money for the defense of members
engaged in activity (cross burnings), which activity was not
approved by the top klan leadership. FULLER claimed that there
was $2,400 in the treasury of the OKKKK, which was to be used to
assist in the defense of klansmen who were arrested while acting
on orders of the OKKKK leaders

.
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NO T-3 advised on January 14, 1964 that a meeting
of members of the OKKKK of Southeast ,

Louisiana was held on
January 12, 1964, at Baton Rouge, Louisiana. The purpose of
this meeting was to organize a mass cross burning operation
and that klan members from East Baton Rouge, East Feliciana,
Washington, St. Tammany and Livingston parishes attended. At
this meeting, J. D. SWENSON, State Organiziar for the OKKKK,
emphasized that the purpose for burning the crosses was to
arouse additional interest in recruiting members, as the re-
cruiting program had been lagging. SWENSON stated that this
type of positive action should stimulate recruitment of new
members for the OKKKK.

SWENSON instructed that crosses should be constructed
and then should be placed and burned in areas which would not
be cpnsidered aimed at any particular person or organization.
SWENSON emphasized that it was important that these cross burn-
ings' not be directed at any one individual or group.

NO T-^3 advised that at a meeting of the Bush, Louisiana,
unit of the OKKKK, held on January 15, 1964, it was indicated
that crosses would be burned around Baton Rouge, Louisiana, and
the southeastern area of Louisiana; however, the date of these
cross burnings was not given. It was planned that these crosses
would be 6* high with a 3* cross piece placed 18" below the top
of the cross. There wah to be an iron rod attached to the
bottom of the cross in order that the cross could be readily
driven into the ground . The wood to be used in the making of
these crosses would be 2 x 4, which would be wrapped in either
burlap or rags

.

NO T-3 advised on January 19, 1964 that numerous
crosses were burned between 10 PM and 11 PM in the "Florida
Parishes" of Southeast Louisiana. These crosses were burned
in the parishes previously mentioned.

23
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VI. FACTIONALISM

NO Tr-2 advised in November, 1963, that ROYAL VIRGIL

YOUNG, SR., Imperial Dragon, had become concerned about the

possible defection of some of his Klan units in North Louis-

iana and that these defecting units might affiliate with the

United Klans of America headed by ROBERT SHELTON of Tuscaloosa,

Alabama.

NO T-l advised on November 18, 1963, that approxi-

mately 100 members of the OKKKK from the Winnfield and Jena,

Louisiana area had pulled out of the OKKKK as a result of a

disagreement over the handling of finances by ROYAL VIRGIL

YOUNG, SR.

NO T-l advised on November 21
, 1963, that ROBERT

SHELTON of Tuscaloosa, Alabama, the head of the United Klans

of America, was reported to be traveling in the northeast
section of Louisiana meeting with members and units of the

OKKKK who had defected, and SHELTON was attempting to win

these units over to his organization.

ROBERT FULLER, an admitted leader in the OKKKK,

Monroe, Louisiana, advised on November 24, 1963, that the

OKKKK is having trouble because Klan units at Winnsboro,
Winnfield and Qlla, Louisiana, want to ; leave the OKKKK and

join with the Klan organization of ROBERT SHELTON, Tusca-
loosa, Alabama. According to FULLER, this split which has
developed in the OKKKK is a result of the handling of

finances and also because ROYAL VIRGIL YOUNG, SR. ,
the

Imperial Dragon, will not permit or tolerate any violence
such as cross burnings, and as a result some of the local

Klan units object to this policy.

As an example, FULLER pointed out that MURRAY H.

MARTIN of Winnfield, Louisiana, an official in the OKKKK,

wanted to burn crosses at various polling places the night
before the Democratic gubernatorial primary elections and

that MARTIN is the leading individual who is attempting to
obtain Klan units to affiliate with SHELTON'S group.

NO T-2 advised on December 5, 1963, that ROYAL v,

VIRGIL YOUNG, SR., had become concerned with a group in

the OKKKK which appeared to be defecting and might possibly
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affiliate with ROBERT SHELTON, a Klan leader from

Alabama NO T-2 further advised that this faction is led y

MrmRAYH MARTIN of Winhfield, Louisiana. MARTIN became in-

vblVedi ?A ^ co»?roverSy with YOUNG over the handling of

finances of the OKKKK . MARTIN wanted Y0™G
.

to
?i„ances

position of a national secretary who would handle the finances

of the OKKKK and also wanted the local Klan units to retain

all fees and money within the units except for the regular

nominal amount which is paid to YOUNG based upon the number ><

“hernSt
elSh

C
unlt.

P
MARTIN also wanted the Practice off

the payment of the substantial amount of the $10.00 initiation

fee and the $10.00 for the robes for new members which is

given to J? D. SWENSON, the OKKKK organizer, discontinued.

YOUNG has indicated he believed that if the defection

took place that MURRAY MARTIN would possibly be tb® 1
®Robert

the Louisiana branch of a Klan organization headed

SHELTON. YOUNG indicated that a national secretary ha

Klan funds would not work because in the past there had been

such an individual who had absconded with the funds.

NO T-2 advised on December 11, 1963, that a meeting

of Klan leaders would be held on December 12, 1963, at Monroe,

Louisiana. At this meeting, ROYAL VIRGIL YOUNG, SR.
,

^°®*d
.

produce canceled checks and bank statements and other pertinent

material in an effort to show dissatisfied members the pro-

cedures used in handling Klan money, the amount of money which

had been taken in and the way the money had been spent. At

this meeting YOUNG would make an all-out effort a™*d *

split in the OKKKK, but if this split could not b®
h! £kkkk

YOUNG had indicated he would quit as the head of the OKKKK

rather than have the various units defect.

had
the

NO T-l advised on December 10, 1963, that YOUNG

indicated that the following reasons are why s°“® °f

members and Klan units have defected from the OKKKK:

1. Finances

2. Dissatisfaction with the lack of activity

such as cross burnings

3. Members claiming that YOUNG'S brother, JACK

YOUNG, is not a full-fledged minister and,

therefore, is not qualified to be the Grand

Chaplain of the OKKKK
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NO T-2 advised on December 16, 1963, that a
special meeting of the OKKKK was held on December 12, 1963,
at Monroe, Louisiana. This meeting was attended by about
100 men who were the Exhalted Cyclops and Assistant Exhalted
Cyclops from each Klan unit. The primary purpose of this
meeting was to question YOUNG regarding his handling of
finances. At this meeting it was mentioned that units of
the OKKKK from Columbia, 011a, Jena, Wisner and Winnsboro,
Louisiana, had contributed over $2,000.00 and wanted an
explanation of what had happened to this money. It was
also announced that the unit at Rayville, Louisiana, would
not send any more money to the treasury of the OKKKK until
the handling of the finances had been clarified.

YOUNG was also criticized by those in attendance,
officers of the various Klan units, who claimed that they
were not being kept advised of current developments in the
OKKKK.

As a result of this criticism, YOUNG agreed to
prepare a monthly report on Klan activities which would be
sent to the various Provincial Giants, and the Provincial
Giants would in turn furnish these reports to the various
Klan units in their provinces. YOUNG also agreed to furnish
a monthly report regarding the finances of the OKKKK.

NO T-3 advised on December 16, 1963, that a state
meeting of the OKKKK was held at Columbia, Louisiana, on
December 15, 1963. The purpose of this meeting was to
discuss the handling of finances by ROYAL VIRGIL YOUNG, SR.

,

and members in attendance from Columbia and Winnsboro area
expressed their dissatisfaction at the way the finances were
handled. MURRAY MARTIN was a leader of the dissatisfied
members.

ROYAL VIRGIL YOUNG, SR., the Imperial Dragon,
proceeded to make an impassioned speech telling those
assembled that he was responsible for the growth of the
OKKKK and was not going to stand idly by and let someone
with no common sense run the organization.

The dissatisfied members in attendance also
expressed their displeasure in that they wanted to burn
crosses at night before a state primary election but had
not been allowed to do so.
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NO T-l advised on December 19, 1963, that YOUNG
was to leave Shreveport, Louisiana, and travel to MissiST
sippi to meet with the Mississippi members of the OKKKK
who had previously defected in an attempt to gain back
these members.

NO T-2 advised on January 6, 1964, that ROYAL
VIRGIL YOUNG, SR., felt he might lose all his Klan units
of the OKKKK in Mississippi to DOUGLAS BYRD, a former
leader at Natchez, Mississippi, who had been previously
expelled by YOUNG.

NO T-2 advised on January 13 , 1964, that YOUNG
had met with leaders of the OKKKK from Mississippi, and
as a result the Mississippi members had told YOUNG they
were satisfied with his explanation of the financial
situation of the OKKKK. These members indicated to YOUNG
that they would take any necessary steps against DOUGLAS
BYRD of Natchez to prevent BYRD from interfering with the
OKKKK.

On January 22, 1964, ROBERT FULLER, an admitted
leader in the OKKKK from Monroe, Louisiana, advised that a

split had developed in the OKKKK over the handling of finances

FULLER remarked that as a result of a meeting held
on January 12, 1964, at Baton Rouge, Louisiana, he, FULLER,
was challenging the leadership of ROYAL VIRGIL YOUNG, SR.

,

and is now openly fighting YOUNG for the leadership of the
OKKKK.

FULLER stated that on January 19, 1964, there was
a state-wide meeting of the OKKKK held. at Winnsboro, Louis-
iana, which he claimed was attended by most of the Klan units
in Louisiana. FULLER said that he felt he had gone a long
way toward replacing YOUNG as the leader of the OKKKK at
this meeting. FULLER said he had no intention of trying to
extend his influence into the State of Mississippi. ROBERT
FULLER further advised on January 22, 1964, that ROBERT
SHELTON of the United Klans of America, Tuscaloosa, Alabama,
had been meeting with leaders of the OKKKK from Calhoun,
Chatham, Jonesboro, Winnfield and Ruston, Louisiana, and it
appeared that these units might possibly affiliate with
SHELTON’S group.

NO T-l advised on March 5
, 1964, that a split in

the OKKKK had occurred in the handling of finances wherein
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a majority of the members in Louisiana and Mississippi felt

that the money they had contributed in dues, fees and through

the purchase of robes had been mishandled. ROY VIRGIL YOUNG,

SR., the Imperial Dragon, and J. D. SWENSON, the state organizer,

were subsequently accused by members of using this money for

their own purposes.

As a result of the above split, ROBERT FULLER of

Monroe, Louisiana, who had previously been appointed as the

head of the KB I by ROYAL YOUNG, has challenged YOUNG for the

leadership of' the OKKKK, and at the present time FULLER is

trying to take over the leadership of most of the OKKKK.

VII. INFILTRATION OF LAW ENFORCEMENT

NO T-3 advised on October 25, 1963, that B. J.

MIZELL, Assistant Town Marshal, Sun, Louisiana, is a member

of the Bush, Louisiana, unit of the OKKKK. This source

further advised that MARION PAYNE, an officer with the LouiSr
iana State Police assigned to Troop L, was reported to be in

attendance at a meeting held on October 4, 1963.

NO T-2 advised on November 6, 1963, that at a

meeting of the Monroe unit of the OKKKK held on November 4,

1963, at Monroe, Louisiana, ROBERT FULLER, a Klan leader,

claimed that sixteen of the seventeen man police force at

Jonesboro, Louisiana, were members of the OKKKK. FULLER
stated that only the Chief of Police at Jonesboro was not a

member, and as a result the Mayor of Jonesboro had indicated
that he intended to get a new Chief of Police.

On November 15, 1963, Chief C. E. HESTER, Madison
Parish Sheriff's Office, Tallulah, Louisiana, advised that
(ARCHIE AULTMAN, a patrolman with the Tallulah Police Depart-
ment, was an active member, and JIMMY ROGAN, the Chief of
Police at Tallulah, was an inactive member of the Madison
Parish unit of the OKKKK.

ROBERT FULLER, an admitted leader in the OKKKK

of Monroe, Louisiana, advised on November 22, 1963, that
the OKKKK was successful in electing five out of six
sheriffs in northeast Louisiana. FULLER did not identify
the sheriffs except to say that the Klan had defeated
JURD STEWART at Farmerville, Louisiana, because of STEWART'S
opposition to the Klan.
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On December 5, 1963, Chief of Police JAMES C.

KELLY, Monroe, Louisiana Police Department, advised that
he had interviewed BENJAMIN FRANKLIN OWENS, a parole
officer with the Louisiana State Department of Probation
and Parole. OWENS admitted that he was a member of the
Klan unit at Monroe, Louisiana.

NO T-4 advised on December 16, 1963, that
LAVERT STRAHAN, an Agent with the Louisiana State Wildlife
and Fisheries Commission, represented the Bogalusa, Louis-
iana, unit at a state-wide meeting of the OKKKK held on
December 15> 1963, at Columbia, Louisiana.

NO T-5 advised on December 30, 1963, that CLYDE
RICHARDSON of Jena, Louisiana, and CLIFTON BARTON of 011a,
Louisiana, were deputy sheriffs of the LaSalle Parish
Sheriff's Office and active Klan members. He also advised
that Lt. C. B. BATES of the Louisiana State Police at
Winnfield, Louisiana, is also an active member.

NO T-3 advised on January 21, 1964, that Sgt.

J. C. WILLIE, attached to Troop L of the Louisiana State
Police, Covington, Louisiana, is a member of the Folsom,
Louisiana unit of the OKKKK and may possibly be the investi
gator for this group.

NO T-3 advised on February 14, 1964, that HAYDEN
LAVINGHOUSE, Deputy Sheriff, St. Tammany Parish, Louisiana
Sheriff's Office, was a member of the Folsom, Louisiana
unit of the OKKKK.
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VIII. POTENTIAL FOR VIOLENCE

NO T-l advised on September 16, 1963, that on this
date ROBERT FULLER of Monroe, Louisiana, a member of the
OKKKK, had in his possession five sticks of dynamite and a !

gun. This dynamite and gun were in FULLER’S automobile, a
1963 maroon Lincoln Continental, bearing 1963 Louisiana license
951-146. This source further advised that FULLER gave no
indication as to the intended use of this dynamite.

ROBERT FULLER of Monroe, Louisiana, an admitted
leader in the OKKKK, advised on November 28, 1963, that he
had been made head of the KBI by ROYAL VIRGIL YOUNG, SR., the
Imperial Dragon. FULLER said he was determined to prevent
members of the OKKKK from engaging in any violence and in
the event he received any information that members were so
engaged, he would see to it that they would be banished from
the OKKKK.

FULLER said that the OKKKK does not condone nor
: y does it approve of violations of the law and expects to ac->

complish its objectives through the support of political
candidates whose philosophy parallels that of the OKKKK.

FULLER said that he had issued orders that klansmep
no longer wear firearms to the meetings and that only the
outside guard stationed at klan meetings would be allowed to
have a weapon. FULLER said that many klansmsn had obtained
firearms, but that this was merely to be in a position to
render assistance to law enforcement officials.

IX. LOCATION AND ACTIVITIES OF KLAN UNITS

A. LOUISIANA

BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA

NO T-3 advised on November 15, 1963, that HOUSTON
MORRIS, formerly of Monroe, Louisiana, was now acting as an
organizer for the OKKKK in the Baton Rouge, Louisiana, area.
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On December 13, 1963, Chief of Police ALVIN E.
CORLEY, Denham Springs, Louisiana, Police Department,
advised that HOUSTON MORRIS had attempted to organize a

.,*• - group on November 26, 1963 at Watson, Louisiana. This
meeting was attended by about seven men, and the new mem-

,jf
: bers gave $10.00 a piece to MORRIS.

On January 6, 1964, Chief CORLEY stated that no
additional meetings had been held.

BASTROP, LOUISIANA

NO T-t4 advised on January 2, 1964, that the OKKKK
unit at Bastrop, Louisiana, holds its meetings in a building
located on the property of OTHO M. ROBINSON, located north
of Bastrop, Louisiana. This unit consists of 75 members,
and meetings are held on Monday evenings in a metal build-
ing which is located on Louisiana Highway 139, 15 miles
north of Bastrop, Louisiana.

During the meeting, guards are posted on the outside
of the building and patrol the road leading from the outside
to the building. These guards are armed and carry field tele-
phones and walkie-talkie radios. A password is utilized which
is changed every week, and the password usually consists of
a letter of the alphabet. Material to be used in the making
of crosses is stored in this building.

NO T-4 advised that the following individuals
are leaders of this klan unit:

JOE ENTRICIAN, Owner of Joe's Drive In,
606 Commerce Street

;

C. V. FLOWERS;

LAYTON HEVERSON , Salesman,
Steven Chevrolet

;

HOSEY GEORGE

,

Tidewater Equipment Company;

ROY MORGAN,
Buatts Drive In Grocery;
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GLEN CROSSLEY, Owner,
Buatta Drive In Grocery.

NO T-4 further advised that a second klan unit
has been established in the Bastrop area under the leader-
ship of HOUSTON PERRY, the owner of Perry's Motor Company,
540 East Madison. Meetings of this unit are held at
PERRY'S place of business and also in a hangar at the local
airport.

BOGALUSA, LOUISIANA

NO T-6 advised on October 2, 1963 that a klan
group had been formed in Bogalusa, Louisiana, with a member-
ship of approximately 100 persons. The head of this klan
unit is, WILLIE H. BURKE, 903. Ridge Road, Bogalusa, Louisiana.

NO T-6 advised on November 27, 1963, that the local
klan unit of the OKKKK holds their meetings at the Disabled
Veterans Club located on the Middle Franklinton Road in
Bogalusa.

BUSH, LOUISIANA

NO T-3 advised on October 28, 1963 that the Bush
unit of the OKKI^K was organized on September 13, 1963.

NO T-3 further advised on January 21, 1964
that the Bush unit is known by the name of the Bush Hunting
and Fishing Club # 1055. This group consists of 38 members,
and meetings are held at the residences of the members.

This source further advised that ED. PETERSEN,
the operator of a barge line business in the Bush—Pearl
River, Louisiana, area, is the leader of this unit and
that S. J. PARKER is the Secretary.

FARMERVILLE, LOUISIANA

Sheriff JURD STEWART, Union Parish, Farmerville,
Louisiana, advised on January 20, 1964, that the klan unit
at Farmerville is headed by COLEMAN MALONE, a pulpwood
hauler who resides between Farmerville and Sterlington,
Louisiana.
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Sheriff STEWART said that after 50 members had

been acquired in the unit at Farmerville, two more units

had been established. One unit was established at Marion,

Louisiana, headed by C. W. CAUSEY, Principal of the Marion

High School, and another at Bernice, Louisiana, all in

Union Parish.

Sheriff STEWART stated that he felt that his

opposition to the OKKKK was a major factor in his defeat

for re-election. Sheriff STEWART said he had made his

position clear with the members of the klan unit in Union

Parish, stating he would not tolerate any violence and

because of this stand, it was apparent he had lost a lot

of support in his bid for re-election.

FOLSOM, LOUISIANA

NO T-3 advised on January 21, 1964, that a unit

of the OKKKK had been established at Folsom, Louisiana, and

consisted of approximately 12 members.

NO T-3 advised on February 14, 1964 that the Folsom

unit of the OKKKK reportedly now has 45 members, and that ALLEN

TARVER is the Exalted Cyclops, and that another leader of

this unit is GLEN FORBES, the present Mayor of Folsom.

JENA, LOUISIANA

NO T-5 advised on December 30, 1963, that the

meeting place for the klan unit at Jena is located 7 miles

west of Jena, Louisiana, on State Highway 127. The build-

ing utilized is located on the farm of HARVEY MCLENDON.

Meetings are held for the most part on Thursday
evenings, and the leaders of this unit are GRADY WILDER,

who operates a sheet metal business in Jena, and GEORGE

HUTSON, who is in the oil-field leasing business.

MONROE, LOUISIANA

A. LOCATION

NO T-2 advised on November 6, 1963, that the Monroe
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unit of the OKKKK meets in the building located on the

property of JAMES C. OLIVER who resides on Moore Road, three

miles southeast of Monroe, Louisiana. The building uti-

lized is of metal construction and has electrical and

telephone service.

B. OFFICERS

NO T—2 advised on December 4, 1963, that at a

meeting of the Monroe unit on December 2, 1963,. the follow-

ing individuals were elected as officers:

JAMES C. OLIVER, Exalted Cyclops;

RAY WOOD, Lecturer;

ALVIN E. LORD, Treasurer;

RUSSELL A. PRICE, Secretary;

CHARLES C. PIERSON, Chief, KBI

.

C. MEMBERSHIP

NO T-2 advised on November 6, 1963, that the Monroe

unit of the OKKKK consisted of 116 members.

D. FINANCES

NO T-2 advised on December 12, 1963, that the

Monroe Unit of the OKKKK has a bank account at the Central

Savings Bank and Trust Company, Monroe, Louisiana, under

the name of the Monroe Hunting and Fishing Club.

E . SECURITY MEASURES

NO T-2 advised on November 9, 1963, the following

instructions were issued to members of the Monroe unit of

the OKKKK in the event the FBI came to the meeting place to

interview members:
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v The guards - Stationed at Hhe outside gate would*^"'

'

allow the FBI Agents to enter the area and thereafter immediately
advise the Exalted Cyclops by telephone of the presence of
FBI Agents on klan property. The Exalted Cyclops would then
put on his robe and meet the Agents outside the meeting room
and advise the FBI that a secret meeting was in progress.
The Exalted Cyclops would then ask the FBI to leave unless
the Agents had a warrant for the arrest of one of the klans-
men

.

Klan members were also instructed not to get into
FBI automobiles or go to FBI Offices to be interviewed inasmuch
as it was presumed that these automobiles and offices are
wired to record any conversation.

NO T-2 advised on November 19, 1963, that the
following security measures are taken by the Monroe unit
of the OKKKK on the night meetings are held:

Seven members are assigned to guard duty. Of this
seven, two are stationed at the front gate to the entrance
to the klan meeting place. Two other guards are assigned
to the outside door of the building in which the meetings are
held. One guard is then stationed on the inside of the buildi-

ing to the door which leads to the main meeting room. The
last two guards patrol the area around the building in which
the meeting is held.

F. CROSS BURNING ACTIVITY

NO T-2 advised on November 12, 1963, that at a
meeting of the Monroe unit of the OKKKK held on November 11,

1963, the members voted to burn a cross in front of the
Tropical Lounge located on the Winnsboro Road in Monroe.
The reason for burning this cross was given that Negroes
and whites were being served together at the lounge.

After the meeting was adjourned three members of
the Mpnroe unit went to the Tropical Lounge and burned a
cross.

Sheriff BAILEY GRANT, Ouachita Parish Sheriff's
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Office, Monroe, Louisiana, advised on November 21, 1963
that officers of his department, while on routine patrol
during the evening of November 15, 1963, observed a cross
burning at the intersection of the new Natchitoches Road
and Keller Street in West Monroe, Louisiana. The officers
observed a car leaving the scene at a high rate of speed
and subsequently this car was stopped and the occupants
identified as THAD A. WILCOXSON, a white male, age 41; and
ROBERT LOWERY, a white male, age 29, of Monroe, Louisiana.

Sheriff GRANT said these men were not arrested
at this time; however, this matter was discussed with the
District Attorney and on November 18, 1963, the above
individuals were arrested on warrants charging them with
disturbing the peace and setting a fire in the middle of
the street. . They were subsequently released on $500.00
bond each.

G. MEETINGS

NO T-2 furnished the following information
regarding meetings of the Monroe unit of the OKKKK:

DATE TYPE PLACE ATTENDANCE DATE
RECEIVED

11/4/63 Closed Property of
JAMES C.
OLIVER

44 11/6/63

11/11/63 Closed n 30-35 11/12/63

11/18/63 Closed it 30 11/19/63

11/25/63 Closed ft 20 11/26/63

12/2/63 Closed It 20 12/4/63

12/9/63 Closed ft

\

25 12/11/63
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OAK GROVE, LOUISIANA

CLAUDE BUTLER, Deputy Sheriff, East Carroll

Parish Sheriff’s Office, Oak Grove, Louisiana, advised

on December 9, 1963, that Klan activity in the Oak Grove,

Louisiana, area has diminished. He said that meetings

were formerly held at the Auction Barn located on High-

way 2 on the west edge of Oak Grove but that meetings are

new held in a building located on the property of M. E.

STANFORD north of Oak Grove

.

BUTLER informed that the following individuals

are leaders of the Oak Grove unit of the OKKKK:

PETE HURLEY, Hurley Brothers Market

HOPE ROBERTS, employed by the Redmond -

Mitchiner Company

LLOYD SULLIVAN, a carpenter

BOYD MC CLA IN, a barber

On January 18, 1964, JOHN R. BUTLER of the

East Carroll Parish Sheriff’s Office, Oak Grove, Louisiana,

advised that he has personally checked the building located

on the property of M. E. STANFORD and as far as he has been

able to ascertain, no meetings have been held for some peyiod

of t ime .

PEARL RIVER, LOUISIANA

NO T-2 advised on October 25, 1963, that the

Pearl River unit of the OKKKK is known as the Pearl River

Hunting and Fishing Lodge #1028. Meetings of this unit

are held at the Pearl River Junior High School and the

following individuals are officers of this unit:
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FNU RILEY, Exalted Cyclops, employed as Principal
of the Pearl River Junior High School

ED YATES, Secretary, resides, Pearl River

D. B. DEAN, Captain of the Guard, resides Pearl
River

L. J. MORAN, Chaplain, resident of Pearl River

NO T-2 advised on February 14, 1964, that Mr.

RILEY and MELVIN CRADDOCK are currently leaders of the
unit at Pearl River, Louisiana, and that ED YATES is the
secretary of this unit.

RUSTON, LOUISIANA

NO T-7 advised on October 21, 1963, that WALTER
CURREY of Ruston, Louisiana, who appeared to be the leader
of the Ruston group attended a meeting of the Association
of Arkansas Klans held on October 20,. 1963, at Camden,
Arkansas. CURREY stated that the Ruston group was composed
of about 25 individuals who had joined with the United Klans
of America, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, headed by ROBERT
SHELTON of Tuscaloosa, Alabama.

ROBERT FULLER, an admitted Klan leader in the

OKKKK, Monroe, Louisiana, advised on November 28, 1963,
that the Klan unit at Ruston, Louisiana, had defected
from the OKKKK and had ceased to function as an important
group and consisted of only about seven members.

SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA

NO T-l advised' on December 16, 1963, that accord-
ing to ROYAL VIRGIL YOUNG, SR., the Imperial Dragon

>
the

OKKKK has been unable to find a place to hold meetings and
was inactive in the Shreveport and Bossier City, Louisiana,
area i YOUNG indicated the reason the OKKKK had become in-r p
active in the Shreveport - Bossier City area was a result
of interviews of Klansmen in September, 1963,by the FBI after the

Negro church had been burned at Birmingham, Alabama.
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NO T-l advised on March 5, 1964, that the OKKKK

is not active in the Shreveport — Bossier City, Louisiana,

area and does not hold any regular meetings.

SLIDELL, LOUISIANA

NO T-3 advised February 14, 1964, that the

Slidell unit of the OKKKK meets on the premises of the

Pineview Salvage Company located on U. S. Highway 11,

north of Slidell.

This unit has 50 members and has been chartered

and that ED MITCHELL, who operates a photography shop in

Slidell is the leader of this unit

.

TALLULAH, LOUISIANA

Sheriff C. E. HESTER, Madison Parish, Tallulah,

Louisiana, advised on November 15, 1963, that the Klan unit

is known as the Madison Parish Riflemen’s Club and consists

of 62 members.

Sheriff HESTER advised on January 27, 1964, that

no information has come to his attention to indicate that

the Klan unit is active in Madison Parish at the present time.

VARNADO, LOUISIANA

NO T-6 advised on December 5, 1963, that the OKKKK

unit at Varnado, Louisiana, meets on Friday evenings at the

Beagle Club located on the Pine - Varnado Highway . LEROY

SEALS of Varnado, Louisiana, and BOBBY LAND also of Varnado

are the leaders of this group.

WEST MONROE, LOUISIANA

NO T-8 advised on November 6, 1963, that the

West Monroe, Louisiana, unit of the OKKKK has been meeting

on the property of GROVER C. EDWARDS, Route 2, Box 522,

West Monroe, and that this unit has 28 members.
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Deputy Sheriff E. L„ WALKER, Ouachita Parish
Sheriff's Office, Monroe, Louisiana, advised on October 2,

1963, that officers of the Sheriff's Office investigated
a shooting incident at a Klan meeting which was being held
on September 30, 1963. This meeting was being held in the
area of a gravel pit at West Monroe, Louisiana, and two
men stationed as guards were reported to have fired shots
in the air to scare away three young men who are residents
of the area and were allegedly interfering with the Klan
meeting. As a result, two members, HENRY E. MARTIN and
MAURICE MC DONALD were arrested on charges of carrying
concealed weapons and were subsequently released on $1,000
bond each.

B , MISSISSIPPI

NATCHEZ, MISSISSIPPI

NO T-l advised on January 1, 1964, that DOUGLAS
HfRD, a leader of the OKKKK unit at Natchez, Mississippi,
had been expelled from the OKKKK by ROYAL V. YOUNG, the
Imperial Dragon.

NO T-9 advised on January 31, 1964, that the
building used by Klan groups in. Adams County, Mississippi,
is located on Morgantown Road near Natchez, Mississippi,
across the road from the Scarborough Machine Shop.

This building is used by separate Klan units in

Adams County.

The first Klan unit is known as the Morgantown
Unit, which meets on Tuesday evenings and consists of approxi

mately 40 members.

The following are the officers of the Morgantown
Upit

:

ERNEST PARKER
DOUGLAS A. BYRD
JACK SEALE
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NO T-9 further advised there is also a Cloverdale
Unit and a Sligo Unit who utilize the previously mentioned
building for meetings and he was given to understand that
there are between 300 and 400 Klam members in Adams County

.

YAZOO CITY, MISSISSIPPI

Mr. WILLIAM H. BARBOUR advised on October 21, 1963
that the following persons are leaders of the Klan group at
Yazoo City, Mississippi:

1. JAMES ISAAC ROBERTS, a white male, age 52,
who resides at 908 Grady Avenue and is the
owner and operator of the Yazoo Coffee Shop,
115 East Jefferson Street.

2. w. LEE WRIGHT, white male, age 40, who
resides at 712 Grand Avenue and is employed
by the Newsom Electrical Company, 725 Ridge
Road

.

3. GEORGE TAYLOR, a white male, age 48 - 50,
who resides near Benton, Mississippi, and
is the owner and operator of the T & T
Tire Service, 221 South Main Street, Yazoo
City, Mississippi.

Mr. DAN NICHOLAS, a prominent businessman, Yazoo
City, Mississippi, advised on October 22, 1963, that meetings
are held at an old isolated farm house known as the Old Mobley
Place which is located about one-half mile east of U . S. High-
way 49, and three to four miles southeast of Yazoo City.

NICHOLAS subsequently furnished information that
this group consisted of 38 members.

Mr. NICHOLAS advised on November 5, 1963, that the
Klan Unit at Yazoo is faltering and without leadership.

Members are suspicious of one another and have
been accusing each other of furnishing information to the

local law enforcement authorities regarding activities and
the identities of members.
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APPENDIX

ORIGINAL KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN
(LOUISIANA)
„ . (OKKKK)

A source advised on October 25, 1963, that in

December, 1960, a group was organized at Shreveport,

Louisiana, known as the Original Knights of the Ku Klux

Klan (OKKKK). The purpose of this organization was to

promote Americanism, white supremacy, and the maintaining

of segregation.

This source further advised on October 25, 1963,

that the OKKKK continues to be active and that the aims and

purposes continue to be the same.
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UNITED KLANS OF AMERICA
,

INC
KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN (UNITED KLANS)

Records of Superior Court of Fulton County, Georgia,
show that this Klan organization was grant 2d a corporate
charter on February 21, 1961, at Atlanta, Georgia, under the
name United Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan of America,
Inc

.

A source advised on February 27, 1961, that United
Klans was formed as a result of a split in U. S. Klans,
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Inc. According to the source,
the split resulted from a leadership dispute and United Klans
has the same aims and objectives as the parent group. These
are the promotion of Americanism, white supremacy and segrega-
tion of the races.

The first source and a second source advised in
July, 1961, that United Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan
of American, Inc., merged with Alabama Knights, Knights of the
Ku Klux Klan. The merged organization established headquarters
in Suite 401, The Alston Building, Tuscaloosa, Alabama. The
organization is directed by Robert Shelton, Imperial Wizard,
and is the dominant Klan group in the South with units in
several southern states

.

On August 14, 1963, the second source advised
that the organization formerly known as United Klans, Knights
of the Ku Klux Klan of America, Inc.

, would be known in the
future as United Klans of America, Inc., Knights of the
Ku Klux Klan. The second source said the name was changed
by a resolution adopted at the National Klonvocation held
July 8, 1961, at Indian Springs, Georgia.

Second source advised that at a meeting of Pratt-
ville, Alabama, on October 22, 1961, a majority of the
Klaverns of the U. S. Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan
merged with the United Klans of America, Inc., Knights
of the Ku Klux Klan.

APPENDIX .

43
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APPENDIX

ASSOCIATION OF ARKANSAS KLANS
OF THE KU KLUX KLAN (AAK)

A source advised on April 22, 1959, as follows:

AAK was formed on April 21, 1959, at Pine Bluff,
Arkansas, for the purpose of promoting white supremacy and
segregation of the races, but violence was disavowed.
Leaders of the AAK were previously members of the Original
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan (QKKKK) . GEORGE F. EDWARDES,
Grand Dragon of the OKKKK for the State of Arkansas, was carried
over as the Grand Dragon of the new organization, AAK

A source advised that on August 11, 1960, GEORGE F.
EDWARDES disavowed violence . Another source advised in
January 1963 that the new Grand Dragon, BILL WILLIAMS,
disavowed violence and that GEORGE F. EDWARDES is the Legal
Counselor of the AAK. Another source advised on December 15

,

1963, there had been i*o change in the program and objectives
of the AAK. Another source stated the ritual used by OKKKK
is taken from the "Kloran" of the Association of South
Carolina Klans of the Ku Klux Klan (ASCK)

.

Regarding the ASCK, the following is noted:

A source advised on September 24, 1956, that the
ASCK was organized in the fall of 1955 and is patterned
after the Association of Carolina Klans (ACK) . The source
stated the ASCK is a new organization and not a re-birth
of the ACK, although all high-ranking officials of the ASCK
had been members of the ACK. The announced purposes of this
organization are to promote white supremacy and to combat
integration of races; however, the use of violence is disavowed.

A source advised on September 2, 1950, that
the ACK was composed of groups formerly members of the
Association of Georgia Klans (AGK)

, and although the
ACK severed all connections with the AGK on November 14,
1949, the ideals, purposes and policies of the two organi-
zations remained identical. The ACK became defunct after
conviction and imprisonment of its highest official and
other members in 1952.

The AGK has been designated by the Attorney General
of the United States pursuant to Executive Order 10450.

APPENDIX
44*
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

March 12, 1964

Title ORIGINAL KNIGHTS OF THE KU
KLUX KLAN (LOUISIANA) ,

AKA
LOUISIANA RIFLE ASSOCIATION

Character RM

Reference Report of SA STEPHEN M.
CALLENDER, 3/12/64, at New
Orleans

All sourpes (except any listed below) whose identities

are concealed in referenced communication have- furnished reliable

information in the past.

i

\
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Laurel* 'Mississippi

February 26* 1964

Ob 2/25/64 the Laurel* Mississippi ELayer of The Whit© KftLghts of the Ku
Klux HlazTof Mississippi met; at the regular" nesting place ;)ust Bast of Laurel*

T^ere Wore 19 members present* Mr. (BO) B. F./HIHIOH presided*

It was reported that a special call meeting was held on Friday Bight* 2/21/64*

at the KlavePa Ball at which time the proposed cross burnings pa Saturday* 2/22/64*
were Palled off because they thought the" police had informatiph regarding the

burnings. They feared a security leak". Tl^yrbased this opinion on the fact that

a large number of Auxiliary Police had been pailed out for a training program for

Friday, Saturday and Sunday nights.
/gamsgxix

It was discussed that L* C* BI£* Chief of Police* may have been/)&^£&9g
pulling a bluff by palling the" eXtra help* The membership voted to burn tcso

grosses in Laurel'-"Friday"Sight*-''•2/28/64 prove they* the Blap* was hot
bluffing* One cross was tcTte "baraed'-At-- the "home of HARRY' gRO?ffl. owner. The
Diamond Shopi' 'and the other pne at .the Brown Funeral- Bornef Central Ave.*. Laurel.
This is a negro funeral home. No reaacn was given for the burnings.

SAM /offlERS. Grand Dragon* for the State of Mississippi, reported that he had
attended a State Mooting at

Brookhaveh iliss.* on Sunday* 2/23/64. There were about 200 hundred present* This
meeting was reported to ’Mve beea ih conhectioh irith the changes in the Constitution
and By laws. These ' changes were necessary Immsms since they had pulled away
from, the Alan in Louisiana.

'

The i State of Mississippi will be "divided into five (5) Sections. These
sections will be the same As the five (5)' voting districts in the. State* Bach
section will be divided into two (2 ) Providence s* At the present' there are no
chartered KLaverns in the State of Mississippi*,

Hr* SOS® BOWERS reported that sometime in March 1964 (Around 3/15/64) some
thirty (30) Klaverns will be chartered. Eaoh Klavern must have forty (40) paid
up members to b© elgible for a charter*

It was suggested that group leaders be appointed to get new members and to
see that the present metiers pay tWir dues on time. Bae of the group leaders

in 'the' Laurel Klavern is (WB ) GIAJzK* (CLARK is believed to be the owner and’

operator of the Glark^Water -Well grilling Company) he is a members of the Mbtor»
Cycle squad of the Auxiliary Police. He' thinks GRADY /KABOS * Operator* Chance
Texaco Service Station and J*. W. /PURVIS* City Bngins®r* are group leaders.
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It appeared that the laurel Kiavsrn was having some financial trouble since
it was mentioned that the printing done by'SHBA 'WWi&t I^nwx'Brintsrs,- and the
water well drill©d by Mr» ClASK, had hot been paid*' SUrther that it might be

'

necessary to naSe ah additional assessraent to pay for the house now being used
as a meeting ifaCDCaSX. placoo

? 1 ‘ V ;
’ *
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• #

Laurel, Mississippi
March 7, 1964

ffeat ob 3/4/64' the Laurel, Mississippi’' Klavorn of th©1 Whit©* Ki&ghts of the

TSa Klux Man'met at"7:30 pa*, at their regular meeting place* itste twenty-

seven (27) men preseat.

The project cosjmittie reported .that the previous project of hurniag two (2)
*

crosses is ' IMxrel .'on . Friday Night, 2/28/64, was sailed off sinoe they were
afraid of a security leak"in the brgaMz&tioni' Approximtely eight (8) of those

present* wori®d'"to|}ether as a group and held several meetings of one or two at

a tim© and sometime more, fhes© Slsdussions were held"before the regular

meeting and the entire membership was not aware of the matter Being discussed.

Members of this group and on® or tad- others put os a show of why they did.
sot carry out the project,: threats'of hanging were passed out if .they Were
ever oaught carrying out their projects or assignment©.

The/men in this group was Mr. .(EG) B^Jg^iAoN. ?MBg^CE FhCMBRS . PAUL
mmSi JIM BiSHDP . PAUL RlCBp©8, ; BOSBYTd^BI, (fit ) 'GMp; and 'i3p®TM.WA a Patrolman of the lHPt~

“ ^

^

c - •-
•

.

It was reported that there aretMrty-oae (31) currentp&id-up raerabera and
a reported sixty-two (62) on record as belonging* A drive was suggested to get
forty (40) paying rasiabsrs so ' that a oh&rter could beobtained. Dues were .

collected' .©t 'this meeting "and a $4,00 per month assessment against each member
was made to pay for th© meeting building,

BOBBY t?00fSN'made a motidn ' t&St twenty (20) crosses be 'bursed this 'Weekend hut
after a discussion it wns redubed 'to’aix (6) crosses, 111© places were not mentioned
and no time was given. No assignments were made to carry out the burnings*

It was pointed out that nocross would be burned without a reason and so more
than one oro'ss Would"©© .burned""at the ‘same place. If this cross was, not heeded
(meaning the pasroo, should cease to do what the Kian thinks he is doing wrong)
a strapping would be next,

Mr, (EG) HINfGN,, showed the strap ,,
. -which is to be used and JP BISHOP made ft

-suggestion that' it be doubled so It could be hsadted shortened and thereby
have better control of it. It would then W almost a club, BISHOP mentioned
that bis Daddy"has 'talked "many times of using it la the years past, BISHOP,

said that if he' ever got caught he would personally ^hasg* the man that
snitohed on Mm.

Mr,. BISHOP real add presented to Mr, 3G a paper on nThe Miauteaen”, He
remarksd that tMe-was an organiaatioh with a purpose, ! he .©aid that he knew
some of the members and would probably bedome a- member*> (this was not discussed
any further)
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MgEBNO^'BIRD

.

presented. the idea of issuing. a hard' to- each member with his name
on*it, as ^longing to ±fea' 1,

i’it© Bogiie Eoma Easting, Fishing and HSSS2E Rifle Club”,

fills 'hard will have four (4) blanks on it to be stamped ©aph- quater trhea his dues
are paid*. ;

••

'

-

,••’•
•

' '

iVo aow maoting':places wore established ia Jones County, one at Sllisville, aad
the other at Calhoun, Miss,

-

for organizational purposes* Contacts have been made
in Smith had Jasper CountiSS, Miss* for possible Kluverhs* Two net; -members were
Initiated at Rillsvilie on 3/5/64

During the meeting 3/5/64, S0. BO&BRS, - Grand Dragon, was present and stated
he intended to "stay out of the business end*, but ted to step in, when they wanted
to. get too reckless* .

. .If

’

A strapping domraittee yiill be: named at a later date * by the BC.

NOTE*

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

i.

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

I
1

He said the constitution ha's hot been printed as y# since the printer’s
brother has been very ill and he tea not had time to complete the job*

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

fie' states ttet"hefi$iilfaft]9 a trip to' B|^d]^<iTdB'tKi.|h.'.SIM BWiBRS on Sunday,
3/8/64, to attend a meeting (state) if nothing else eoja|s up at home*

‘ ‘ .%
i_
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New Orleans, Louisiana
March 9, 1964

THE WHITE KNIGHTS OF THEmmm klan of Mississippi

On March 9, 1964, Chief Deputy Sheriff Robert W*
McMinn, Jones County, Laurel, Mississippi, advised that he
had received two unconfirmed reports that two crosses were
burned in the vicinity of Ellisvilie, Mississippi, on the
evening of March 7, 1964*

Deputy Sheriff McMinn stated, however, that no
complaints regarding any cross burnings had been received
by the Jones County Sheriff’s Office*

L, C. Nix, Chief of Police, Laurel, Mississippi,
advised that during the weekend of March 6-8, 1964, no
reports of any cross burnings in Laurel, Mississippi, had
been received by his department*

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI* It is the property of the FBI
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency*

5-

I

/sy_ (- 3 - 3<p~\

/Jr?-*/ ft 2-

\
mmt
fartoteK

- Filed
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

5010-106

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : .SAC, NEW ORLEANS (157-1962:)

FROM
: SA, ROBERT EDWARD LEE

SUBJECT: THE WHITE KNIGHTS OP THE
KU KLUX KLAN OF MISSISSIPPI
RM

DATE: 3/9/6^

The following investigation was conducted by SA ROBERT EDWARD LEE:

AT LAUREL, MISS: ,

On 3/7/61)., MERRILL BICKERING ,
Sheriff, Jones County, advised that

he and his Chief Deputy, ROBERT MCMINN, had been approached to join

/th&s group. They declined and 'told the one who contacted them they

would not put up with any trouble in the County.

He did not identify the person who approached him but indicated

he may have some additional information in the near future.

27 ( 1 ) - 157-1962)
Utf. - 157- 2001).)

REL/

( 2 )

/S7-C 3 - 2>/

TsEARCHEDZIIIiN^EDl^^

|
S£RIAUZED.-^r.FlCED....!.^

1 0 1964
!£w/)SH-£anS

/S
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

5010-106

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : SAG, NEW ORLEANS 5157-1962)

FROM
: SAj ROBERT EDWARD LEE

SUBJECT: THE WHITE KNIGHTS OP THE
KU KLUX KLAN OP MISSISSIPPI
RM

DATE: 3/9/614-

The following invest igst ion was conducted by SA ROBERT EDWARD LEE:

AT LAUREL, MISS:

On 3/9/64* ROBERT W. McMINN, Chief Deputy Sheriff, Jones County*

advised that he has heard that two (2) crosses were burned in the

vicinity of Ellisville, Mississippi Saturday night, 3/7/64* ffihe

Sheriff's Office has not received any complaints and does not know

the location where the crosses were burned 0

He s aid that in the event he gets any information he will notify

the FBI,

3 *57-1962)
157-2004)
170-18)

REL/

(3)

/S 7 3 -
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1963 EDITION
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO SAC, NEW. ORLEANS (157-1962)

FROM SA, ROBERT EDWARD LEE

SUBJECT: THE WHITE KNIGHTS OP THE
KU KLUX KLAN OP MISSISSIPPI
RM

*

DATE: 3/9/64

The following investigation was conducted by SA ROBERT EDWARD LEE:

AT TAYLORSVILLE, MISS:

On 2/28/64, BURMIGj/ JONES, Cfcty Marshal, advised that he had

been approached byT iocal citizen, not identified, and asked to

join this organization. This person told him that they were trying

to get all the Masons and Law Enforcement Officers to join.

He told this individual that he was not interested at this time

and this person told him that he would contact him again in about

ten days to see if he had changed his mind. It is being organized out
of Laurel, Miss.

Mr. JOBES states he would advised the FBI of any information

that comes to his attention regarding this organization in Taylorsville

or Smith County, Miss.

2 7(1/- 157-1962)
- 157-2004)

REL/
( 2 )
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5010-106OPTIONAL FORM NO.' 10-

MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

: SAG, NEW ORLEANS (157-1962)

SA, ROBERT EDWARD LEE

SUBJECT: THE WHITE KNIGHTS OP THE KU KLUX
KLAN OP MISSISSIPPI
RM

DATE: 3/9/64

The follovtng investigafc ion was conducted by SA ROBERT EDWARD

LEE:

AT LAUREL, MISS:

On 2/26/64, L. C. NIX, Chief of Police, was advised of the

information that this organization has plans to burn two (2) crosses

in Laurel on Friday nyfeht, 2/28/64; That one cross; would be burned

at the home of HARRY/BROWN,, Owner, The Diamond Shop, Laurel and the

other at Brown’s Frineral Home®

He said that he would make some arrangments to cover the

vicinity of the areas mentioned. He will only use selected ranking

officers and no general alert will be issued®

On 2/29/64, Chief NIX advised that no incidents were observed

or reported. He did notice several persons, he higiisiKHSX believes to

be connected with this organization, riding around town in small

groups a

On 3/7/64, Chief NIX, was advised of the report that this

organization would probably burn six (6) crosses; faer the weekend
’

• ~ /sir *2 &3 —
of 3/7/64® He was advised that no locations w ere knovm,. //?. ,

f\ &T7-V/T2.
3 /Ell- 157-1962)

157-2004)

REL/
(3)

FOIA(b) (7) - (D) V
'Ut9S<
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On 3/9/64, Chief NIX stated that he had used one extra patrol

car 6ver the weekend in the event the crosses were to be burned in

the city of Laurel <> He said that he had heard of no activity in the

city n

He plans to keep alert for any activity on the part of this

organization and will report any activity,,

- vi <v.
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3/9/84

Airtel Air Mail

Wm Director, FBI

From: SAC, New Orleans (137-1982)

Subject: THE WHITE mmms OF the
KBW SIAM OF MISSISSIPPI
sa

Be Mm Orleans airtel with enclosed letterhead
memorandum, dated 3/7/64 , captioned a© shore.

Enclosed herewith are 8 copies ®f a letterhead
memorandum concerning captioned matter.

3 - Bureau (Enc. 8)
(3)~ He® Orleans

cO> X57-1962
FOIA(b) (7) - (D)
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:-/FOIA ( b ) (7) (D)

SAC, NEW ORLEANS 2/24/64

SA ROBERT EDWARD LEE

PRI

On 2/21/64,
Avenue, Laurel, Mississippi, advised that he was first
approached to Join the KKK sometime before Christmas, 1963 by
J. W. PURVIS , City Engineer, Laurel. PURVIS told him the
m w^”organizing in the state and asked him if he would be

interested in Joining. He states he told PURVIS that he was
not interested at that time. PURVIS did not give him any
literature.

\ He was again approached during January, 1964 by
PAULjaiCHAHDS . 1215 South 17th Avenue, who is employed by the
TcCullougn Tool Company, who discussed the klan and the
possible value . He told him of the klan and some of the
objectives. One of these was keeping the Negroes in their
place and something about elimination. He took this to mean
that anyone, white or colored, who might not conform to the
klan ' s ideas or oppose them, might be killed. RICHARDS furnished
him some literature including 50 reasons why he should Join
the klan.

| [ states he told RICHARDS he did not believe
he was interested and did not want to get into any trouble.
RICHARDS asked him if he would go along with them if they kept
within the law.

| [said that he might. RICHARDS invited
him to the next meeting which was to be held in the near future.

I
said that after his conversation with

RICHARDS, he got worried about the possible security involved
and the statement made by RICHARDS regarding elimination.
At that time, he considered notifying Honorable ROBERT F.
KENNEDY, Attorney General, about his information to determine
if he was interested in the information he had and if he might
be interested in any information he might get if he became
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(b ) (7) (D)

BEL: lav

associated with the klan. He related that he is interested
in the welfare of the United States and thought he might b©
able to be of some assistance.

then decided to contact the local FBI
He telephoned SA ROBERT EDWARD LEE and explained that

the klan and wanted to know
in anv information he might

J was told that the

Agent.
he had been approached to Join
if the FBI would toe interested
get in the event he did Join.
FBI could not make any recommendations about him Joining,
but would accept any information he desired to furnish. He
related that he Joined the klan on about 1/28/64 at Laurel and
had attended all the local meetings since that time. He has
made two trips to Brookh&ven, Mississippi to meet with other
members from other klaveras from Mississippi, which included
Brookhaven, Hatches and Laurel, Mississippi, The last meeting
was Saturday, 2/15/64. Two cars kadejfefre trip on 2/1S/64 and
one of the individuals was SAM BOWERS', who was elected to head
the klan in Mississippi. another individual from
Laurel who attended was RHEA LOMAX , ^Lornas Printers, Laurel,
Miss . He does not know of any other persons who
went along. /

|
[states that on 2/8/64 the members voted

to pull out of the National Organisation, believed to be the
Original Ku Klux Elan from Louisiana and form the Mississippi
Klan. This change came about due to the Mississippi organization
thinking they were not getting their share of the money back
from the national group.

He related that on 2/15/64, some 200 members present
at the meeting in Brookhaven had a very heated discussion about
revising the constitution and bylam. Most of the changes were
finally adopted. SAM BOWERS was elected to head the new
organization but has not been given a title name. BOWERS
replaced (SHU) BYRD ©f Hatches , Mississippi.

2
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:f;FOIA(b) (7 )
- (D)-

EEL: lav

Istated all meetings were held at the
Klavern Hall between Brookhaven and Haslehurst, Mississippi.
He does not know the location of the building. They drove
north several miles when they observed a car parked on the side
of the road with a rebel flag on the antenna. They identified
themselves to the occupant of this automobile and were permitted
to enter the area where the Klavern Hall was located.

stated that from general conversation
overheard at the meeting, the officials claim an estimate of
3,000 members in Mississippi and SO in Laurel.

"I advised that LLMf. Laurel Tile
mm the Laurel Klavern and is known as "Mr. EC".

>, Byrd’s Radio Service, is the secretary of the
£vera and has the names of all members in the Laurel

Company

,

LAWRENCE

Klavern.
are mentl< _ _ . _ _

has the list of the members statewide, unless it would be
BOWERS. BOWERS has a bene which he ’carries in his automobile
filled with records believed to be Information regarding the
various klaverns in Mississippi and may contain a membership
list. /

Phe members are identified by n
5d at the meetings.

[

.um

]d
hers and no names
does not know who

i
stated that the Laurel Klavern has purchased
eh they have moved to the property of

LAWRENCE BYRD about IS mile® east of Laurel, off 11. S. Highway
84. It is located near some oil wells and each member has
been assessed $4 per month until the house is paid for.

He related that the neat statewide meeting will be
held in Laurel if the building is completed by that time.

[ ] said that from conversation he has overheard
at the various meetings he has attended* is that anyone who
might not conform to the Mian’s ideas may be subjected to
bodily harm pr killed. He cited an illustration which occurred
about two or three weeks ago inBllisville, Mississippi.

3
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‘/FOIA ( b ) (7 )
- (D)

EEL: lav

A grocer bad some trouble with a Negro who bad talked ’’smart"
to bis wife. During or after the argument, some Negro got
sbot in the band. He does not know if the Negro who got
©hot was the on© involved in the argument . He said that
ZACHERY JOHNSON, a Negro leader in Ellisvill© made seme
threats about boycotting ibe store. A request was made of
the klavern by the members from Ellisville to take steps
to quieten JOHNSON so b© would not cause any further trouble.
He believed the Ellisville members included two policemen,
names not known, (one has some fingers missing on bis right
band) and a preacher, name and denomination not known.
Ybe members present agreed to take any steps necessary.
According to the report at the last meeting, a party of two
or three members headed by PAUL RICHARDS , burned a cross
in JOHNSON'S yard mid fired a shotgun two or three times.
Later, some phone calls were made to JOHNSON telling him,
"This is no Joke", "This is the real thing", and suggested he
straighten up and not cause any more trouble. Johnson
reportedly asked the callers what he could do.
not reeall what instructions were reportedly given. It1"was
reported that JOHNSON had apologized to the grocer and his
wife.

Ideas
II

|stated at the time of the original request
some of the members wanted to whip JOHNSON and others wanted
to tar and feather him. This was voted down. He reported
that B. F. HINTON can authorize cross burnings and strappings
(whippings) but anything more drastic must be approved byw-
BOWERS.

He said that there had been talk about making sils?

telephone calls to various persons and he has heard the
names of Dr. MURPHY (phonetic) , telephone 428-4357 or 428-
7052; PONDER Or ANDREW GREEN, 426-4763; PARKER Taxi, 426-
9344; CLINTON C. COLLINS, 608 East 15th Street, 428-0508 and
Howard’s Cafe, 6-1960 or home 5-1560. He believes all these
individuals live in Laurel. *

4
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He has also heard the name of JOHN LEWIS, national
Chairman of th© Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee
mentioned. He does not recall the circumstances, but believed
that some or all of these persons would receive telephone
calls from various members of the Elan.

He related that some oil man, name not known,
reported that his wife works f#r the telephone company and
can jam any phone so the caller will get a busy signal.

.
states that in addition to the names of

th© members already mentioned , he knows the following by name:

GB&BY CHANCE , Chance Texaco Service Station

JIM BISHOP, employed by the Weatherford Gil Teuils

/ / JV

Laurel, Police Department

Mississippi Hlgh&ayHSafety Patrol.
/ -’4=sM :t

The individuals who joined the klan are told that
they should not join for political purposes but the klan will
probably have something along the political lines in the
future.

[ ] states he paid $10 for initiation and $10
for his roll. The dues are $3 per quarter but will be raised
to $4 in the near future. He said that he has used his
personal car to make trips on klan business and has had to
defray his own expenses. He feels that during the organizational
period, his expenses will be rather heavy since he is asked to
use his car most of the time.

^
states that he believes his expenses,

provided he participates in the organizational activities,
will run approximately $75 to $100 per week. When the new
organization is set up, his travel expenses would be reduced.

5
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| [states he will be willing to attend
all local meetings when possible and make any trips out of
town when business permits . (He feels that with most of the
meetings being held on Saturday, he will be able to attend
most of these meetings.)

He will furnish any names of members that he
recognizes; the location of their esclandre when learned; and
will furnish written reports of all meetings he attends and
of any information he might get,

The following physical description was obtained of
from observationaand interview t

Race
Sexc
Age
DOB
POB
Height
Weight
kyes
Hair
Build
Marital status
Occupation

Education
Military service

Employment

Past employment

6
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fOi DIRECTOR, FBI

FBOM? SAC, HEW ORLEANS <157-1962} <P)

SUBJECT: THE WHITE KNIGHTS OF THEm KLUX KLAN OF MISSISSIPPIm

Enclosed herewith are eight copies of a
letterhead memorandum concerning above captioned matter.

The source mentioned in the letterhead
memorandum ls|

,

Laurel , Hiss.

FOrh
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Hew Orleans, Louisiana
March 7, 1964

THE WHITE KNIGHTS OF THE
KU KLUX ELAN OF MISSISSIPPI

On March 7, 1964, a confidential source with
whom insufficient contact has been had to determine his
reliability, furnished the following information:

i

The Laurel, Mississippi Klavern held a
meeting Tuesday night, March 3, 1964. There were 27
members present. The leaders discussed the project regarding
the two crosses that were to have been burned in Laurel,
Friday, February 28, 1964. This project was called off
since they feared a security leak and the additional
police activity.

'i

A motion was made that 20 crosses be burned
in Laurel and in Jones County, Mississippi, this weekend.
This number was finally reduced to 6 crosses. The time
and places where the crosses were to be burned was not
disclosed in the open meeting.

It was discussed that a cross would be
burned only for a reason; that if the cross was not heeded,
a strapping would be the sent step. The strap to be
used was shown to those present.

Two new units are in the process of being
organized at Calhoun and Ellisville, Mississippi.

The local authorities have been advised of
the proposed cross burnings.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor Conclusions of the FBI, It is the property of the
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are/Q /"G? ^
not to be distributed outside your agency. Searched

Serialized

- Bureau
- New Orleans (157-1962)/, S

' FOIA(b) (7) - (D) I g
0

relUtj-t 1

/ s< p-
-/S-7-

€

Indexed

Filed

li?ed —
^ ^ s*xrm*pX
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TO : SAC, NEW ORLEANS (157-1339) DATE; 2/29/64

FROM : SA CLARENCE G. PROSPERS

SUBJECT: KLAN ACTIVITY,
NATCHEZ, MISSISSIPPI

Re memo of SA CLARENCE G. PROSPERE, 9/27/63, captioned
’’DOUGLAS A. BYRD, KLAN-TYPE ORGANIZATIONS; NATCHEZ, MISS.”.

I L former PCI - RAC, on 9/19/63,

advised SA HUNTER E. HELGESON that, according to GEORGE TAYLOR,

a member of a klan-type group, Yazoo City, Miss. ,
one BYRD

(phonetic), (FNU) , but who is from Natchez, Miss. , is the

’’Grand Wizard’’ of the KKK in Miss.

'\

1
^

^

/ V

,
former PCI - RAC, on 9/20/63,

telephonically advised SA HUNTER E. HELGESON that (FNU) BYRD,

from Natchez, Miss. ,
whom he had previously described as the

"Grand Wizard" in the State of Miss., was in Yazoo City, 9/30/63,

meeting with local klan leaders.

stated that, based on conversation he has had

recently with GEORGE TAYLOR of Yazoo City, he is of the impression

V

Optional Form No. 10
May 1962 Edition ’

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

that one JACK SILL (correct name JACK SEALE), from Natchez, Miss.,

is the #1 organizer for

SEE PAGE la FOR COPIES
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*

1: 157-1339
1 : 105-1057

^Tpl57-1962
1: 157-44
1: 157-Klan-Type Activity, Franklin Co.

, Miss.
1: 157-Klan-Type Activity, Lincoln Co., Miss.
1: 157-Klan-Type Activity, Pike Co., Miss.
1: 157-Klan-Type Activity, Jefferson Co., Miss.
1: 157-Klan-Type Activity, Amite Co., La.
1: 157-Klan-Type Activity, Yazoo City, Miss.
1: 157-Klan-Type Activity, Walthall Co., Miss.
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SEALE met with JAMES ROBERTS ,
SR., and GEORGE TAYLOR in Yazoo

City on 9/20/63. The nature of this meeting was not known to

WRIGHT.

Sheriff WILLIAM T. FERRELL, Adams Co. ,
Natchez,

Miss., advised SA CLARENCE G, PROSPERS on 9/23/63, that he

felt there was some klan-type activity going on in Adams Co.

,

Miss. FERRELL advised that on the night of 9/20/63, a CLAUDE

W. FULLER, who was an unsuccessful candidate for constable in

the second district of Adams Co., Kingston, Miss., during the

recent election, reported that he was driving home when six

Negro males passed him on the Kingston Rd.. near Natchez and

these Negroes fired a shotgun blast of buckshot into the front

fender of his car. FULLER stopped his car and. ran into the

woods, after which the Negroes returned and set fire to his

car. The car was totally burned.

Sheriff FERRELL stated his investigation has indicated

that the car was actually burned by FULLER as two days after

winning the first primary he traded a 1962 Oldsmobile on which

he still owed about $2200 for the 1958 Ford which was burned.

FERRELL pointed out that he had determined that FULLER owed

about $1000 on the FOrd and had not as yet made a payment on

the Ford. FERRELL stated the payments were past due and that

FULLER had lost the election in the second primary.

- 2 -
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FERRELL stated! .that his reason for mentioning the above

incident about FULLER was because on Saturday after, the car of

FULLER was burned, an individual by the name of DOUGLAS A. BYRD

came to the SO to inquire why the story about FULLER'S car had

not been released to the local Natchez newspaper. Sheriff

FERRELL pointed out that both he and Chief of Police J. T„

ROBINSON of the Natchez PD had been withholding items from

the newspaper which possibly bore on racial incidents.

Sheriff FERRELL went on the state that this same

DOUGLAS A. BYRD had come to his attention earlier on Friday

afternoon, 9/20/63, when the local trial of WILLIAM DENNIS WARE

(NO 44-1893) came up in Natchez. FERRELL stated he had received

information that cars off white males were coming to Natchez on

the afternoon of 9/20/63, from Amite, Wilkinson and Franklin

Counties with the object of keeping an eye on the Negroes who

might attempt to demonstrate at or during the trial of WILLIAM

DENNIS WARE. FERRELL stated that for this reason, he had his

deputies in the vicinity of the Natchez City Hall and that among

the individuals he observed was DOUGLAS A. BYRD accompanied by

five unknown white males. BYRD was in a blue and white, 1957

or 1959 Ford, bearing a dealer's tag assigned to the dealer.

FERRELL stated he did not have a record of this license number.

It has since been determined that BYRD drives a 1960 light blue,

- 3 -
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two, door Ford, bearing 1964 Miss, license 1-6051.

FERRELL stated that as a possible interesting sidelight,

the burning of a Negro church on the lower Palestine Rd. near

Natchez was reported Friday night, 9/20/63, and after developing

further information on BYRD, he suspects BYRD has something to

do with the burning of the church.

Sheriff FERRELL stated he did not know of any

associates of BYRD other than possibly CLAUDE W., FULLER whom

BYRD inquired about the morning after FULLER’S car was burned.

In connection with the men coming from Amite,

Wilkinson and Franklin Counties, FERRELL pointed out that about

the time the cars were arriving near the Natchez City Hall, he

observed Sheriff E. L. CASTON of Amite Co. in the vicinity of

City Hall. FERRELL stated he asked CASTON what was going on and

CASTON replied he was merely passing through Natchez and stopped

for a cup of coffee. FERRELL stated CASTON was accompanied by

two unknown white males and that Mr. L. K. WINGATE, 811 Kenwood

Lane, Natchez, had advised the SO that Sheriff E..L. CASTON and

his present Chief Deputy who is now Sheriff-elect, DANIEL JONES,

are both members of klan-type organizations. It is pointed out

that E. L. CASTON of Amite Co. is now the former Sheriff and

that information has been developed which is 'set forth later

in this memorandum that CASTON is an official of the KK in Miss.

,

- 4 -
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and DANIEL JONES has now taken office as Sheriff in Amite Co.

,

at Liberty, Miss.

FERRELL stated that he had determined that DOUGLAS

A. BYRD had at one time submitted letters to the ’’Peoples Forum"

a colum in the ’’Natchez Democrat", a local newspaper; that these

articles were submitted following the admission off JAMES MEREDITH

to the Univ. of Miss.

Background information regarding DOUGLAS A. BYRD has

been obtained and is contained in New Orleans file 157-1340-30.

j

On 9/23/63, Chief of Police J, T. ROBINSON, Natchez,

Miss., advised that he and 'Sheriff FERRELL of the Adams Co. SO,

Natchez, Miss. , had been working together on DOUGLAS A. BYRD in

an attempt to develop information concerning BYRD. Chief

ROBINSON advised that from a highly confidential source, he had

obtained the following information from a notebook in the car

of DOUGLAS A. BYRD when BYRD was in Natchez on 9/20/63. (The

following information has been previously submitted and

disseminated to the proper files.

)

Fayette, M;iss.
j

786-3143 R. M. CARNEGIE
Brookhaven|, Miss.' 5250 Mr. GILBERT
Brookhavenj, Miss.j 1474
Summit

, Miss.
|

276-7624
Meadville, Miss,

j
384-5140
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Liberty, Miss.
Yazoo City, Miss.
Woodville, Miss.
Woodyille, Miss.
Attempted contact
BroOkhaven, Miss.

Brookhaven , Miss

.

Bossier City, La.
Haughton, La.
Vidal ia, La.

657-2661
746-5183
888-5471
888-4142

LEWIS COWART, Brookhaven
460

1007W
425-8093
949-3589
336-4238

CASTON

JOHN LEWIS

Miss.
,
phone 117-R-2

Mr. GILBERT or
Mr . CALLENDER
C. E. CALL ICOTT
BO YOUNG
ROYAL B. YOUNG

Chief ROBINSON advised that he further determined

from his highly confidential source that DOUGLAS A. BYRD has a

telephone in his 1957 or 1958 Ford and that the number of this

Ford is JL 73429, registered to DOUGLAS BYRD Used Cars, 151

Liberty Rd. , Natchez, Miss. It has since been determined that

this telephone has been removed from the auto of BYRD.

Attorney WILLIAM H. BARBOUR, 117 East Jefferson St.

,

1

Yazoo City, Miss., advised SA SAMUEL N. JENNINGS on 10/21/63,

that CLAUDE H. DAVIS, aka., "Boots” Davis, a white male about

45 years of age, 6* tall, 160 lbs., slim build, sandy hair,

formerly residing in Yazoo County, is now residing Vidalia, La.

According to BARBOUR, DAVIS is known as a "contact" man for

Natchez, Miss, in the KKK. BARBOUR was of the opinion that

someone at Natchez, Miss.
,
was issuing instructions and that

DAVIS was traveling around to various locations carrying out

these instructions for what appeared to be a klan leader at

Natchez. BARBOUR advised that DAVIS drives a 1963, white over

- 6 -
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red, ”88” Oldsmobile Sedan with La. license. DAVIS has made a

number of trips to Yazoo Co.
,
during the past few months and is

related to a number of individuals in this county, some of whom

are members of a klan organization at Yazoo City.

A summary of CLAUDE H. DAVIS, aka., "Boots" Davis, is

contained in NO file 157-1474-6.

In connection with investigation conducted in the

case captioned "UNSUBS (2); GEORGE GREEN; BRUCE PAYNE - VICTIMS",

NO 44-2046, JACK SEALE and a brother of JACK SEALE as yet

unidentified, are suspects.

In connection with investigation conducted in the

case captioned "ERNEST HENRY AVANTS; JAMES KENNETH GREER; JOHN

WILLIAM BARBER, aka., John Morgan Scott; FRANK HYMAN THURMAN;

BRUCE LLOYD PAYNE - VICTIM", NO file 44-2047 (C) , JAMES K.

GREER, JOHN WILLIAM BARBER, ERNEST AVANTS and FRANK THURMAN,

were identified as the subjects of this case.

FOIA(b) (7) - (D) PCI - RAC, on 12/5/63

advised SA EARL COX that on 12/4/63, ROYAL YOUNG of the La.

KKK, stated' that IRVING BAYLES, ROBERT FULLER and CHARLIE

PIERSON were to meet J. D. SWENSON and accompany him in

SWENSON'S meeting with MURRAY MARTIN in Natchez, Miss. ,
on

12/6/63. YOUNG stated that MURRAY MARTIN would be accompanied

- 7 -
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by DOUGLAS, who presently holds the title of Grand Dragon of

Original Knights Of KKK in La. and possibly by others. YOUNG

stated that if a split is accomplished, MURRAY MARTIN would

head up the klan in La. for ROBERT SHELTON.

On 12/19/63, FoiA(b)(7) - (d> RAC) advised SA DONALD R.

BELMONT that ROYAL YOUNG, SR., Imperial Dragon, OKKKK, is

leaving at 10:00 A.M. ,
12/19/63, to attend a meeting in Miss,

to be held the night of 12/19/63. Location of the meeting was

not definite, but young mentioned the name Gloster ,
Miss.

YOUNG has to travel. to Monroe, La., and then to Vidalia, La.,

in his Cadillac. He may pick up JACK FULLER in Monroe. In

Vidalia, La., he is to be picked up by private airplane which

he claims will be flown by the Chief Deputy of the Miss. State

Police, accompanied by Sheriff of one of the Miss. Counties,

and they will be flown to the area of the meeting place in Miss.

YOUNG indicated this meeting is to be with persons in

Miss, who pulled out of YOUNG'S organization last week, and he

will try to bring them back into the organization. YOUNG also

indicated he would try to get rid of DOUGLAS BYRD, a leader of

of the rebellious group in Miss.

,

and then place a man named

SAMPSON in charge. YOUNG also said the Miss, people are unhappy

with J. D. SWENSON and do not want him to come over to Miss,

anymore. One reason given for this was that SWENSON had not

_ 8 -
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obtained their klan robes for them yet, although he has already

collected their money.

YOUNG also stated that a man named HAWKINS, who is

reported to be Secretary-Treasurer of the Minute Men of the

United States, and who lives somewhere in Miss., is supposed

to be present at this meeting.

On 12/19/63, the foregoing information was telephonically

furnished by SA DONALD R. BELMONT to SA CLARENCE G. PROSPERE at

Natchez, Miss. , and attempts were made by SA PROSPERE to develop

information as to the meeting described above. On 12/19/63,

Inspector DAN R. BARRETT of the MHSP, Brookhaven, Miss., advised

that hf knew of no airplane which was flown by any member of

the MHSP, other than the official state plane which is stationed

at Jackson, Miss.

Spot checks of the motels in Vidalia and Natchez,

Miss., failed to show the presence of the Cadillac bearing the

license number of ROYAL YOUNG, SR.

On 12/26/63, (RAC), advised SA DONALD R.

BELMONT that ROYAL YOUNG confirmed that he attended a meeting

in Miss, on Thursday, 12/19/63. This was the meeting he had

previously referred to as scheduled to be held in a town called

Gloster
,
Miss. ,

but he did not confirm upon his return whether

- 9 -
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the meeting was held there or where it was held. He said he drove

to the meeting, and was not picked up in Vidalia, /La. ,
by a

private plane as he had planned.

at
YOUNG stated that/the meeting with the Miss-, people

it was indicated that a man named BYRD, who/ was a leader of the

KKK in Miss. , will probably be ousted, and/ that a man named

SAMPSON or SWANSON, will replace him as leader. This latter

individual is a man who owns the private plane which was

supposed to have picked up YOUNG in Vidalia for the meeting.

YOUNG said the Miss, people agreed they do not want

J. D. SWENSON to come to Miss, anymore. He also said he was

successful in getting a Sheriff and a State Police Officer in

Miss, back into the organization.

On 1/1/64, (RAC), advised SA DONALD R.

BELMONT that ROYAL YOUNG, on 1/1/64, exhibited an official

notice indicating he had expelled DOUGLAS BYRD from the OKKKK

on 12/29/63. BYRD was a leader of the klan around Natchez,

Miss

.

On 1/5/64, , .(Protect Identity),

Jena, La. ,
telephonically advised SA PAUL R. LANCASTER,

Alexandria, La.
,
that he had overheard conversations which led

him to believe that the klan is active in Natchez, Miss., and

- 10 -
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that there is a shooting or sporting club of some type in Natchez

where men are trained in the art of shooting.

On 1/6/64, PCI (RAC)

advised SA EARL COX that Mrs. ROYAL YOUNG made the statement

on 12/19/63, that ROBERT FULLER and ROYAL YOUNG were in Natchez,

Miss.
, at that time to attend a meeting with klan units in that

area.

I advised that ROYAL YOUNG made the statement

on 12/26/63, that he felt the trouble over the split developing

in the klan was pretty well settled at that time. He remarked

that he felt he might lose all the klan units in Miss, to

DOUGLAS BYRD. He also commented that he was hopeful that a

few of the Miss, klan units might stay with him. YOUNG had a

letter from TOMMY L. JONES from Miss.
,
who appeared to be an

organizer, possibly in the Natchez area, and this letter advised

YOUNG that JONES regreted the split that had developed in the

klan, that he felt he should go with DOUGLAS BYRD, and JONES

sent in his membership card, which appeared to show that he was

#6 in klavern unit 1001 in Miss. The name of that klan unit

appeared to be the Adams Company, Inc. (It has been determined

as will be shown later, that TOMMY L. JONES is a member of the

klan at Natchez, Miss.
,
and is believed to be attached to the

Cloverdale Klan.

)

- 11 -
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On 1/13/64

/FOIA(b) (7) - (D

PCI (RAC),

advised SA EARL COX that ROYAL YOUNG stated he had received a

letter sometime prior to 1/11/64, and had also received a tele-

phone call from ALVIN SANSING of Miss.
,
and that SANSING wanted

YOUNG to attend a meeting with Miss, klan leaders to be held on

1/11/64. YOUNG stated that SANSING had told him that DOUGLAS

BYRD was not speaking for all the Miss, klan when he told ROYAL

YOUNG that Miss, klans did not want to stay with the original

KKK. YOUNG stated that SANSING had told him that the Miss,

klansmen did not want to follow the leadership of DOUGLAS BYRD

and EDWARD MC DANIEL. YOUNG also stated that SANSING had

advised him that E. S. GILBERT, who had been associated with

BYRD and MC DANIEL in connection with the split in the klan,

wanted to apologize to YOUNG and the old original KKK and that

GILBERT wanted to stay with the klan headed by YOUNG. YOUNG

did not make it clear who ALVIN SANSING is and Just what his

connection with the klan has been.

ROYAL YOUNG and CHARLIE PIERSON arrived in Vidal ia,

La., about 7:00 PM, 1/11/64, for the klan meeting to be held

at the Shamrock Motel. The banquet room at the Shamrock had

been reserved for this meeting and there were approximately

25 men present. YOUNG introduced PIERSON who was with him,

as - his personal aid. ALVIN SANSING was the spokesman for the

Miss, klansmen at this meeting and the statement was made at

the meeting that these men represented six different klan units
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in Miss. ,
and that they wanted to go forward with ROYAL YOUNG to

build the old Original Ku Klux Klan in Miss. The Miss, group

stated to YOUNG that they wanted him to understand that they

were satisfied with the explanation of the financial situation

in the klan and it was pointed out to YOUNG that the trouble

that arose was largely because of statements made by J. D.

SWENSON and HOUSTON MORRIS in recruiting new members and

organizing new units. It was stated that SWENSON and MORRIS

had made statements that there were as high as 200 or 250 units

in La. and that each unit had about 100 men in each. From

statements allegedly made by SWENSON and MORRIS, klansmen in

Miss, had concluded that a great deal of money was going into

the klan and that this money was not being properly accounted

for. At this meeting, YOUNG admitted there were only about

1500 men who were in the klan in La. and were paying dues. It

was stated that klan units were required to pay into the national

treasury of the klan, that is to ROYAL YOUNG, 5Q£ per month for

each of the klan members on the roll of the various klan units.

It was stated that the klan unit treasurer was responsible to

see that this 50£ per month was paid to the national treasury.

YOUNG made the statement to this group that he had records as

proof as to how much money he had received in the klan treasury,

and he had expense sheets showing what disposition was made of

the funds sent into him.

- 13 -
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There was a discussion at this meeting at Vidal ia, of

the part that DOUGLAS BYRD had played in the split in the klan

and the Miss, klan leaders present requested and received permis-

sion from ROYAL YOUNG to take any steps necessary to prevent

BYRD from interfering with klan activities and the klan leader-

ship in Miss. The impression was given by the Miss, klaii leaders

present at this meeting that they would definitely take any

action necessary to deal with BYRD. The following are the names

of some of the Miss, klan leaders present at this meetings

BILLY JACK GASTON, Box 293, telephone 657-2431,

Liberty, Miss., Grand Dragon of Miss. (The wife of BILLY JACK

CASTON is presently employed as the Office Deputy of the pr

Sheriff, DANIEL JONES, Liberty, Miss.)

HAROLD BECKMER, telephone 876-2302, Tylertown, Miss.

,

Chief, KB I of Miss.

JOHNNIE HAROLD SIMMONS, Rt. 4, telephone 876-3348,

Tylertown, Miss. ,
Grand Giant of Miss.

WINFRED R. LOWERY (a Baptist minister), Johnston,

Miss., telephone 276-7477, Grand Chaplain of Miss. The impression

was given that LOWERY belongs to a klan unit at Summit, Miss.

CHARLIE STRINGER, 209 Westview Cr., MeComb, Miss.,

telephone 684—4416, Grand Kleagie of Miss.

AL SIBLEY, 502 Pearl River Ave. , Me Comb, Miss.

E. L. CASTON, who apparently is a Sheriff or has

recently been a Sheriff in an area of. Miss, near Natchez.

(E L CASTOR is the former Sheriff of Amite Co., Liberty,

Miss, who went out of office on 1/6/64, and is presen y

engaged in dairy farming at Amite Co. ,
Miss. ,

near Liber y.

)

YOUNG picked E. L. CASTON to be his personal aid

in Miss. Comments made indicated that E. L. CASTON and BILLY

JACK CASTON were cousins. (This has been verified. ) E. L.
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CASTON stated to YOUNG that he, GASTON, had talked with the Gov.

of Miss.
,
and that he would get a special permit frpm the Gov.

of Miss.
,
for the chief of the KB I and for YOUNG and that they

could use these permits to travel all over the State of Miss.

,

in an official capacity for the State off Miss.

The statement was made that the personal aid, E. L.

CASTON, to ROYAL YOUNG would have the authority to go anywhere

at anytime on klan business, and that the personal aid would

be answerable only to ROYAL YOUNG. It was said that CHARLIE

PIERSON who accompanied YOUNG to the meeting at Yidalia, was

YOUNG’S personal aid in the State of La.

On 1/13/64, PCI, (RAC),

advised SA EARL COX that ROYAL YOUNG had revoked the commissions

and expelled the following klansmen

:

DOUGLAS A. BYRD, Natchez, Miss.
EDWARD L. MC DANIEL, Natchez, Miss;
E. S. GILBERG, Brookhaven

,
Miss.

The charges set forth in the notice of expulsion

indicated that the above individuals were guilty of committing

treason by inciting or recommending a revolt to the principles

of the old original rules and regulations.

On 1/31/64,1 “I PCI (RAC), advised SA CLARENCE

G. PROSPERE that the headquarters of the KKK in Adams Co. , which

is used by four separate klans in Adams Co.

,

is located on the
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iiFOIA(b) (7 )
- (D)

NO 157-1339

/' / / / .

Morgantown Rd. ,
near Natchez, Miss. ,

across the road from

Scarborough Machine Shop.
| |

advised that the meeting night

is every Tuesday night for the Morgantown klan and that he

believes on Monday, Wednesday and Thursday, the meet

if used by the other three klans.

ing hall

On 2/4/64, PCI (RAC), advised SA CLARENCE

Amer ican

the name

G. PROSPERE that DOUGLAS A. BYRD has a phone at the

Gas Station on the 61-84 Bypass, Natchez, Miss. ,
in

of Adams Co. Sportsman's Club and that BYRD has requested an

extension for his phone at the headquarters of the KKK on the

Morgantown Rd.

On 2/17/64 PCI (RAC), advised SA PROSPERE

a phone at

due to

that DOUGLAS A. BYRD had dropped his application for

the Adams Co. Sportsman’s Club on the Morgantown Rd.

controversy over the name since there is a legitimate Adams

Co. Sportsmen Club in Adams Co. ,
Miss. ,

which is actually

comprised of sportsmen and has no association whatsoever with

any KKK. "•

;

I advised that the Morgantown grouip is

f theheaded by ERNEST PARKER and that two other officers o

Morgantown group are DOUGLAS A. BYRD and JACK SEALE,

advised that the following individuals were present at the

meeting at the Morgantown Rd. headquarters of the KKK on

2/11/64

:

- 16 -
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TiFOIA ( b ) (7 ) (D)

ERNEST PARKER
DOUGLAS BYRD
JACK SEALE
BABY RAY PARKER
G. T. LAMBERT, 103 Rushing St.
GRADY LEVERTTE, 204 LaSalle St,

policeman)
WILLIE STROUD, S. Pearl St.

,

across from gun shop.

Morgantown Rd„

,

Natchez
Natchez, Miss, (city

(city policeman), Natchez, Miss.
Miss.TOMMY L„ JONES, Cloverdale, Natchez

visiting Morgantown group,; believed to be a
member of Cloverdale klan)

W. W. "PEANUT" CARNELL, Mt. Carmel Subdivision,
Morgantown Rd . , Natchez, Miss.; (operates machine
shop on Hwy. 61 N.

)

DAVID CARNElX, son of W. W. CARNELL;
in machine shop of Scarborough
Rd. from headquarters of KKK

and is employed
across Morgantown

ROBERT MURRAY, City fireman, 36 Ouachita St.

,

Natchez
SIDNEY E. HANEY ,

Morgantown Rd.

,

Nat
of Citizens for Preservation of

chez, Miss, (head
White Race)

of approximately 40

advised that the Morgantown group has a membership

He stated he

es there is a Cloverdaleknows there is a Sligo group and beliey*

group. He stated that there are definitely four groups that use

the Morgantown Rd. headquarters.
| |

advised that he was told

by other members there were 300 to 400 members in the Adams Co.

KKK.

advised that following are individuals known

to be members of the KKK, having been told by another member of

the KKK:

MARIO HERNANDEZ, Deputy Sheriff, Adams Co., Natchez;
Capt. J. G. WISNER, Natchez PD, who resides Wash.

,

Miss.

,

in the old Propinquity (phonetic) House;
PETE HARVEY who is employed at SBT&T, Natchez, in

the plant dept, outside of maintenance;
TINEY LEWIS, owner of Bar-b-Q Pit, U. S. Hwy. 61 N.

(LEWIS is a Col. on the Gov. *s staff of Miss.

,

under the present
Gov., PAUL B. JOHNSON).

- 17 -
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SHORTY BREELAND, employed International Paper and
resides Kennenburg, Miss.

- 18 -
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 #

/ERr

5010- 106-05

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
SAC, NEW ORLEANS (157-1962) date: 3/4/64

SA ROBERT EDWARD LEE

subject: the white KNIGHTS OF
THE KU KLUX KLAN OF
MISSISSIPPI
RM

(00: NO)

The following investigation was conducted by
SA ROBERT EDWARD LEE:

At Laurel, Mississippi

On 2/20/64, L. C. NIX, Chief of Police, was advised
of the possible activity of this organization in Laurel on
Saturday night, 2/22/64.

On 2/24/64, Chief NIX advised that he had alerted
his ranking officers of the possible demonstrations. They

had worked on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday nights in an effort
to discourage any activity. He said that a number of the
Auxiliary Police had been asked to work on these nights but
were not advised of the reason.

He related that to his knowledge, no crosses were
burned in the Laurel area, and no telephone calls received.

Chief NIX stated that he has learned that JIM
BISHOP and GRADY CHANCE may have been responsible for the
burning of several crosses around Jones County several weeks
ago

.

He has also learned that J. W. PRUVIS, City
Engineer, is a member of the Klan in Laurel.

Chief NIX stated he will attempt to secure more
information on the Klan acitivity in Laurel, and anything he
gets will be furnished to the FBXL.

/ /S7- 6. 3- <3

I
SEARCHED INDEXED

SERIALIZED

/96-zr - J ^



TO

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 FOI

A

(b)(7) -
(
D )

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
SAC, HEW GELims[ DATE: 2/2$/6ij.

FROM
: SA, ROBERT EDWARD LEE

SUBJECT:

7HT

On 2/24/64, with reference to 157-1962 - entitled TEE WHITE

KSflOHTS OF THE KtJ K'LUX K^S'H OF •MISSISSIPPI • RM, advised- that he

had worked swtmKSKX Friday,. Saturday and Sunday nights .at the Drive

in XBSiifX Theatre ahd does not know of any incidents* He -'heard that,

the planned act.ivitjAwas called off due to the extra police patrol*

xm .

REL/

(P

.3

/j-7~C 3 -a)
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New Orleans, Louisiana
March 2, 1964

WHITE KNIGHTS OF THE
KU KL0X KIAN OP MISSISSIPPI

February 29, 1964, a confidential source with
whom insufficient contact has been made to determine his
reliability, advised that to his knowledge there were no
crosses burned in Laurel, Mississippi on the evening of
February 28, 1964.

'

‘ On March 1, 1964, Chief of Police L. C. Nix,
laurel, Mississippi Police Department, advised that during
the evenings of February 28 and 29, 1964, he had additional
ranking officers of his department on duty and that no
reportb of any cross burnings in laurel, Mississippi had
been received by his department.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of investigation.
It is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.

HW
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3/2/64 / FOIA ( b ) ( 7 )
- (D)

AIRTEL am mail

m DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM SAG* NEW

WRITE KNIGHTS OF THE
KU KLUX KEAN OF MISSISSIPPI
RACIAL MATTES

R© New Orleans airtel 2/26/64 with enclosed letterhead
memorandum

.

Enclosed herewith are eight copies of a letterhead memorandum
pertaining to captioned organisation which are seif explanatory,

The source mentioned in the enclosed letterhead memorandum is

/s7- C 3 ~
SJ

-3-=r
7T'

X&riaHzstf

indsxsuf

FHe</„
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1

TOs SAG, Mf ORLEANS ( 157- New ) 2/28/61*

FROM* SA STEPHEN M. CALENDER

SUBJECT* KEAN-TYPE ACTIVITY
JONES COUNTY, MISS
RH

Information has bean developed that there Is a klan typo group

in tbs Laurel, Mss® area "Khicb is located in Jones County® This

group is associated with a new formed Klan organization known as

th© Whit© Knights of the Km Klux Klan e£ Mississippi *

It is therefore recommended that a now 357 case b© opened

captioned as above and that ary klan type activity in Jones County,

MLeis® b® placed in this file with a copy also to b© routed t© the

file captioned Milt® Knights of the KKK NO file 357-1962®

157 Klan-typ© activity Jones County, Miss®

157-1962

SMC*

i

i

/S 7- C 3-//

/i^r
SEARCHED.^.,.INDEXED,^,..
SERIALIZED..,^rd^lLED <?.

FEB Z 8 1964
flit—NEW ORLEANS
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

5010-104

/A

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
to : SAC

.FROM : SA SAMUEL E. VIRDEN,II

date: 2/24/64

subject: threat to Charles Evers /

RM

7' 7 fyO
n

f
A-0

Re phone call from ASAC 2/2G/64. ASAC instructed that local authorities be advised that

a confidential source had informed the New gleans office that the "local Klavem" was

"going to do something about Charles Evers and were "a little slow about it".

The above information was given to Asst Chief of Police M.B. PIERCE on the same date.

Chief PIERCE stated he was glad to receive this information. He said that similar

information had come to his attention.

--I

AlceZ
(A

!- C c
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 '

5010-104 N o
UNITED" STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO SAC, New Orleans date: 2/25/64

Biloxi, 1 Mississippi'

- FROM '
: • 3A H. Warren Tool, Jr.

'
'

. -

'

-
'

.
'• yS 7-/f^*-

subject:. The white Knights of the-Ku Klux Klan-of Mississippi
• -

' V RM •

. ^
•

(00: NO) .

- '

. r/ .

\ t

Attached' are the following items: - -

‘

,
1) Constitution, of The White Knights of the Ku

.

' Klux Klan of Mississippi.

2) ' copy of First Edition of ’’The People’s ¥oice
dealing with RM.

Item #1 furnished 1/30/64, item #2 furnished 2/19/64, to
SA's David- P. HURLEY and H. Warren TOOL, jr.

,

at Biloxi, Mississippi,-,
byjvlrs. N., Mf M0RELLI, #101 Bel Aire Motel, West Beach,. Biloxi.

hwt

/
Attachments: 2

/^-y~ C 3-/C
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY J 962 EDITION
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

5010-106

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : SAC, NEW ORIEANS. &$?>- DATEE: 2/20/64

from
: SA, ROBERT EDWARD LEE /FOIA(b) (7 )

- (D)

SUBJECT: THE WHITE KNIGHTS of the
KU KLUX KLAN of * "

MISSISSIPPI
RM
(00- NO)

The following investigate ion was conducted by SA ROBERT EDWARD LEE:

AT LAUREL, MISS:

On 2/19/64, J~
.shed an appllfurnished an application for citizenship in the Invisible Empire

of this organization. He also furnished a copy of ’’Fifty Reasons
Why You Should be a Member of the Original Ku Klux.Klan, by: . R , B

.

DAVIS. iBR . . IMPERIAL WIZARD.” / # ... "

HeNsecured the application at the last meeting and the Fifty
Reasons why you should become a member from some unidentified .person.
These articles will be kept in the files of the New Orleans Office

He stated that he had heard the narn^s of a Dr. MURRAY (PH),
428-4357 or 428- 7052 ; PONDER or ANDREW GREEN. k26-ii763 : PARKER _ TAXI
426-9344j^IxINTQlL G-r- COPT,INS, 608 E. l5st\ Street, 428-0508 and<^
HOAWRDS 0£FB

f 61960 — Ho^e 5~l580, memtipned on occasions. He believes
all live iA Laurel.

He has also heard the name of . JOHN LfeWIS . National Chairmsn of the
Student non-violent coordinating committed mentioned. He does not
recall the circumstances but believes that\some or all of these persons
will received telephone calls from various members of the Klan.

informed that he has heard that three o^Rthe city officials
from' Jiiiisvine, Mississippi are members of the local Klan. He !

believes that JERRY SM^TH . Patrolman, Laurel PD is a member of the ' -

Klan.
~

I I stat es h^ will report any additional information he
may get from this organization.

1 SEARCHED, D . .

.

j

SERIAUZED....5^FiL£D..

I
FEB ? 1 1984

,FSt— NEW ORLEANS
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2/a6/6&

Mmm hinmih

TO J DIRECTOR, FBI

FROHs. .. SAC, HEW ORLEANS (157-19^2)

SUBJECTS WHITE KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLTJX KIAN
OF MISSISSIPPI
RSf

• Enclosed herewith are eight (8) copies of a
letterhead memorandum pertaining to captioned organisation
which are self-explanatory

.

The
memorandum Is

source mentioned in enclosed letterhead
FOIA(b) (7) - (D) FRI,

'•Bureau (Eaco-8)
Hew Orleans

rams
(5K^%> /

/5 7- C 3~

<jy^yur^
swetted

osriaicod

Ibi'.i 7 3^

;'ue«L
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
5010-104-01

"'/EOIA(b) (7 )
(D)

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : SAC, New Orleans date: 2/25/64

Biloxi, Mlssij
fr°m

: gA g> Warren Tqo1

subject:

This individual first contacted NO Division on
1/30/64 i stating she had information regarding party named HINTON
from Laurel , Mississippi, who was Supposedly in Ku Klux Kalru

On same date, during interview, she made available
a voluminous Constitution of "The White Knights of the Ku Klux Klan
of Mississippi”, copy of which was made and original returned to
her.

’

A new case has been recommended opendd as to this
party. Also new case opened re "The White Knights of the Ku Kins
Klan of Mississippi". fji| 4

On 2/19/64, source made available the first edition

A

of "The Peoples’s Voice" dealing with KKK, NAACP and Racial Matters.
~~

(see 1-A file of case titled "The White Knights of the Ku Klux
Klan of Mississippi*.

Source again contacted NO division on 2/6/64* She has been
contacted on 1/30/64 and 2/19/64 by SAs D. P. HURLEY & H. W. TOOL, Jr.

Background:

Source knows entertainment people on Gulf Coast. Has been
of assistance on 2/19/64, in case entitled "HAROLD LOYD JOYCE, Aka,
FUG., UFAP, NO file SB-5396. ' ~ '

y /

j

kROLB LOYD JOYCE, Aka,/

/s - ^-//
CrABr^tn iiunrvrix '

*

1

hwfc

/CC ij NO new case entitled "The White Kni^its of
v— of Mississippi", RM

SEARCHED/0

SERIALIZED .JSGTiuoI

FEB 2 6 196-

Ffy-rf NEW Qf^EAl

1

NS

767-/PT
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Date: 2/24/64
Transmit the following in

(Type in plain text or code) .

Via Airtel
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

PERSONAL ATTENTION

••'jroiA(b) (tj - (D)

SAC, New Orleans

Director, FBI

WHITE KNIGHTS OF THE KU
, 5 /

KLUX KLAN OF MISSISSIPPI
RACIAL MATTERS

RACIAL INFORMANT PROGRAM
NEW ORLEANS DIVISION

Re New Orleans airtel dated 2/17/64 captioned, "Original
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan"; New Orleans airtel 2/17/64 captioned,
"Louisiana Ku Klux Klan"; New Orleans rad 2/20/64 captioned, "White
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan of Mississippi."

Referenced airtels set forth that a split has occurred
in the organization Original Knights of the Ku Klux Klan. There is
some indication that one part is now called "White Knights of the
Ku Klux Klan of Mississippi." This matter should be immediately
investigated to ascertain the identities of the two groups, leaders,]

membership, activities, aims and purposes and other pertinent
information.

Referenced New Orleans rad indicates that C
]has furnished information concerning the White Knights of the

Ku Klux Klan. Enclosed is a copy of a letter written by
the Attorney General dated 2/19/64. not already done,
receipt of this letter should be verbally acknowledged with
The investigation concerning [

the
to

]
background should be

expeditiously pursued and upon completion evaluation should be
made as to his potential as a racial informant. The Bureau should
be immediately advised of the results together with your evaluation
and recommendation concerning

|

}

/f 7- C 3- 70

Enclosure

Sent
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1

AIRTEL TO SAC, NEW ORLEANS
RE: WHITE KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX K2AN

Referenced rad also sets forth that Assistant Chief
of Police, Jackson, Mississippi, Police Department, informed
that a Klan-type group has been formed in Clinton, Mississippi,
Also, that the Klan in Mississippi is organized in thirty~five
counties with a total of eighteen hundred members, Bufiles
do not indicate that Klan organizations in New Orleans territory
have such a large membership,, In fact, Bufiles Show that Klan
groups in your territory have small membership and until recently
have been almost nonexistent

,

If this information concerning Klan organizations being
/

active in thirty~five counties is accurate, it is apparent that
your coverage of this activity is not adequate. This situation
should not have developed to such an extent without coming to
the attention of Agents handling these matters. Immediate steps
should be taken to improve this situations If the personnel
presently assigned to these matters is not sufficient, immediate
consideration should be given to the assignment of additional
personnel.

It has been pointed out to your office in recent months
on several occasions that expeditious attention should be given
to the development of additional racial informants and this matter
should receive your personal attention to insure that appropriate
action is taken.

» 2 -
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-X:

•(-b) (7) •- (D)

!•
{

t

L

Laurel, Mississ.

Feb. 19, 1964 1

*\ \ X \

\ \ x
'

*

Mr. Robert Kennedy ,
j

Attorney General !

United States of America !

Washington 25, D. C.

\ \ '
’

i

Dear Mr t Kennedy,

Recently I was invited to join the K.K. K. here in Mississippi.

I discussed this with Mr. R. E. Lee the F.B. I. man here in Laurel.

He asked me to join and keep him informed of the things that takes place.

This I have^done and it is bigger and deeper than even I had expected.

Of course I can get out at anytime by taking another oath.

This is really an expensive expedition here. Even my life is

at stake if they knew of this. / \

You need to talk to me. and you can call me at Laurel, Missis-

The best time would be about 9:00 A. M.sippi
|

Central Standard time.

/

it

This week end there is to be a lot of activity here in Laurel.

They plan to burn several crosses, threatening telephone calls to

| |
several people, both white & colored.

!
I know the names of the leaders in this county as well as the

leaders of other counties. As I say it is expensive to make these trips

both from my business and personal. I know how this organ ization works,

and am gathering names, a few at a time, in more than one county. I also

am personally acquainted with the big man in charge of the sbat^, who /
__

would give the word. XS/ 7,

\
* 5

SiARCHED—JNPEX
sirializid..IzXed

FEB 2 5196
"

f

4

• ’
. . . •

.

^ FBI, NEW/ORLEANS
|w?.



Your help is needed, because they will go to no end for their

cause and they say Mr. Charles Evers, must be stopped now.

This is not my way of life but I want to help if I can, and you

can help me both protectively & moneytarily.

I would call you but I don't want to trust the operators here.

If you are interested please call, otherwise I will get out of this group

but fast.

One night think it is the scum of the earth that belongs to an

organization of this sort but it is business men that are highly respected.

There are also some oilmen and some from all walks of life.

The literature I have is 50 Reasons why you should belong, and

an application which is signed by each member. The bookkeeper that has

the entire list is in business and has a good one. He has the list of names
but have no marking to identify it with this club.

I

I am really not afraid but when they take someones life, I don't

want no part of it and I want to be able to stop it.

I know, whether you believe it or not that I will be killed if

found out. I have made 3 trips across the state to attend the ele ctions

and draw up an additional set of by-laws & regulations. This group means
business, if you asked how many, I would say 80 in Laurel, and across the

state 3,000 and /growing fast.

Please advise me what to do.

Sincerely,

COPY:nm
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{UNITED STATES GOVE^MENT . .

'
'

„ M
. _

t

Memorandum • 1

to 74-7:77 SAC (157-new)

V.rl
',

date: . 2/17/64 -

'
' -v' • '••'•S', ;

:v ' V' •';• -''V rtwM- - -7'
- 7V ;

--rl'

jESON -•M/ 77;.;/ 7

/

;

v

u 4*V’ •
:

vV^z-v- ;

£ :0&:- v ?

7 :•;/. 7/7/77 ,
v7-'-

; ;
</ 5 7

!
*

„'•
'it-.

from, / jsA HUNTER E* HELGESQN

S0”ECT: a/so* 6x^WM:

.?<

|;/(Cr V 7, ;7 >/7.

.

:

'777;/7' ;/7f

On 2/17/64 Asst. Chief of Police M.B. PIERCE pA), Police...^

Department. Jackson, Miss, furnished the following informat on. >

^

rw i /o/A/.l ? [
Jackson Police Dept. /

was approached by one JIMMY WIGGS an employee of Parts and Equip-

ment Wholesalers, Rankin St., Jackson, Miss, and propoaitxoined

iMn fl KKK prout) in Jackson. was asked by WIGGS if ne

woul fatted aforganisational ke^IrHg of the KKK to be held soon,

^^reported thiS contact to Deputy Chief JOHN L. ^and PIERCE.

They Instructed him to join the KKK group and furnish the Jackpon

PD with information concerning the activities ^of,,, this group.

-vt

On l/l5/64[wu .attended a meeting held at £:30PM at the^

IllSilf/ Boy Scout Hut, W. Lawson St., Clinton, Miss. There were about thirty

persons present. All gave the indication this was their first

H7'?/7v7r
'.; meeting* however it ihater developed this was not the case* As the

SSSt±SS'coSced a man wearing a red robe with white cross, a hood
c .

. j wearing a .45 automatic pistol on a belt entered the room. He

?Sokthfpistol out of the holster and laid it down on a BteiBxble

on a table. This person then started tal^n
fh^°Ki

t
^
e
|e°SIs a

H
good

told of the background and organization of the JOCK. He \/as a gooo

sDeaker At the conclusion of his remarks he asked for questions

from the group. There were none and he asked if anyone wanted to

leave No one left. He then administered various oaths to the group,

for aboS? ?en mGmies and then said there were already Klan libers,,

in the group. He again asked if anyone wanted to leave. None did. ^
2 - KKK ACTIVITY. HINDS COUOTX, .MISS

.

1- MEMPHISS(RM) (Info)

7 /JLr 157-new SAM BOWERS (Srookhauen, Miss.)
:^-^L - 157-new J . N K)RTSNBERRY V*-.’

;r'
’ '

'"
v ?

;

- 157-now KLAN ACTIVITY RANK;IN' COUNTY, : MISS

.
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IISilliHe

,;;

;iOI^.[b) (7J - .(D).

then asked
cludingf
sworn in as

. his hood and
emPlnvep of

all old members to stand. All but three persons, in-<^^4
stood. At this point the .three new members were

^lood brothers of the KjCKn . The man then took off

W0& I fi

was determined
the Water Works

by[
I
to

Dept. , City
be J.N. FORTENBERRY, an
of Jackson. A note in •"•v!r

:

:,hreport at this point states that HyL. HOLMES was at this
time "President or E.C." PIERCE did not know the signifigance of
this notation. (E. C. may refer to Exalted Cyclops). HOLMES reportedly

Uped Car Lot on South Gallatin St., Jackson. At this
was elected to the temporary post of Klan Investigator, i

y unidentified person at meeting to bring in another

runs Holines Us

asked d

'y?*y y:.-;. •

meeting
He was asked
police officer' whom he trusted to help him.

],At the instructions of PIERCE I

agreed to join this KKK group to assist! | in gathering infor-
mation. v-.: /=:/ f-

ifil

On I/22/6A another meeting was held in the same place,

VC
attended with[ j

?v V

jgj
•

. \

was sworn In.

On 1/29/64 another Meeting was held at the same place.
was elected by unanimouswas an election

lamation to the
of officers,
post of Klan Invest!

There
acc-

nvestigator.

mmi?

'

;*Vf='V - *

On 2/5/64 another meeting was held at the same place. Nine
new members were sworn in. It was announced that the Clinton group
was then organized with sixty members. It was said (person not
noted who furnished the information) that the Klan is now organized
in 35 counties in Miss, with a total of 1B00 members. At this meet-
ing a motion was put forth that a group from this Klan should go
to Brookhaven, which is state headquarters, to ask Imperial Wizard

.BOWERS for permission to bum crosses in Jackson. As of this
?

date this group had no activity, .v;: /V-'-

•‘’k-tw

yyli

vvi:
.

•
-^

zf
!

:-U
j

i,

It

ax/ , ^&*? i'-

This is the only KKK .group
area. It meets in Clinton as

It uses a rod and gun
PjrW.'V-*;

known to be operating in the Jack-
this was the only available meet-
club front.

The officers
follows:

-M
.

•: h--i

’
'

;;
•';) VK-.h

;,v ;

;

;

of the Clinton group known to I

State Organizer - N . J^bfiTENBERRY
President - PRICEJSSAY (PH)

Night Hawk or Asst . _Lepturer - JIMMY!
Secretary - SCOTT, "

Treasurer - BLAMES EARL Me CASKELL:

and
V, K

Inner Guard "Frenchyn \ BURDINLT

WIGGS

./ \*
t. f

.

1

;
"r t

.

'
•'<

:

;
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Iffig i xgK ;i

:
In addition to the above ^he following are known to be members : i • ^ ;

' '• O,. HOtiMES^JIU- V..">

4

44':
"

. CLARENCExMc CASKELL 44
- WffllAM »»pLLIE»» SMALL 4

:

4

SUMRALL reportedly offered hiss place of business, a service station,
701 Me Dowell Road, Jackson as\a possible meeting place for a
possible group in South Sackson which the Clinton group will try > :;

'

to organize. According to PIERCE, SUMRALL approached COP W.D. RAI«=

FIEID when he was originally propositioned to join and did join4f.^7£.#
with the knowledge of RAYFIELD with the understanding he would 'yy':'y

furbish information to RAYFIELD concerning Klan activities.

I l and l lhave specifically heard mention^ of KKK
groups in Copiah, Lincoln, Jasper and Rankin Counties.

CAUTION: PIERCE ADVISED THAT THE ABOlTE INFORMATION SHOULD
BE TREATED AS CONFIDENTIAL AND THAT THE IDENTITIES OF OFFICERS

,| TANDr I
NOT BE DIVULGED OUTSIDE THE FBI. HE ALSO REQUESTED

[that the Jackson p6lice department not be identified as the source
\0F THIS INFORMATION AS IT MIGHT JEPRODIZE THE' SAFETY AND EFFECTIVE®®.
^ESS OF THE OFFICERS.

Pieree advised that he will continue to furnish to the FBI
all information developed by these officers relative to KKK ac- •

tivity, but requested that the officers not be contacted directly
by agents relative to this matter. He said that if any particular
information is desired he or Deputy Chief JOHN L. RAY should be
contacted a©d they will obtain the desired information from the
officers. 4 44. 44 .;'•••>

, 44 '

44.4 4444 4.4 v
.

,-*''•44

-

i4 :444 4 Pierce ; further advised that he desired that it be made a
matter; Of record with the FBI that officersl
have joined the KKK at. -the specific request o3

^|^^!4Jackson:;PD,ln;;an:-undercover capacity.i4,44,44''

/v ^ ^

?

v?5v aA* -

•v’t V4 ‘ • * •'

4

4 • -*• <444 *,
-

V*#’*^**''*- ! s4a $* Vii? ..W-V- »•».-. *v *• • . 44. :?A
,
V -

!v'
-

\ ?*•.*-

and I I

ricials of tha

•V
s *'

1

': V Vr' ' W;
.
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Jackson,- Miss..-'- g.'g- vg'A. V-A gyg - AAg g' g'g ;

v.v
."••• H*

’'!?

r;
,:

”$C*

: v m tt- maintain contact with Ass*t Chief, of- Police M.3. piriRCE .:. • -

and obtain additional names of members, identity of ideations of o

Wm^&^ah groups and their- leaders and members,, .and there activities.
.. g;.

ttillSS - 2 , WILL ascertaih from PIERCE, if: through- his .sources

;

the
:

klan^groups > -

'

\>ih'at' * Klan fpoup th©y .
•cisspcis.bod wit rr 0

• > . , . ' +u- vr* v.-^^

i|iiifi^.SlS SceLr/ contacts and develop racial informs « the-
.. .

v

^ha-t. 'meets ^d-n. Clinton*./Miss . gg;-jM rg-- vg';'
;
.gg-g 'gA-g'

8^®ISllteKS
?

^i3:. conduct necessary backgrouhd investigation -on J.K. -..Fortenberry,

itSyiSlS'Sb'ich as ;. credit^ and. criminal,:; employiiient records etc. .^v-.-^--^.
.

£%#• * '.. At - v Miss •
: C\\v^. H V

•

•

’

•
.«

;
/;,-v

'

:g-
• ;?M .

;

V-xf;’.C*

.1
lV

^.!i
; '

V/in identify • SAM - BOWERS g - alleged -.Imperial; Wizard .

and conduc^ g :>•;

ilSssas

Sili“ -siSa-ss|“s-
in these groups.
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inclosed for Sure&s are sight
meaoyandiaa m captioned matter*

Th© first confidential soiree
memoranda® is j

77 7 i \

J~XSIuMX» MiBSissappi » telephoned SA K0SBKT EDfAEI
He is associated with tls© ^jseric&a. Katioaal

I, is a ssesBfccx* of the Ausili&ry Police aed a
feraser weaber" of the U* S. Mmw*/ He said that recently :$NSr

had feeea approached b? as aaidsatifted individual to Joie
the Kirns io laurel. | ~~feant@<§ to teit II ths.JBS
wa© Interested is any informatioa he migjhS get is the event
tie would Join. He was advised that thd'3
issfomatioa anyone desired to furnish.

On 2/19/64* around 8:30 an*,

the information contained is tbe enclosed letterhead &emo~
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fO-IA(b) (7 )
- (D)

Bisrtfc

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

to tm&ti.&m
saitesl m loiter to S©fi©rat>l®

Mtmm$
2/19/64,M t&O

©§*$ related tfeat It©
tfe© imierviow <m 2/19/64

F*
i|> 2 G * > ©It:

as set oat

eeafidostial searce

at Jaolssoa,.
perti&eat iaformtie®
regarding miMllMB mmm*

Is boeauae 170 file Itas Iseem
to ttetag lastitated

Boro-aa

ia tk®

la fit®

to eeatact

-2-
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A

3/21/84
puis text

AIHTEL AXEMAIL

t©j director, wm
titmamms civil rights s&ctiok

gbiiseal Division

FROM: SAC, HEW OKLEAHS <157~SSSW)

®Si WHITE HEIGHTS OF THE Ell SLUE SLAB
OF -MISSISSIPPI
EM

Attached ax*©. S copies of a letterhead taeja0,rai&Sas
CSBtalaiag infiwnris-fr. 4 nn S3A BQHEgE mpraon tips*

oa 2/21/S4, fey J
Laarel, Mias. —
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FD-36*Rev. 10-29-63)

n/O

Transmit the following in

RADIOGRAM

F B I

Date: 2/20/64

CODE
(Type in plain text or code)

URGENT

(Priority)

,,/FOIA(b) (7 )
I- (D)

TO: DIRECTOR
/s

FROM: NEW ORLEANS /157-NEW// _

/ V
WHITE KNIGHTS OF THE KU KI^UX KLAN OF MISSISSIPPI, RM

.

I, LAUREL, MISS. ADVISED EVENING

OF FEBRUARY NINETEEN, SIXTY FOUR, THAT HE ATTENDED KLAN

TYPE MEETING FEBRUARY EIGHTEEN, SIXTY FOUR, AT LAUREL,

MISS. WHERE IT WAS DISCUSSED THAT SEVEN CROSSES WOULD BE

BURNED ON THE EVENING OF FEBRUARY TWENTY TWO, SIXTY FOUR,

IN THE LAUREL AREA. ALL CROSSES, EXCEPT THREE, ARE TO

BE BURNED IN AN UNIDENTIFIED NEGRO COMMUNITIES . CROSSES

NOT BURNED IN NEGRO COMMUNITIES ARE TO BE BURNED IN FRONT

OF RESIDENCES OR\ BUSINESSES OF WHITE PERSONS IN LAUREL AND

THAT AFTER CROSSES ARE BURNED TELEPHONE CALLS WILL BE

MADE TO VARIOUS PERSONS INVOLVED INSTRUCTING THEM TO DIS-

CONTINUE WHATEVER PRACTICE THE KLAN BELIEVES PERSONS GUILTY

INFORMED THAT GROUPS OF CAPTIONED ORGANIZATION

SMC/cjo
( 1 )

/Sl-03-(

(9^ r
til (j

Approved:

yecial Agent in Charge
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FD-36 (Rev. 10-29-63)

4
FOIA(b)(7) - (D)

F B I

Date: 2/20/64

Transmit the following in .

Via

(Type in plain text or code)

(Priority)

NO 157-NEW
PAGE TWO

ARE ESTABLISHED AT JACKSON, BROOKHAVEN AND NATCHEZ
,
MISS. AT

THE MEETING OF FEBRUARY EIGHTEEN, SOME OF THOSE PRESENT MADE

THE STATEMENT THAT THE JACKSON GROUP WAS NOT DOING THEIR JOB

INASMUCH AS CHARLES EVERS IS SUPPOSED TO HAVE GONE. FOR

INFORMATION, BUREAU, CHARLES EVERS IS FIELD SECRETARY,

NAACP AND THE BROTHER OF THE LATE MEDGAR EVERS.

ACCORDING TO

<S3(

CAPTIONED ORGANIZATION WAS FORMERLY

ASSOCIATED WITH SOME GROUP IN LOUISIANA PAREN PROBABLY THE

ORIGINAL KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN END PAREN, BUT HAD

PULLED AWAY FROM THE LOUISIANA GROUP AND FORMED THEIR OWN

ORGANIZATION AND ON APPLICATIONS THE NAME OF THE ORGANIZATION

[

I

LISTED AS THE WHITE KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN OF MISSISSIPPI
BEEN

THE BUREAU HAS/PREVIOUSLY INFORMED OF A SPLIT WHICH

OCCURRED IN THE ORIGINAL KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN WHEREIN

MISSISSIPPI MEMBERS DEFECTED.

Approved: Sent M Per

Special Agent in Charge
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FD-36 (Rev. 10-29-63)

Transmit the following in

*
FBI

Date: 2/20/64

(Type in plain text or code)

Via
(Priority)

:
.

; J

NO 157-NEW
PAGE FOUR

INTERVIEW ON FEBRUARY NINETEEN, SIXTY FOUR, HE HAD MAILED A

LETTER TO THE ATTORNEY GENERAL, WASHINGTON, D. C.
, ON FEBRUARY

NINETEEN, FURNISHING THE SAME INFORMATION.

ABOVE IS FOR THE INFORMATION OF BUREAU AND INVESTIGATION

IS BEING INSTITUTED REGARDING CAPTIONED ORGANIZATION AND

LETTERHEAD MEMO TO FOLLOW.

END.

Approved: Sent

Special Agent in Charge

M Per
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Bulky Exhibit - Inventory of Proper^^K
FD-192 (Rev. M- 18-64)-

quired as Evidence

Date APRIL 1. 1965

|. |
.Check, when submitting semiannual inventory , if no previous correspondence with Bureau.

Bufile 1 ' Status of
-Case

Submitting Office File # •

Jackson 157-63
Office of Origin File#

.

Jackson *

157-63

Title and Character of Case

WHITE KNIGHTS OP THE KU KLUX KLAN OP MISSISSIPPI
RACIAL MATTERS. (KLAN)

Date Property Acquired

3/12/65

Source From Which Property Acquired

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

Location of Property or Bulky Exhibit

Bulky Exhibit ' cabinet
-

1

Description of Property or Exhibit and Identity of Agent Submitting Same

2. One white klan robe.

Reason for Retention of Property and Efforts Made to Dispose of Same

Evidence

-6 Ay**

' jav.

CLd

157-63-1B1

SEMIANNUAL INVENTORY CERTIFICATION TO JUSTIFY RETENTION OF PROPERTY (Initial! and. date)
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Bulky Exhibit - Inventory of ProperJ
F D- 19 2 (Rev. 11-18-64)

Acquired as Evidence

Date -17-6$

'

|
Check , when submitting semiannual inventory , if no previous correspondence with Bureau .

Bufile Status of '

Case
Submitting Office

.
File #

157-1552

' Jackson •••••. 157-63
Office of Origin File # .

Jackson , 157-63

Title and Character of Case

WHITE KNIGHTS OF. THE KU KLUX KLAN OF 'MISSISSIPPI'
RACIAL MATTERS (KLAN). v-V. . .

Date Property Acquired Source From Which. Property Acquired
.

3-17-65 ••
FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

Location of Property or Bulky Exhibit Reason for Retention of Property and Efforts Made to Dispose of Same

Bulky Exhibit cabinet Evidence
‘

Description of Property or Exhibit and Identity of Agent Submitting Same

Submitted by SA‘ Billy. Bob Williams

1. Kloran for WKKKKOM. ';)>
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